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ABSTRACT 
 
This study analyses the linkage between monetary policy and the stock market in South Africa 
using monthly data for the period from 2000 to 2010. It provides an overview of the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange and the monetary regimes adopted by the South African Reserve Bank since the 
1960s and the interrelation between the monetary variables and the stock market. It also provides 
a review of literature, both theoretical and empirical on the linkages between the two variables. 
Based on the review of literature, a Vector Autoregression [VAR] model was chosen as a method 
of analyzing the relationship between the two variables. The empirical results revealed that there is 
no long term relationship between the variables, however, in the short-run there is a dynamic 
relationship between monetary policy and the stock market in South Africa. This implies that 
innovations in the stock market affect the implementation of monetary policy and vice-versa. The 
study recommended that monetary authorities should pay attention to the fact that the stock 
market performance has a great impact on their decision making due to the fact it is greatly 
affected by repo rates. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
  
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Establishing the link between monetary policy and the stock market has been the center of much 
academic attention. However, results have been mixed. Establishing the link between these two 
variables is of great importance as documented in a number of studies. The literature is not 
conclusive on the link between monetary policy and stock markets. Whilst there have been 
arguments that the interest rates should influence stock prices Thorbercke (1997) and Patelis 
(1997), there has been counterarguments that there is no stable relationship between interest 
rates and stock prices. Goodfriend (2003) for instance concludes that since there is no stable 
correlation between stock price returns and short term interest rates and hence, it would be difficult 
for interest rates to target stock price changes appropriately. According to Bernanke and Kuttner 
(2004), stock prices are among the most closely watched asset prices in the economy and are 
viewed as being highly sensitive to economic conditions. Deviations of stock prices from 
fundamental values caused by speculators and over-eager investors pushes the overall value of a 
stock beyond its proper value, and may have adverse effects on the economy – with a possibility 
of “bubbles "at times.  
 
Pettinger (2011) states that there is a link between share prices and the economy. However, often 
the link is merely to serve as an indicator of economic strength. Share prices are not the cause of 
recessions, but can sometimes be a barometer of the state of the economy. To emphasize the 
importance of the stock market, Maskay and Chapman (2007) explain further that millions of rand 
are traded in stock markets daily, as many people depend on the stock market as their main 
source of income. Other people have their retirement funds tied up in the security markets. Thus, 
any slump in stock prices has serious consequences for the investors. It is also clear that a strong 
security market encourages investment and influences consumption.  
 
Akinlo & Akinlo (2009) show that stock market development causes economic growth in Egypt and 
South Africa. The results indicate that stock markets could help promote growth in Africa. 
However, to achieve this goal, African stock markets need to be further developed through 
appropriate regulatory and macroeconomic policies. A well-functioning stock market is regarded by 
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many as a core component of the financial sector, and supports economic development. This is 
crucial as markets play a critical role in realizing sustainable economic growth.  
 
However, it is important to note that there are a number of factors, both micro and macroeconomic 
which affect the development of the stock market. At macroeconomic policy, a number of studies 
suggest that innovations in monetary policy may have an impact in stock market performance. 
Laopodis (2006) points out that monetary policy can affect the cash flows from the stock in two 
ways. Firstly, through the changes in the firm’s expected cash flows and secondly through altering 
the rate at which the companies expected cash flows are discounted. Also, the author argues that 
innovations in the stock market may influence monetary policy decisions via two general effects. 
The first is the wealth effect and the other is credit channel. This study, thus, seeks to establish the 
dynamic linkage between the stock market and monetary policy in South Africa. 
 
1.2 STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 
According to the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) (2012) the main objective of monetary policy 
in South Africa is to achieve and maintain price stability in the economy. This is the price stability 
that can sustain itself and be balanced in the development of the economy. The SARB authorities 
argue that price stability reduces any uncertainty in the economy, and creates a favourable 
platform for economic growth and better chances for employment creation. They highlight that 
monetary policy attempts to achieve a set of objectives that are expressed in terms of 
macroeconomic variables such as inflation and employment.  Bernanke and Kuttner (2004), state 
that it is important to understand how monetary policy affects the broader economy. In order to 
comprehend this effect, it is important to  understand both how policy actions affect key financial 
markets, as well as how changes in asset prices and returns in these markets in turn affect the 
behaviour of households, firms, and other decision makers.  
 
As a bank of last resort, setting reserve requirements and making short-term loans to banks, the 
SARB plays a crucial role in overseeing the nation’s banks and money supply. But the SARB also 
uses some of these same tools to influence more generally the performance of the economy. By 
adjusting the discount rate and reserve requirement, the SARB can make adjustments in the 
nation’s money supply during periods of recession and inflation. Bernanke and Kuttner (2004) 
state that a tightening of monetary policy leads investors to view stocks as riskier investments and 
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thus demand a higher return to hold stocks. It is evident, then, that the central bank decisions are 
likely to affect asset prices, including equity prices. 
 
Mangani (2011) suggests that the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) is more volatile during 
periods of economic recovery and robust growth than when the economy experiences a decline. 
Ping and Janneh (2008) show that when the SARB tightened the repo rate in the early 2000 to 
maintain inflation the range of 3 – 6 percent, the rand gained significantly. However the strength of 
the rand led to a 10 percent decline in the JSE Index in the local currency terms a 24 percent 
increase in US $ terms. Thus, a miscalculated monetary policy move could have severe 
consequences on the economy. 
 
In another view Bernanke and Kuttner (2004) show that the stock market crash of 1929 and the 
subsequent depression were actually caused by the tight monetary policies that the Federal 
Reserve instituted at that time in the United States. Laopodis (2006), states that there are several 
theories about how monetary policy and the stock market interact. The author shows that the 
traditional view contends that an expansionary monetary policy increases the demand for (and 
prices of) assets and stimulates the general economy. The second view suggests that asset price 
imbalances are more likely to occur during a low and stable inflationary environment. And also, 
another view argues that financial instabilities stem from the failure of the monetary authorities to 
credibly stabilize the price level. This has resulted in equity prices being closely watched because 
they are considered to be very sensitive to economic conditions and swing widely, leading to 
concerns about potential financial instability or bubbles with adverse economic effects. This could 
result in the Reserve bank responding to such concerns by making pre-emptive changes to the 
repo rate to alter the course of the economy. 
 
Owing to the fact that there is scant literature available for South Africa regarding the relationship 
between changes in monetary policy and stock market, this study aims to investigate the 
relationship between the two variables further. The study will seek to answer a number of 
questions. First, has monetary policy been influenced by movements in the stock market? Second, 
has the stock market been influenced by changes in monetary policy? Third, has the SARB’s 
response been directed primarily towards subduing inflation, as the SARB contends, thereby 
indirectly affecting the stock market?  
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1.3 OBJECTIVE 
 
The main objective of this study is to determine the dynamic link between the South African 
monetary policy and the stock market. The specific objectives include: 
 Investigating econometrically the linkage between monetary policy and the stock market in 
South Africa, and based on the empirical results 
 Based on the empirical results, articulating the policy implications of the study for the 
growth of the South African stock market and the overall economy. 
1.4 HYPHOTHESIS OF THE STUDY 
 
This study tests the following hypothesis: 
H0:  There is no linkage between monetary policy and the stock market in South Africa. 
H1:  There is a linkage between monetary policy and the stock market in South Africa 
1.5  JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
 
Although there a number of empirical studies on the relationship between monetary policy and the 
stock market, the available evidence is not consistent.  There appears to be mixed results between 
the relationship between monetary policy and the stock market in that the relationship differs 
across monetary regimes. It is important to note that an absence of a clear understanding of the 
relationship between these two variables may have a negative effect on the development of the 
stock market as was the case in the United States (US) in the early 1930’s. Also, in emphasizing 
the importance of the stock market, Purfield (2007) asserts that asset prices are leading indicators 
of future changes in economic activity because asset prices reflect the discounted value of 
expected future dividends and therefore expected future growth.  
 
In addition, most of the literature on this issue examined the effects of monetary policy on stock 
market prices but paid little attention to the volume of stocks traded. Also, much of the available 
studies have looked at cross-country studies without taking into consideration country specific 
factors. Thus, this research seeks to fill this gap by using market capitalization data, thereby 
improving upon the existing knowledge on this topic as well as focusing on factors specific to 
South Africa. 
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Also, the study relies on an econometric model which takes into account the dynamic relationship 
between the two variables. This helps in identifying the relationship as well as the speed of 
adjustment of the regressions which is important for monetary policy and business cycles as well 
as how stock market development can be improved. 
 
1.6  DIVISION OF THE STUDY 
 
The study is organized into six separate chapters. Chapter one so far dealt with the general 
introduction of the study and the structure of the thesis. Section 2 reviews the overview of the 
Johannesburg Stock Market in South Africa and Monetary Policy Practice in South Africa. Section 
3 discusses the theoretical framework underlying the relationship between monetary policy and the 
stock market and provides a short survey of the vast related empirical literature. Section 4 
describes the methodology and estimation techniques. Section 5 presents the empirical estimates 
of the impact of monetary policy changes on contemporaneous and expected stock returns 
respectively. Section 6 provides summary, conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
OVERVIEW OF THE JOHANNESBURG STOCK MARKET AND MONETARY POLICY 
PRACTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter focuses on the overview of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) and monetary 
policy practices in South Africa.  The JSE has passed through many changes and phases since its 
formation. These include changes in location, operations, trading systems and organisation and 
amendment of rules. This chapter will be composed of two major sections. In the first section 
discussion will be carried out by looking at the historical development of the JSE over the years, its 
administrative structure, legal framework, listing, trading procedures, settlement and trading. Stock 
market indicators regarding the performance and growth of the JSE are also examined. The 
second section will concentrate on the monetary policy regimes in South Africa.  
2.2 HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE JOHANNESBURG STOCK EXCHANGE  
 
According to the JSE report (2012) the discovery of gold in 1886 on the Witwatersrand resulted in 
the formation of mining and financial companies with investors who needed a central facility to 
access primary capital. A need soon arose for a stock exchange.  Initially trading took place in a 
miner's tent and moved to the stables at the corner of what is now Saur and Commissioner 
Streets. A London businessman, Benjamin Minors Wollan, proposed to a meeting of the Exchange 
and Chambers Company board and members that 'the Johannesburg Stock Exchange should be 
established. The establishment of the JSE at the time made it the oldest stock exchange facility in 
the subcontinent. It was established on Johannesburg to facilitate the explosion of trade sparked 
by the discovery of gold in the Witwatersrand.  It is now the largest stock exchange in Africa and 
presently the 16th largest stock exchange worldwide. 
The growth in the mining industry was reflected in the economic boom of the 1890s that the JSE 
experienced. Between 1887 and 1934 an estimated 200 million pounds was invested in the gold 
industry and more than half of it came from foreign investments. In 1933 a rival exchange known 
as the Union Exchange was formed in Johannesburg. In 1958 it was closed by the Treasury 
Companies and the companies listed under it were transferred to the JSE. In 1947, as it became 
necessary to regulate the operation of exchanges in South Africa, the Stock Exchanges Control 
Act was enacted. It regulated capital requirements for members and the conduct for brokers. In 
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1963, the JSE became a member of an international federation of stock exchanges called 
Federation International Bourses de Valeurs (FIBV).The physical location of the JSE changed 
several times throughout its existence as it grew (JSE, 2012).  
In 1984 the Development Capital Market (DCM) was created and the venture capital market was 
formed in 1989. To ensure proper exchange of information and to assist in the development of 
member exchanges, the JSE became an active member of the African Stock Exchange in 1993. 
Up until November the 8th 1993 all securities brokers were obliged to be South African citizens. 
The South African Institute of Stockbrokers responsible for the examination, admission, training 
and discipline of the stock brokers was formed in 1995 (Mabhunu, 2004) 
The JSE report (2012) further shows that, in November 1995, foreigners were allowed to trade in 
the JSE. They also allowed brokers to trade stock for their own account whereas, in the past, they 
only acted as agents of the clients.  On 7 June 1996 the traditional open outcry market was 
replaced by the screen-based system called the Johannesburg Equities Trading (JET). It was a 
faster and computer-driven trading system and an improvement from manual to digital trading. In 
1997 a Stock Exchange News Service (SENS) was launched, offering real time prices. That was to 
ensure early and wide distribution of all information that may affect the prices of securities trading 
on the JSE. This meant listed companies were expected to distribute any corporate news or price-
sensitive information on the service prior to using any other media outlet. In 1998, the Emerging 
Enterprise Zone (EEZ), an internet based service, was introduced to match seekers and providers 
of capital for small to medium businesses. The three new versions of the JET system were fully 
implemented and a memorandum of understanding was signed with the Namibian Stock 
Exchange. In November 1999 the Share Trading Transactions Totally Electronic (STRATE) was 
established as the electronic trading system, and the new insider trading act was promulgated in 
the same year. In preparation for the implementation of an open interface system via the 
Application Programme Interface (API) modification was also made to the JET system.  
In September 2000, the JSE changed its official name to the JSE Securities Exchange and moved 
to its current location in Sandton, Gauteng Province. By May 2000 the JET API was officially 
launched, and a month later four companies moved across to STRATE. In 2001 the JSE reached 
a corporate agreement with the American state of Illinois to establish an international exchange 
programme for young people in the stock broking industry. It also acquired or merged with the 
South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX). In 2001 the JSE moved from cross-dealing with the 
London Stock Exchange and this replaced the JSE's trading system with that of the List of Stock 
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Exchange (LSE). Since 2002 all securities listed are dematerialised and transferred to the 
STRATE electronic settlement environment and the JET system was replaced by the London 
Stock Exchange (LSE)’s SET system which is operated in London by the LSE.  In 2003 the 
alternative exchange (AltX) was launched in partnership with the Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) and a year later the interest rate exchange, also known as the yield-X, was 
launched. In 2009, the JSE merged with the Bond Exchange of South Africa (BESA) (JSE, 2012). 
The JSE has achieved a lot since its establishment. Until the present day the JSE has undergone 
tremendous developments to the extent that it has managed to be among the top five emerging 
markets and is an efficient and world class trading exchange in terms of regulation, settlement, risk 
management and clearing assurance. It makes it possible for the investors to get their returns from 
their investments and it also channels funds into the economy. The main function is to raise 
primary capital and to ensure that cash resources are rechanneled into the economy. This builds 
the economy and enhances wealth creation (JSE, 2012) 
 
2.2.1 The JSE Market Structure and Organisation 
 
Clarke (2006) points out that JSE is a listed company governed by a Board of Directors and its 
activities are regulated by the parliamentary act known as the Securities Services Act 30 of 2004. 
The Board consists of 14 directors; CEO, deputy CEO, chief operating officer, 9 non-executive 
members and 2 executive members. The JSE (2012) indicates that the Board is the pivotal point of 
the JSE’s corporate governance system and remains accountable and responsible for the 
performance and affairs of the JSE. It provides leadership and judgement in directing the JSE in its 
pursuit to achieve the objectives set out in the JSE’s memorandum and articles of association and 
the Board charter. 
The JSE is privately owned and funded, and governed by a Board of Directors. Its activities are 
licensed and regulated by two Acts of Parliament, namely the Stock Exchanges Control Act, 1 of 
1985 (SECA), which governs the equities markets, and the Financial Markets Control Act, 55 of 
1989 (FMCA), which governs the derivatives markets.  There is only one stock exchange in South 
Africa as the Stock Exchanges Control Act does allow for the existence and operation of more than 
one exchange. The operating licence of the JSE vests external control of exchange in the 
Financial Services Board (FSB) and each year will apply for an operating licence from the Minister 
of Finance. The JSE provides a market where securities can be traded freely under a regulated 
procedure (JSE, 2012).   
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Overall the Board is responsible for compliance with all applicable legislation and governance 
provisions. The Board retains full and effective control over all the companies in the Group and 
monitors executive management in implementing Board plans and strategies. In addition to 
upholding the King III principles applicable to the Board duties and responsibilities, the Board also 
operates in terms of a Board charter. The relevance and applicability of the charter is assessed 
from time to time and changes are made where appropriate. (JSE, 2012) 
Olalere (2006) refers to Fourie, Falkena and Kok (1992) who state that the JSE executive 
committee consists of 12 ordinary members who are elected annually by a secret ballot.  A 
president, who is a permanent employee of the JSE, together with two appointed members from 
the financial industry, also serve on the committee. The president is responsible for carrying out 
the policy decisions of the committee. All policy decisions taken by the main committee are put into 
operation by the Stock Exchange Administration. The executive committee is responsible for 
electing a chairman, vice-chairman and various sub-committees who are vital for managing the 
stock exchange. Each sub-committee has a permanent chairman, vice-chairman and a number of 
permanent members. The major policy decisions taken by the sub-committees are general 
purpose finance, listings, public relations and gilts. 
Many of its members also trade in bonds through the BESA and financial futures through the 
futures exchange SAFREX. Traditional options are traded on an OTC basis, although some 
standardised options have been listed on certain exchanges. In November 1995, corporate limited 
liability membership with ownership by non-stockbrokers was introduced. This is where the 
member firm is the trading entity and not the individual. Most of South Africa's major banks have 
become member firms of the JSE and can now offer stockbroking services through their branches.  
Odhiambo (2012) concurs that member firms were either brokers or principals in securities trading 
(e.g. equities and bonds) but could not be both simultaneously. Membership was also limited to 
South African citizens with unlimited liability. Banks, as limited liability companies, were thus 
excluded from membership. However, in November 1995 structural changes were imposed on the 
JSE that resulted in a ‘Big Bang’ in 1996.  
Faure (2005) alludes that the equity market constitutes the primary and the secondary market and 
these equities are issued and traded in the spot market. The equities market, which started off as 
over-the counter (OTC), has an exchange market form. In the primary market, the methods of 
issue are private placement or public issue or both. However, in the secondary market, trading is 
order driven rather than quote driven. Parliament approved Amendments to the Stock Exchanges 
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Control Amendment Act in September 1995 and this had a profound effect on the functioning of 
the JSE. The amendments and subsequent restructured Eagle Traders had an impact on 
membership, trading principles and systems, clearing and settlement, transfer and registration, 
capital requirements of member firms and the financial structure of the JSE.  Van den Berg (2012) 
clarified further that liquidity is perhaps the most important objective of any stock exchange as 
success with which the primary market fulfills its function of raising new investment capital is 
dependent upon the liquidity in that market 
 
2.2.2 Size and Performance of the Market 
 
In analyzing the JSE for the period 1990 to 2004, Mabhunu (2004) notes that the number of listed 
companies was 604 with a market capitalisation of GDP percentage of 147%. By May of 2003, 443 
companies with a market capitalisation of R1 460 billion were listed. There was a sizable 
improvement in liquidity from 6.3% in 1995 to 34.6% in 1999 and 39.6% by May of 2003.  In terms 
of market capitalisation the JSE climbed down the ladder due to major de-listings that have 
transpired since the 1990s; for instance, in 1991 740 companies were listed and by early 2003 the 
number had declined to 443 companies. A total market capitalisation of 443 companies listed on 
the JSE was R1 460 billion. In 2004, the JSE had an estimated 472 listed companies and a market 
capitalization of US$182,6 billion as well as an average monthly traded value of US$ 6,399 million. 
Though market capitalisation dropped from the 2001 high of R1 770.7 billion, it still compares 
favourably to other emerging markets. The JSE was ranking among world and emerging markets. 
Odhiambo (2012) states that the South African capital market is robust, liquid and well developed. 
In terms of capitalisation, it is one of the largest stock exchanges in the world. It has also been a 
key role player in the African Stock Exchanges Association since its formation in 1993.  Currently, 
South African securities are traded simultaneously in Johannesburg, London, New York, Frankfurt 
and Zurich. In 1996, more than four million futures contracts, valued at US $62 billion, were traded, 
and in 1999 SAFEX moved from being the 22nd to the 18th largest volume exchange in the world.  
In 1996, the Bond Exchange of South Africa (BESA) was also licensed to trade. BESA was 
licensed as an exchange under the Financial Markets Control Act, 1989 (Act No. 55 of 1989), for 
the listing, trading and settlement of interest-bearing loan stock or debt securities. The same year it 
was registered, more than 430 000 stocks with a nominal value in excess of US $704 billion 
changed hands in the BESA. 
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Yartey (2008) gives a summary of changes that transpired in the stock market for the period of 
2000 to 2010. Monthly stock value has been increasing since 2000. In 2001 the bond exchange 
enjoyed an annual liquidity of more than 38 times the market capitalisation, thus making JSE one 
of the most liquid emerging bond markets in the world. By 2003, the number of listed companies in 
the JSE had risen to 472 and the market capitalisation was estimated at US $182.6 billion, while 
the average monthly traded value was US $6,399 million. As at September 2006, the market 
capitalisation of the JSE was US $579.1 billion.  By October 2008 its value reached a peak with a 
turnover of 346 billion and there was a sharp decline to a turnover of 176 billion by December the 
same year. Gradually the market regained its value but it has never completely surpassed its 
performance of 2008. Dominated by the government issues, the bond market reached a total of 
R825 billion (nominal) in local debt securities and traded a volume of R19 trillion in 2008. 
Meanwhile the derivative market reached a peak of more than $680 trillion of gross outstanding 
notional value by June 2008, which represented a 535% increase from seven years earlier 
(Financial Services Board, 2012). The growth of the derivative market is more than the bond 
market when the 2008 figures were compared. Thus, sequentially the stock market is first followed 
by the derivative market and the least is the bond market.  
In 2010, the market value declined and is showing further signs of depression. The JSE dropped 
from being the 17th largest equity market in 2008 in the world to 19th position in 2010, with a 
market capitalization equivalent to 200 percent of GDP. As of 2009, the JSE had 54 equity 
member firms and 419 companies with listed shares. However, only 70 stocks accounted for 85 
percent of its market capitalization, with mining stocks accounting for around 40 percent of the 
market value and financial services stocks accounting for 20 percent. Between 2007 and 2010, the 
number of listed companies in the AltX grew from 57 to 76 and its total market grew from R17 
billion to R21.4 billion. In order to enable South African investors to invest in foreign companies 
with ease, the JSE created two more new trading boards in which one board lists companies 
incorporated in neighbouring African countries and the second new board lists single stock futures 
in foreign companies (Yartey, 2008). 
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Figure 2.1: Stock Market in South Africa 
 
 
 
Source: Trading Economics (2012) 
 
Indexes measure the ups and downs of stock, bond, and some commodities markets, in terms of 
market prices and weighting of companies in the index. The companies that are listed in the 
various stock markets are also divided up based on size, industry, etc., into various "stock 
indexes" such as the Dow Jones Industrials or the Standard & Poor's 500. These indexes are 
convenient gauges to see how a particular slice of the market is performing. The Johannesburg 
All-Share Index (JALSH) is a major stock market index which tracks the performance of large 
companies based in South Africa. 
Figure: 2.2 Market Capitalization of listed companies in South Africa 
 
 
 
Source: Trading Economics (2012) 
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Figure 2.2 further displays the market capitalization of listed companies (% of GDP) in South Africa 
as last reported at 209.61 in 2011, according to a World Bank report published in 2012. Listed 
domestic companies are the domestically incorporated companies listed on the country's stock 
exchanges at the end of the year. Listed companies do not include investment companies, mutual 
funds, or other collective investment vehicles. Figure 2.2 includes a historical data chart, news and 
forecasts for market capitalization of listed companies (% of GDP) in South Africa. There is a drop 
in market capitalization from 278.53 in 2011 to 209.61 last year. 
 
 
Figure: 2.3 Number of listed domestic companies in South Africa 
 
 
 
 
Number of Listed Companies
Description:  south africa listed domestic companies total wb data Number of
Companies
Year
 
Source: Trading Economics (2012) 
 
The size of the stock market can be indicted by the number of companies listed. Figure 2.3 shows 
that, as last reported in 2011, South Africa has in total 355 listed companies. Listed domestic 
companies are the domestically incorporated companies listed on the country's stock exchanges 
at the end of the year. South Africa has a two-tiered economy; one matching other developed 
countries and the other with only the most basic infrastructure.  As a productive and industrialized 
economy that exhibits many characteristics, the South African economy exhibits characteristics 
associated with developing countries. 
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Figure: 2.4 Turnover Ratio is the total value of shares 
 
Description:  south africa stocks traded turnover ratio percent wb data % turnover
ratio
Year  
Source: Trading Economics (2012) 
 
Turnover ratio is the total value of shares traded during the period divided by the average market 
capitalization for the period. Trading Economics indicates that, according to a World Bank report 
published in 2012, the turnover ratio (%) in stocks traded in South Africa was last reported at 39.84 
in 2011. The average market capitalization is calculated as the average of the end-of-period values 
for the current period and the previous period. 
 
Figure: 2.5 The Stocks traded; total value (% of GDP) 
 
 
total value
 (% of GDP)
Year  
Source: Trading Economics (2012) 
 
Stocks traded refer to the total value of shares traded during the period. Figure 2.5 shows that the 
total value (% of GDP) of stocks traded in South Africa was last reported at 91.17 in 2011, 
according to a World Bank report published in 2012. This indicator complements the market 
capitalization ratio by showing whether market size is matched by trading. 
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2.2.2.1. The Johannesburg Stock Exchange as compared to the rest of Africa 
 
Akinlo & Akinlo (2009) found that the stock market development is combined with economic growth 
in Egypt and South Africa. They suggested that stock market development has a significant, 
positive, long run impact on economic growth. Their study further showed that stock market 
development Granger causes economic growth in Egypt and South Africa. Based on these results, 
they came to the conclusion that stock markets could help promote growth in Africa. However, to 
achieve this goal, African stock markets need to be further developed through appropriate 
regulatory and macroeconomic policies. Mensah (2004) upholds that one of the newest 
developments in Africa’s financial interests is the ever increasing role of stock exchanges.  When 
the first African Capital Markets conference was held in Nairobi, Kenya, in 1993, there were at that 
time 10 stock exchanges. Presently there are 19 stock exchanges in Africa ranging from giant 
stock exchange like the JSE to start-up stock exchanges in Uganda and Mozambique. 
 
Table: 2.1 Market Capitalization of listed companies (% GDP) 
 
Source: Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) 
 
The data on market capitalization and listing size are presented in Table 2.1. Market capitalization 
(also known as market value) is the share price times the number of shares outstanding or issued. 
It is the market value of a company’s issued shares. Market capitalization is the total value of all 
equity securities listed on a stock exchange. It is a function of the prevailing market price of quoted 
equities and the size of their issued and paid up capital. Listed domestic companies are the 
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domestically incorporated companies listed on the country's stock exchanges at the end of the 
year. Listed companies do not include investment companies, mutual funds, or other collective 
investment vehicles. Data is expressed in current US dollars. Except for South Africa and Egypt, 
African stock markets remain the smallest of any region, both in terms of the number of listed 
companies and market capitalization.  
 
Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) explain that the mean market capitalization (as a percentage of 
GDP) for each of the sub-regions has been increasing steadily. The Southern Africa and Northern 
Africa markets have relatively higher market capitalization but these figures are driven mainly by 
the South African and Egyptian markets, respectively. The highest growth has been experienced 
by the markets in West Africa. The market capitalization of the largest markets -South Africa and 
Egypt - has dropped by about 40 and 50% respectively. Surprisingly, however, the market 
capitalization of Ghana and Tunisia actually increased in 2008. On the listing front, the number of 
firms listed on African stock exchanges is small. As of 2008, the mean number of firms listed on 
the African stock markets was 90. In 2007, the mean was 129 as compared to 911 in Malaysia and 
158 in Mexico. The number of firms listed has declined in the well-established markets of South 
Africa, Egypt and Malawi. 
 
2.2.2.1.1 Performance of African Stock Markets 
 
Allen et al. (2011) indicate that the viability of African stock markets as investment opportunities 
depend on the extent to which they have the potential to improve risk-return trade-offs facing 
global investors. The historical track record points to this potential. Despite the challenges 
associated with liquidity, African stock markets have performed remarkably well, both in terms of 
absolute returns and on a risk-adjusted basis. The risk adjustment is done using the standard 
Sharpe ratio that scales average return by volatility. The Sharpe ratio is a risk/return measure used 
in finance. The ratio describes how much excess return individuals receive for the extra volatility 
they endure for holding a riskier asset. People need to be properly compensated for the additional 
risk they take for not holding a risk-free asset. 
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Table 2.2: Annual stock return (%) of the African Markets 
 
Source: Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011)  
Table 2.2 shows the performance of African stock markets in absolute as well as risk-adjusted 
(Sharpe ratio) terms. As shown in Table 2, the average annual return for these markets over the 
past 10 years was 25%. With the exception of 2008, the performance of these markets has been 
increasing significantly, with the returns on the markets in Egypt and Malawi sometimes exceeding 
100%. 
 
2.2.2.1.2 Risk-Adjusted Performance of African Stock Markets  
 
When standard return-risk analysis is performed for the African stock markets, they have fared 
better than most other markets around the world. Some markets, surprisingly, generated positive 
returns in the face of the crisis (e.g. Ghana, Namibia, and Malawi). The table below shows the 
Sharpe measure for the African countries. The measure is based on mean stock return and mean 
risk free (Treasury bill) rates of return from 1999-2008. The measure is calculated for the countries 
for which data is available. Risk-adjusted returns for these markets are estimated and presented in 
Table 2.3. 
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Table: 2.3 Risk-Adjusted Performance of African Stock Markets 
 
Source: Source: Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) 
The performance of the markets looks attractive even after adjusting for standard risk measures. 
South Africa has a mean return percentage of 17.40% meaning the markets are efficiently ran and 
less risky, thus boosting investors’ confidence.  Importantly, South Africa is still below the average 
amount of 22.85% within its region. The Sharpe measure for South Africa is 0.31 which means it 
also has higher risk return as compared to an average of 0.27 for the region.  Botswana is the 
highest at 0.49 with Zambia having the lowest figure of - 0.2. 
 
2.2.2.1.3 Liquidity of African Stock Markets 
 
Allen et al (2011) employed two standard measures to gauge the liquidity of African stock markets. 
Firstly, they measured the market’s trading activity, relative to the size of the economy, by the total 
value of shares traded on the exchange scaled by GDP. Second, it measures “turnover ratio” by 
the total value of shares traded scaled by the total market capitalization. This indicator measures 
the market’s overall trading activity relative to the size of the market itself. These indicators are 
used widely, although they do not directly measure stock market liquidity. The direct indicator of 
the stock market liquidity would have been the ease with which investors can buy and sell 
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securities at posted prices. However, the two standard measures can be thought of roughly as 
measures of overall trading activity relative to the size of both the economy and the stock market.  
 
Allen et al. (2011) clarifies that the table 2.4 presents data on the liquidity of stock markets in 
Africa. Table 4 (Panel A) shows the trend in the value of stock traded as a percentage of Gross 
Domestic Product and Table 5 (Panel B) presents information on turnover ratio. Turnover is 
measured as the ratio of value traded to market capitalization. The value traded/GDP ratio 
measures trading relative to economic activity, whereas turnover ratio measures trading activity 
relative to size. 
Table: 2.4 Stock Traded, total value (% of GDP) 
 
 
Source: Source: Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) 
 
Stock Traded, total value as percentage of GPD, shows the trend in the value of stock traded as a 
percentage of Gross Domestic Product. The value traded/GDP ratio measures trading relative to 
economic activity. These figures also indicate the liquidity of the stock markets. 
 
With the exception of the established markets in South Africa and Egypt, stock markets in Africa 
are thin and illiquid, as shown in Table 4. This is despite rapid growth of the stock exchanges in 
Africa over the last two decades. As Table 4 shows, the value of stock traded as a percentage of 
GDP is small, although it has been increasing over the years. The liquidity of the East African 
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markets is extremely low; in most cases the value of stock traded is less than 1% of GDP. Once 
again, the well established markets of South Africa and Egypt have relatively high liquidity ratios. 
Similar results are obtained using the turnover ratio, reflecting minimal trading activity. The added 
challenge facing these fledging Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) stock exchanges is concentration of 
trade in a few stocks and the dominance of a few firms on some stock exchanges. Market 
dominance is particularly evident in the regional market in Abidjan and the Ghana stock market. 
Specifically, the Ashanti Goldfields accounts for 90% of the total capitalization of the Ghana stock 
market, and five companies account for 75% of transactions in Abidjan (Allen et al., 2011). 
Table: 2.5 Stock Traded, turnover ratio (% of GDP) 
size.  
Source: Source: Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) 
  
Table 5 (Panel B) presents information on turnover ratio. Turnover is measured as the ratio of 
value traded to market capitalization. Allen et al., (2011) describes that among the measures used 
in fostering depth and liquidity of African stock markets have been large scale privatization 
programmes through the stock exchanges (e.g. privatization of Kenya Airways) and regional 
consolidation of these markets. This is pioneered by the establishment of a regional stock market 
domiciled in Abidjan, namely Bourse Regional des Valeurs Mobiliéres (BVRM). During the 1998 
financial period South Africa achieved 60.61% of turnover ratio which was higher than other 
Southern African countries and 2nd behind 61.85% of Egypt. 
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2.2.2.1.4 Stock Exchange Trading Systems in Africa 
 
The earlier discussion focussed on the liquidity challenges facing Africa stock markets, but most 
SSA markets remain operationally inefficient as they use manual trading and clearing systems. 
 
Table: 2.6 Infrastructural Indicators of African Stock Exchanges 
 
 
Source: Adapted and updated by Allen, Otchere and Senbet (2011) 
The prevalence of manual systems is shown in Table 6, which presents indicators of the African 
stock market infrastructure. The African stock exchanges that have adopted automated systems 
include Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE), Algerian Stock Exchange, Bourse Regionale 
des Valeurs Mobilieres (BRVM), the Cairo and Alexandria Stock Exchange (CASE), Stock 
Exchange Mauritius, Namibia Stock Exchange, Tunis Stock Exchange, Zambian Exchange, and 
Nigeria Stock Exchange. The manual systems used by most of the stock exchanges in Africa pose 
impediments to operational efficiency, as well as liquidity, as they pose bottlenecks in terms of 
slowing down trading and information production of the stock market. Therefore, it is important that 
sub- Saharan African stock exchanges adapt fast to automation and electronic systems. It is 
encouraging that SSA stock exchanges are gradually adapting to electronic systems. This is 
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particularly important as African stock exchanges contemplate consolidation of regional markets, 
which would be difficult without automation (Allen et al, 2011). 
 
2.2.3 Listing Requirements 
 
Van den Berg (2012) states that listing on the JSE enables companies to raise capital for 
expansion and for the financing of new business. To the person in the street it represents, in the 
medium to long term, a means of investment in the corporate companies of a country. The JSE is 
South Africa’s exchange that is well positioned to help leverage listings to the maximum. There are 
several benefits attached to listing such as access to capital for growth, that is, companies get the 
opportunity to raise capital to fund acquisitions as well as growth. It also boosts a company’s 
profile by generally enhancing the company’s public profile with customers, suppliers, investors 
and the media, making room for the availability of more business opportunities and creates value 
and liquidity for shareholders. It also creates additional exposure for the company both locally and 
internationally and the ability to market a business to investors with the assistance of the JSE 
business development team.  
 
 
Van den Berg (2012) adds that, furthermore, listing allows a company to facilitate broad-based 
black economic empowerment (BEE) deals. Through listing a company may offer share incentives 
to employees to encourage commitment and improve the quality of recruits. However, in the light 
of a volume of benefits there are costs to be considered for listing. The typical costs include 
sponsors or designated advisers, auditors, sundries, attorneys, printing of a prospectus and other 
documentation, JSE once-off listing fees, transfer secretarial fees, marketing and advertising, and 
the annual JSE listing fee. A public company having been in existence for a number of years, may 
list its ordinary shares on the JSE if the company qualifies under certain requirements if it is 
registered under the Companies' Act. The nature of business of listed companies varies from 
mining and industrial to textiles, fishing and entertainment. Closed corporations, partnerships, sole 
proprietorships and proprietary limited companies are allowed to list under the JSE.  
Lattimer (2006) states that the JSE listing requirements apply to both wanting to be listed for the 
first time and presently listed companies. The contents of the JSE listing requirements comprise 
seventeen sections and associated schedules. The listing reflects, amongst other things, the rules 
and procedures governing new applicants, proposed marketing of securities and the continuing 
obligations of issuers. The rules embodied within JSE listings are amended from time to time. They 
are also aimed at ensuring that the business of the JSE, as set out in the Stock Exchange Control 
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Act, is carried out with due regard to the public interest. Under the provisions of the Stock 
Exchange Control Act, a company must comply with the listing requirements of the stock exchange 
before it’s granted a listing. These listing requirements are currently embodied in the JSE Listing 
Requirements.  
The current JSE listing requirements are annually reviewed by JSE Listings Review Committee 
comprising corporate advisors, auditors, the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants and 
representatives from listed companies. The aim of the JSE Listing Review Committee is to improve 
company reporting practices through the adoption of Generally Accepted - 21 - Accounting 
Practices. This kind of review boosts international confidence in the South African equities market 
(Lattimer, 2006).  
The “General Principles” embodied in the JSE Listing Requirements to be met by all applicants, 
according to Lattimer (2006: 89-91), are: 
(a) To ensure that there is a market to raise primary capital. This market should be an efficient 
mechanism for the trading of securities in the secondary market and to protect investors.  
(b) The applicant should be suitable and it should also be appropriate for those securities to be 
listed.  
(c) All holders of securities shall make a full, equal and timeous public disclosure and the general 
public at large shall make disclosure regarding the activities of an issue that are significant.  
(d) Securities holders shall be given full information and afforded adequate opportunity to consider 
in advance thus enabling them to vote on matters affecting the company’s constitution and 
shareholders’ rights. 
(e) All parties involved in the distribution of information into the market place are required to 
observe the highest standards of care in doing so. 
(f) All holders of the same class of securities of an issuer shall enjoy fair and equal treatment in 
respect of their securities. 
 (g) The listing requirements should promote investor confidence in standards of disclosure, in the 
conduct of issuers’ affairs and in the market as a whole.  
Van den Berg (2012) states that when applying for a listing, a company will qualify for one of three 
possible listings:  
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• The Main Board  
• The Development Capital Market  
• The Venture Capital Market.  
The listing requirements for the three categories are detailed in the following sections 
 
 
2.2.4 Trading and Settlement 
 
Van den Berg (2012) indicates that there has been a growing competition between exchanges 
across the globe hence much pressure was being applied on the JSE to improve its trading, 
clearing and settlement methods. Due to an increase in technology, there was great need to 
reduce costs. JSE had to bring about transformation in view of the wave of globalization and 
technological advancement pervading the world financial markets. There is also a need to try to fit, 
meet and surpass other exchanges with regards to trading and settlement in order to attract more 
foreign investments. JSE had to assume a better electronic trading system to ease time, errors 
and inefficiency in settlement. 
In the JSE the listed shares are traded through authorised brokers and settled through the 
computerised clearing system. The Stock Exchanges Control Act 1985 (as amended) mandates 
the client to pay his stockbroker within seven business days after the date of the purchase (a 
practice used by stockbrokers on the JSE is to settle on the Tuesday following the deal). A client 
may request his stockbroker to sell these shares, which the client must deliver within seven days 
after the date of the sale if such client is in possession of the shares. In terms of the Companies 
Act, the buyer must sign a transfer form (Van den Berg, 2012). 
In 1996 the end to the open outcry trading floor gave way to the JET system, an order-driven, 
automated and centralised trading system. Dual trading and negotiated brokerage were also 
introduced. On 13th May 2002, the JET system gave way to the JSE SETS (Stock Exchange 
Trading System), a trading system implemented in association with the London Stock Exchange 
(LSE). The new system was expected to increase transparency and liquidity of trading on the JSE, 
as well as dual listing on both the JSE and the LSE. The STRATE system came into operation in 
November 1999 (Mabhunu, 2004). 
Lattimer (2006) explains further that STRATE has led to a new era of clearing and settlements that 
will not only boost the JSE’s competitiveness in the international financial markets but also 
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improves South Africa’s standing in terms of settlements and operational risks. Clearing and 
settlement is done through STRATE. STRATE limited is the Central Securities Depository for the 
South African equity market, and deals only with Central Securities Depository Participants 
(CSDP). These are the transfer secretaries, approved by the Financial Services Board (FSB). 
Under this system, script (share certificates) is “dematerialized” i.e. ownership of shares is 
evidenced by computer-generated statements sent from CSDPs to shareholders on a monthly 
basis. The ultimate aim is to eliminate the dependence on paper in the form of share certificates 
and transfer documents.  
2.2.5 Regulation of the JSE 
 
Mabhunu (2004) highlights that investors in the stock exchange need to be confident that they are 
dealing with genuine and fair prices, and that the market is not manipulated to their disadvantage. 
A sense of confidence and honesty is brought about by a proper regulatory framework that is 
adhered to by all market participants, and is enforced by the appropriate regulatory authorities.  
 
From the beginning, the JSE is governed externally by the Stock Exchange Control Act (SECA) 
and internally by its own rules and regulations which have been amended several times. That is, 
the Act requires the exchange to draft its own rulebook, which must be approved by the Financial 
Services Board. The Stock Exchanges Control Act (SECA) 1 of 1985 as amended in 1995, which 
is the legislation relating to the JSE, seeks to protect the interests of the general public in buying 
and selling shares without unduly infringing upon self-regulation. The Financial Services Board 
(FSB) administers SECA. This means the Act also requires broking firms to submit annual audited 
balance sheets to the FSB and that a representative of the FSB may attend any meeting of the 
JSE committee. Furthermore, the FSB has approved the rules to deal with issues relating to the 
protection of the investing general public, and any changes thereof. The Act stipulates the 
requirements for the formation of a stock exchange. The JSE executive has the authority and 
discretion to alter the trading period, close, suspend or halt trading, or take any such steps 
necessary to maintain an orderly market, notwithstanding any other provisions of the rules.  
 
The procedures that are detailed in the rules pertains to security, reporting and resources required 
by members to ensure the efficiency of the equities market as well as the proper functioning of the 
JSE trading system. Presently, the JSE securities exchange aspires to align its operations with 
international best practice relating to regulations guiding the exchange, the clearing and settlement 
system, etc (Mabhunu, 2004). 
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 Faure (2005), also makes mention that JSE has central accountability for market inspection and 
has the power to penalize associate firms, their employees, listed companies and company 
directors.  The primary offering process for equity securities is under the regulation of the DTI, and 
the JSE exercises primary responsibility through its listing requirements. A corporate body known 
as the Securities Regulation Panel (SRP) is appointed by the Minister and consists of the registrar, 
chairperson of the competition board, three persons nominated by the share exchange and the 
council of South African banks, and a nominee from the associations and institutions. The primary 
functions of the panel comprise regulation of all transactions or schemes which make up affected 
transactions (any transaction which taking into account any securities held before such transaction 
will have the effect of vesting control of any company in person(s) in whom control did not vest 
prior to such transaction). They regulate all proposals which on triumphant accomplishment would 
become affected transactions, supervise dealings in securities and make rules in relation to the 
duties of the offeror and offeree. 
According to section 72 of the Securities Services Act, 2004, insider trading is defined as “... 
specific or precise information, which has not been made public and which is obtained or learned 
as an insider and if it were made public would be likely to have a material effect on the price or 
value of any security listed on a regulated market.” It’s one of the thorny issues that destroy 
investors’ confidence and keenness to invest. Most stock markets suffer unfair practice, in which 
those in possession of useful and private information pass it to those close to them and they trade 
profitably, disadvantaging those who cannot access the information. The stock market has gone 
even hhjhuiiu6 beyond the best practices of the developed stock markets in terms of regulation. 
The FSB has all the authority to interrogate and punish any market abuses and cheatings. The 
surveillance division of the JSE is in place to prevent market abuse. The surveillance uses an 
intense technology, in which all the activities in the market are closely monitored. In a case where 
suspicious trading is identified, it is quickly dealt with. All this gives the JSE an economic 
advantage over most developing markets and in investor confidence in the market. In addition, it 
has been ranked first in its regulation of financial markets for two consecutive years (that is 2011-
2012) by the World Economic Forum (Lattimer, 2006). 
Lattimer (2006) concludes that emerging markets can learn through the challenges that the JSE is 
also exposed to and they should be aware of challenges like extensive regulation practices and 
the exchange regulations that has created a conflict of interest within itself in terms of listing. They 
should promote policies that carter for all spheres. Part of the success of the JSE is patience in 
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starting small, determination to reach a specific goal and minding the surrounding environment. 
This is done through hosting regular investor showcase events at the exchange that are open to 
the general public, as well as the high school engagement programmes.  
2.3 MONETARY POLICY REGIMES IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
Casteleijn (2012) explains monetary policy as the decisions by the monetary committee on the use 
of interest rates or controls on money supply. These controls attempt to influence the economy 
with the aim of attaining specific crucial objectives. The primary objective of monetary policy in 
South Africa is to achieve and maintain price stability in the interests of sustainable and balanced 
economic development and growth. Low inflation contributes to the protection of the purchasing 
power of all South Africans, particularly the poor who have no means of defending themselves 
against continually rising prices. Monetary policy is set by the Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee 
(MPC), which conducts monetary policy within a flexible, inflation-targeting framework. There have 
been various monetary frameworks in South Africa since the 1960s. In the beginning there existed 
a liquid asset ratio-based system alongside measurable controls over interest rates and credit up 
to the early 1980s.  South African monetary policy has changed further in recent years and since 
February 2000 has been firmly rooted in an inflation-targeting framework. 
According to Casteleijn (2012) monetary policy in South Africa can be divided into five regimes.  
Table: 2.7 Evolution of South Africa’s monetary policy framework 
Years Monetary Policy Framework       
1960-
1981 Liquid asset ratio-based system with quantitative controls over 
  interest rates and credits         
                
1981-
1985 Mixed system during transition       
                
1986-
1998 Cost of cash reserves-based system with pre- announced   
  monetary targets (M3)         
                
1988-
1999 Daily tenders of liquidity through repurchase transactions    
  (repo system), plus pre- announced M3 targets and informal   
  targets for inflation           
                
2000 Formal inflation targeting         
Source: Casteleijn, (2012)   
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 Monetary policy regime is an economic strategy chosen by a government in deciding expansion or 
contraction in the country's money-supply. It is generally applied through the central bank. 
Monetary policy plays the dominant role in control of the aggregate-demand and, by extension, of 
inflation in an economy.  
Table 2.7 summaries the monetary policy regimes that were used by authorities. Between1960-
1981 the liquid asset ratio-based system was used which had controls over interest rates and 
credits. This policy was used until 1981 when the mixed system during transition came into effect. 
During this period the de Kock Commission Reports recommended an enactment of a range of 
monetary policy reforms towards a cash reserves based system. The cash reserve based system 
was adopted thereafter. In the middle of the 1980s the de Kock Commission (1985) made 
recommendations which led to the adaptation of yet another monetary regime, i.e. daily tenders of 
liquidity through repurchase transactions (repo system), plus pre- announced M3 targets and 
informal targets for inflation. This system was changed in 2000 when the formal inflation targeting 
policy was introduced. 
Figure: 2.6 monetary regime trends for the period of 2000 to 2010  
 
Source: SARB (2012) 
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Repo rates are adjusted by the monetary policy committee to influence the inflation rate. 
Figure 2.6 above indicates the changes of repo rates over the years by monetary committee, with 
the period of 2000 experiencing the highest rate. During the start of the global recession in 2005 
and 2006, the rate was very low at around 7%. It increased to 12% by 2008 and was again 
reduced to a rate of 5.5% by 2010. 
2.3.1 Liquid-asset based system (1960-1981) 
 
The first regime was a liquid asset ratio-based system with quantitative controls on interest rates 
and credit, and operated until the early 1980. In the liquid asset ratio based system the main form 
of monetary control was achieved through liquid asset requirements as interest rate played a minor 
part as a corrective instrument. Ceilings on bank credit to the private sector, deposit rate control, 
exchange control, import deposits and hire-purchase or direct consumer credit controls were 
among the direct monetary controls used between 1965 and 1980. During the 1970's and early 
1980's, monetary policy consisted mainly of direct controls. In 1979, certain financial reforms in 
favour of more liberalised and market-oriented measures were introduced.  
Prior to these changes monetary policy was mainly conducted through interest rate controls, liquid 
asset requirements as well as cash reserve requirements. Direct credit controls in the form of 
credit ceilings were enforced by the authorities using persuasion tactics to influence and pressure, 
but not force, banks into adhering to policy. These measures were aimed at controlling the growth 
in the monetary aggregate with a view of combating inflation. For a longer period during this 
regime limited monetary control was exercised via the market mechanism, coordinated application 
of fiscal policy, public debt management and interest rate policy (Mtonga, 2011).    
Aron and Muellbauer (2006) indicate that in the 1980s there was a regime change with the move 
to new operating procedures for monetary policy and domestic financial liberalization. Major 
shocks in the form of significant gold price fluctuations and political events led to large changes in 
capital flows resulting in complicated macroeconomic management. Political instability from 1976 
increased the international isolation of South Africa, reflected in diminished trade and finance. 
Against this background the liquid asset ratio-based system was steadily changed to a cost of 
cash reserve-based system by mid-1985. Apart from trade finance, specifically from late 1985 until 
the democratic elections of 1994, South Africa had little access to international capital 
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3.2.2 Mixed system (1981-1985) and cost of cash reserves based system with monetary 
targeting (1986-1998) 
 
Mtonga (2011) explains that the de Kock Commission Reports made the recommendation for 
regime change due to a range of reforms that were enacted from the early 1980s. This second 
regime was in full operation by mid-1985 after gradual technical changes on assets requirements, 
and a redefinition of the role of the discount rate. Under this regime, the discount rate influenced 
the credit that banks advanced to customers and hence thus the market interest rates. The bank 
rate was increased to reduce demand for bank credit.  Open market operations and various other 
policies also affected overall liquidity. Commercial rates were closely linked to the bank rates as 
they were influenced by persistent money market shortage and setting the bank rate at a relatively 
high level.  
 
There was a reasoning that monetary control operated indirectly through the slowing of the 
demand for money, with an estimated lag for its ultimate effect on inflation of over twelve months. 
The cash reserve requirement was a variable deposit of banking institutions with the SARB. The 
liquid asset requirement ensures that the banks invest in liquid assets and this could be altered by 
SARB from time to time. These assets comprised SARB notes, coin, gold coin, cash balances with 
the SARB and a large number of financial assets such as Treasury Bills and government stocks. 
However, these policies measures are affected by internal contradictions and instrument 
inefficiencies. The de Kock Commission recommended pre-announced monetary target ranges 
used for a broad definition of money (M3). Target ranges were set annually using a three-month 
moving average of broad money growth and were aimed both to accommodate projected real GDP 
growth and to contain inflation, though the procedure used to choose the target was not 
transparent. These targets were intended as guidelines, rather than strict rules. The SARB had 
discretion to breach targets, in cases of external trade and financial shocks. There was no penalty 
for breaching targets; nor was there a legally required public explanation when breaching targets 
(Casteleijn, 2012). 
 
These targets were no longer as useful when the financial situation in South Africa eased up 
beginning in the 1980s and when there were larger capital flows from 1994. From 1990, the 
guidelines were supplemented by a diverse set of indicators, including the exchange rate, asset 
prices, balance of payments, total credit extension, and the fiscal stance. Such indicators might 
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have probably played a role in earlier years, however, weights applied to them were not revealed. 
The policy was very unclear in this period, and this diminished the accountability of the SARB. 
Again the policy actions during 1996 and 1998 were sometimes highly questionable, and costly 
both to the fiscus and to economic growth. 
 
Strydom (2000) specifies that when Chris Stals became Governor of the SARB in 1999 and during 
his tenure the aim of monetary policy was explicitly directed towards the protection of the value of 
the currency. Moreover, the exchange rate of the rand became a more important anchor in 
monetary policy. In 1998 the SARB employed a rigid approach when they became reluctant to 
allow the rand exchange rate to absorb the adjustments associated with the depreciation of the 
South East Asian currencies, which was an important market for South African exports. This 
resulted in a speculative attack on the South African foreign exchange market. There were   
devastating effects on the exchange rate, eventually generating an equally devastating interest 
rate defence. The currency was also unstable; there was depreciation in the rand exchange rate, 
and a high interest rate level that caused the economic expansion slow down markedly. 
 
In the new post-1994 political dispensation, the SARB started following an eclectic approach 
towards monetary policy. However, it did not change its policy stance automatically when the 
monetary aggregates were not adhering to their growth targets. Its ultimate objective was still to 
control inflation and the monetary aggregates were considered to be intermediate targets. A 
diverse approach was based on an in-depth analysis of the factors responsible for inflation. That 
is, instead of concentrating merely on M3 as an intermediate target, monetary policy was 
conducted within a long-term framework where inflation and several financial variables were 
consulted. 
 
In March 1998 this approach was extended by the introduction of the repurchase-based auction 
system. Under this system banks were offered the opportunity of tendering on a daily basis for a 
fixed amount of central bank funds through repurchase transactions. The average rate of the 
tender system is referred to as the repurchase rate. Together with the introduction of this new 
repo-system, the discount window facility was replaced with the marginal lending facility. This is 
where, at the marginal lending rate, over-night loans or loans for a few days were to be provided to 
banks. Banks have unrestricted access to this facility but had to put down collateral for securities 
to be approved. The marginal lending rate is fixed at a certain margin above the repurchase rate. 
Banks were no longer required to maintain the minimum cash reserve with the SARB on a daily 
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basis but on a monthly basis (Strydom, 2000). 
 
The shortcoming of the regime was the liquid asset requirement, which featured prominently in 
monetary policy. During economic expansions or contractions banks would have little difficulty in 
complying with the variable liquid asset requirement imposed by the SARB as the supply of these 
assets followed the pattern of the business cycle. Another challenge was that banks could convert 
advances into liquid assets and comply with the policy requirement. They could easily substitute 
cash for liquid assets and vice versa thus ensuring that the cash base escaped the intended 
effects of the policy instruments. Monetary policy was therefore ineffective in affecting the cash 
base or the cost of credit. Moreover, the effectiveness of the instrument was severely hampered 
because of interest rate controls that were introduced from time to time (Casteleijn, 2012) 
 
3.2.3. Repurchase agreement (repo) system with monetary targeting and informal inflation 
targeting (1998-1999) 
Mtonga (2011) explains that a third system of monetary accommodation was introduced from 
March 1998, with the repurchase (repo) interest rate being market-determined in daily tenders of 
liquidity through repurchase transactions. A change in the repurchase agreement rate (repo) by 
the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) affected the market interest rates (rates for deposits and 
lending), asset prices, expectations and nominal exchange rates. Inflation targeting implied that 
the SARB was abandoning M3 as an intermediate target. This regime used auctions with a 
predetermined fixed interest rate. Initially, even under price auctioning, the commercial banks 
collectively remained heavily influenced by SARB in terms of the preference of the level of the 
interest rate. This regime achieved a considerable success bringing the inflation rate down to lower 
levels. After inflation in the consumer price index had generally fluctuated around a level of about 
15 per cent in the late 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, it moved below double digits in 
December 1992 and declined to an average annual rate of 5,2 per cent in 1999. 
Casteleijn (2012) reason that the early 1990s saw the beginning of the termination of sanctions 
due to the prospect of an improved political dispensation and thus the gradual opening of the trade 
and capital accounts. This, together with emergence of South Africa as a desirable emerging 
market destination for investors, gave drive to a monetary policy regime change to inflation 
targeting from early 2000. 
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Van der Merwe (2004) gives four reasons the authorities decided to change to a formal inflation-
targeting framework. Firstly, the system of informal inflation targeting at times created uncertainties 
among the public about the monetary policy stance adopted by the authorities. For instance, the 
money supply growth and credit extension by the banks in the 1990s was above the guidelines of 
the authorities for a considerable period. This led to the public expecting an increase in short term 
interest rates. However, the authorities realised that the high growth in the money supply was 
mainly due to structural changes in the economy. This structural change was caused by 
liberalisation of the financial system. The public generally expected the authorities to apply more 
stringent monetary policy measures, which was not much to the surprise of the public. 
Intermediate objectives fall away with inflation targeting and policy becomes more transparent. 
Policy changes depend on expected developments in inflation. 
Secondly, when the authorities’ policy is to target inflation, it tends to improve the co-ordination 
between monetary policy and other economic policies provided that the target is consistent with 
other objectives. It is important to achieve a better co-ordination in an inflation-targeting 
framework, compared with other monetary policy frameworks. Inflation targeting is the co-
ordinated effort needed to contain inflation with the ultimate aim of achieving broader economic 
objectives of sustainable high economic growth and employment creation. 
Thirdly, inflation targeting serves to discipline monetary policy and increase the Reserve Bank’s 
accountability. There are clear targets set which the central bank has to meet. The Reserve Bank 
has to ensure that the actual inflation does not deviate from these targets because, if they do, they 
have to explain what went wrong. This ensures the Reserve Bank is disciplined and leads to a 
better understanding on the part of the public why monetary policy decisions are made.  
Finally, the system of inflation targeting affects inflationary expectations, as a result ensuring the 
reduction in inflation. Credible inflation targets form the basis for future price and wage setting. In 
theory, inflation targets should influence the increase in the operational cost of enterprises as well 
as their price setting. 
2.3.4 Repo system with formal inflation targeting (2000) 
 
In 2000, the country changed its monetary policy regime to inflation targeting. This new policy 
regime was expected to anchor market expectations to pricing the currency based on economic 
fundamentals, since it stabilizes interest rates by making them more predictable. Under this 
framework, monetary policy is focused on an announced inflation rate level to be met over a 
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specified time frame. There is also focus on clear inflation forecast as the intermediary variable 
and interest rate as the policy instrument. The regime of inflation targeting should try to prevent 
pre-commitment to an exchange rate target in order to achieve efficiency and creditability. It is on 
this basis that the Reserve Bank stopped its foreign exchange market interventions policy to 
stabilize the value of the rand. It can intervene only in cases of reserve accumulation. Inflation 
targeting so far has been implemented successfully (Mtonga, 2011). 
 
The monetary policy regime switch to inflation targeting in 2000 separated the previous year of 
controls regime in which market conditions were to influence the domestic foreign exchange 
market. For a long time the exchange rate regime has been very sensitive to political 
developments. However, the regime change to inflation targeting meant the undoing of exchange 
controls and no foreign exchange market interventions, thus bringing back the economy into the 
global economy. Admittedly, since implementation of inflation targeting, economic policy is doing 
well. This was evident in the handling of the 2001 rand crisis when the Reserve Bank relied on its 
interest rate policy as the operating tool.  Again, testing whether the switch to inflation targeting did 
matter is relevant from a policy standpoint. This is because such information would assist the 
authorities in deciding which policy options would be the best to stabilize the currency (Mtonga, 
2011). 
 
Aron and Muellbauer (2006) explain that the adoption of inflation targeting in 2000 was aimed at 
enhancing policy transparency, accountability and predictability. The system has seen several 
improvements since its inception in 2000. That is, there have been several institutions designed to 
improve the regime. Currently, the inflation target aims to achieve a rate of increase in the overall 
consumer price index, excluding the mortgage interest cost (CPIX) of between 3 and 6 % per year.  
CPIX is defined for metropolitan and urban areas. It also has a wider household coverage of (80 
%) than Consumer Price Index CPI (metropolitan) which covers only 40%.  
 
After consultation with the SARB, the National Treasury (a department of the Ministry of Finance) 
sets these targets. They were initially set by the Minister of Finance. However, the final 
government decision is reached at Cabinet level. The Inflation Targeting Technical Committee 
(ITTC) was established in 2001. This committee is supported by the National Treasury and SARB 
representation advising on technical issues. The target has been altered several times. In 
February, 2000, the target was an average rate of increase in CPIX of 3-6 % per annum for the 
calendar year 2002 but was revised in October, 2001 to 3-6 % for 2003 and 3-5 % for 2004 and 
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2005. Due to external shocks, in February 2003 the target range for 2005 was increased from 3-
5% to 3-6 %. The requirement that CPIX be within the target range on average over the calendar 
year was altered only in November 2003, to a continuous target of 3-6 % beyond 2006. The 
rectification of this design fault potentially reduces the interest rate volatility that might ensue from 
a progressively shortening target horizon (Aron & Muellbauer, 2006) 
 
Garonfolo, (2011) explains that the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) decided to meet once a 
month throughout 2009 in an effort to improve its flexibility and responsiveness. . The inflation in 
2009 lowered to 7% and this is believed to be due to contractions of domestic demand, decrease 
in imported food, oil inflation and a strong currency. Lower inflation bought the SARB some time to 
put more emphasis on fighting the recession, cutting the main policy interest rate by 5% between 
December 2008 and August 2009. As opposed to other countries such as the US, South Africa did 
not exclude the volatile energy prices from its inflation target. This could confront the SARB with 
difficult situations such as when the oil price unexpectedly moved to above $30/b during 2000. 
 
Aron and Muellbauer (2006) warn that South Africa is a small open economy, subject to external 
shocks which affect inflation. For instance, a sudden rise in oil prices or changes that affect food 
prices may cause a deviation from the target and thus monetary policy has little immediate 
influence. However, monetary policy can be expected to react to second round effects, and 
apparent changes induced in inflationary expectations. The overall importance of money in the 
explanation of inflation is abandoned while there is an explicit recognition of the independent 
influence of cost-push factors in explaining inflation. Inflation targeting implies that the Reserve 
Bank has lost its target independence. It nevertheless commands instrument independence within 
a policy framework that is littered with many difficulties.   
 
At times inflation slows down, despite the recovery of international prices for food and oil as 
happened in 2010. Under these circumstances further cuts in the main policy interest rate were 
unlikely in the near term and inflation is expected to remain around 6% in the coming years. A 
change in the political electorate, together with a reduction in economic activity and a rise in 
unemployment, generated strong debate on monetary policy. Inflation targeting policy and its effect 
on growth and employment objectives came under scrutiny; however, a fundamental change in the 
SARB's policy seems unlikely. Some precautionary measures have been taken; several early 
versions of an escape clause were designed to create more transparency about the discretion of 
the central bank. The escape clause was revised in 2003 by SARB in consultation with the 
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National Treasury for more flexibility and clarity, repackaging it as a forward-looking explanation 
clause. Inflation is controlled over a longer period of time like two to three years and by not 
applying aggressive and volatile policy.   The flexible approach aims also to stabilise the business 
cycle and improve the output gap. In the short-term, inflation may well deviate and at times quite 
significantly from the target (Aron & Muellbauer, 2006). 
 
2.4 CONCLUSION 
 
The discussion in the chapter has indicated that the JSE as one of the oldest stock exchanges in 
Africa has been through many changes until now and has since transformed into one of the top 
twenty world stock exchanges. On top of that, the JSE operates as part of a relatively 
sophisticated financial sector and these sectors are characterized by a wide range of financial 
institutions and markets. The information flow in many respects is more like one of a developed 
than a developing country. There has been a remarkable growth in the performance of the JSE 
from 2009 to date. South African stock market performance featured very well as compared with 
the rest of Africa. This is to be expected given that the JSE is one of the oldest stock exchanges in 
the world and the largest in Africa. 
 
Analyses of monetary policy regimes indicate monetary policy has evolved from a non-market 
approach, with extensive direct controls in the 1970s and early 1980s, towards a market oriented 
system. Excessive growth in the supply of money has generally been regarded to be a major 
cause of inflation and it for this reason that, during the 1980s and up until 2000, the focus of 
SARB’s monetary policy involved influencing the demand side of the money market. This was 
done in order to manipulate the growth of the money supply. It did this by setting interest rates that 
were expected to generate an appropriate level of money supply growth. However, it became 
apparent that institutional inflexibilities and political upheavals hampered the introduction of this 
system. With the adoption of inflation targeting, inflation has been kept at levels that do not stifle 
investment. The policy of minimal intervention in the exchange rate market has seen a volatile 
foreign exchange market in the last decade.The next chapter focuses on the review of the 
literature with regard to the relationship between the stock market and the monetary policy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Identifying the link between monetary policy and financial asset prices has attracted a lot of 
academic attention because of the number of studies have hypothesised a link between the two 
variables. Thus this chapter discusses theories which have looked at the link between these two 
variables. The chapter is organised into two sections; the section looks at the theoretical literature 
which explains the link between the stock market and monetary policy whilst the second section 
looks at the empirical literature which has examined the two variables. 
3.2 THEORY OF RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS  
 
Mishkin and Eakins (2000) define adaptive expectations as expectations formed on past 
information only. For example, if the interest rate is at 13.5%, the expectation is that the inflation 
will remain at 13.5% in future. However, adaptive expectation has been faulted on the premise that 
people use more information than just past information to make a decision. Sargent (2012) 
explains further that the theory of rational expectations was first proposed by John F. Muth of 
Indiana University in the early 1960s. Muth used the term to describe the many economic 
situations in which the outcome depends partly on what people expect to happen. The value of a 
currency and its rate of depreciation depend partly on what people expect that rate of depreciation 
to be. That is because people do not want to hold onto a currency that they expect to lose value, 
thereby contributing to its loss in value. Similarly, the price of a stock or bond depends partly on 
what prospective buyers and sellers believe it will be in the future. 
 
The theory uses statistical methods to show that workers and businesses form their decisions and 
thus shape the economy by interpreting and updating information about the economy’s future. 
People are, therefore, able to anticipate the government monetary policy and this expectation may 
alter the predicted outcome of those policies. The rational expectations theory was used to 
challenge many orthodox economic assumptions by Keynes and the effectiveness of government 
intervention in the economy.  The theory suggests that the public adjusts its behaviour to 
announced monetary policy. Thus, the current expectations in the economy are equivalent to what 
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the future state of the economy will be. This contrasts with the idea that government policy 
influences the decisions of people in the economy (Aziza, 2010). 
 
Rational expectation was created on the basis that people consider both current and past 
information to make decisions and often base their decisions on the light of new information. The 
theory states that the expectations will be formed based on all available information. Mishkin and 
Eakins (2000) correctly points out that expectation needs to be 100% to be rational, that is, best 
guess will never be completely accurate but, rather, reflects the best possible answer based on the 
given information. They, however, highlight two important reasons the information may cease to be 
rational. Though people may be aware of all information, they may be lazy to make a best guess 
from the available information, and people may simply not be aware of all the information and 
hence may not be able to make a best guess. 
 
Aziza (2010) states that there are two main parts to rational expectations. First is the assumption 
that recession is self-correcting, that is, once people start saving money, it may take some time 
before everyone notices that a recession is occurring, because people recognize their own 
hardships first, but it may take a while to realize that the same thing is happening to everyone else. 
Once they do recognize a general recession, however, their confusion clears, and the market 
quickly takes steps to recover. The government should also not intervene but wait the correction 
out, as the producers will cut their prices to attract business, and workers will cut their wage 
demands to attract work. The reduction of the price and the strengthening of the purchasing power 
will have the same effect as the increase in money supply. 
 
Second, government intervention can be ineffective and at times harmful. Business should decide 
to cut prices before the government intervenes and attempts to expand the money supply. Aziza 
(2010) explains that the central bank is not much faster than the market in discovering the 
problem, thus robbing Keynesians of the argument that perhaps the central bank might be useful 
in speeding recovery. 
 
Mishkin (1998:690) states the theory more formally as: 
Let 
X = the variable that is being forecast 
Xe = the expectation of the variable X 
Xof = the optimal forecast of X using all available information 
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The theory of rational expectations says: 
Xe = Xof 
 
That is, the expectation of X equals the optimal forecast using all available information. Why do 
people try to make their expectations equal to their best guess possible future using all available 
information? The simplest answer is that it is too costly for people not to do so. Many decisions 
depend on accurate forecasts of future outcomes. Consistent under prediction or over prediction 
can be costly. 
 
This provides an incentive to all to make their expectations equal to the optimal forecast by using 
all available information. For example, a sale of houses is highly correlated with interest rate 
movements because houses have to be financed with mortgages. Thus, real estate developers 
know that interest rate movements are critical to their sales. If they make a poor forecast of interest 
rates, they might either overproduce or under produce. Thus a real estate developer has a strong 
incentive to acquire all available information to help it forecast interest rates and use the 
information to make the best guess possible of future interest rate movements. 
 
Rose and Marquis (2006) point out that the theory upholds that money and capital markets are 
highly efficient institutions in taking into account the new information affecting the interest rates 
and security prices. The process of digesting new information is so rapid that the security prices 
presumably incorporate new data from the moment it appears.  
 
Rose and Marquis (2006) explain that expectation theory assumes that decision makers are 
rational agents who attempt to make optimal use of resources at hand to maximize their returns. 
They make unbiased forecasts about future asset prices and other variables. This means they do 
not make systematic forecasting errors as they can always refer to past performance of the 
variable and make necessary corrections. . Mishkin and Eakins (2000) add that the cost involved 
in trying to match the best possible guess of the future using all available information may just be 
too much to bear for people. Hence, it becomes crucial that they try and make a decision based all 
information available. The other incentive for a businessman using all available information is the 
profit element that he acquires if his decision is close to the desired outcome. 
 
Sargent (2012) supports the line of argument that when people form expectations they try to 
predict what will actually happen. Because of higher profits that accrue to people who act on the 
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basis of better forecasting, they have a strong incentive to use forecasting rules that work well. 
Even for a trader in the stock market, when forecasting on a particular price over and over again, 
they then adjust their forecasting rules to eliminate avoidable errors. There is, therefore, continual 
feedback from past outcomes to current expectations. The concept of rational expectations affirms 
that outcomes do not differ systematically from what people expected them to be. 
 
The implications of rational expectation, as Mishkin and Eakins (2000) explain, is that if there is a 
change in a movement of a variable, the way in which the expectation on them were formed will 
also change. This simply means rational expectation will always be based on the movement 
pattern of the variable. If the interest normally goes up and then returns to normal, the expectation 
will always be formed on that up and down movement. However, if their movement changes in 
such a way that they remain high when they are supposed to drop down, the expectation formed 
will change to indicate/suggest an increase in interest rates. 
 
Mishkin and Eakins (2000) further highlight that, on average, the implication of the forecast error of 
an expectation should be zero and thus unpredictable. If this is not the case, people can simply 
adjust their expectation by that error margin which is now predictable as it averages to a certain 
margin. Rose and Marquis (2006) continue that rational expectation theory argues that in order to 
make forecast interest rates, the public’s current set of expectation is required. If the new 
information is sufficient to change those expectations, then the interest rates and security prices 
must change. Thus, if this part of rational theory holds, it creates a significant problem for the 
policy makers. The theory implies that policy makers cannot influence interest rates without 
knowing what the public expect to happen, and cannot change the security prices unless they can 
convince the public the new set of information is warranted. To be consistently correct policy 
makers under rational expectation theory should know what the market participants expect to 
happen and know what information will arrive in the market before it actually arrives. 
 
The rational expectation theory bases its belief on an economic assumption that people behave in 
ways that maximizes their utility or profits. Economists have used the concept of rational 
expectations to understand different situations in which the speculation about the future is 
important in determining the current action. Rational expectation is a building block for the “random 
walk” or the “efficient market” theory of the stock market prices (Sargent, 2012). 
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Aziza (2010) discusses commonsense implications for the way expectations are formed: 
 
1. The way expectations of this variable are formed will depend upon the way the variable moves. 
That is, the change in the way the interest rate variable moves has, therefore, led to a change in 
the way that expectations of future interest rates are formed. 
  
Suppose that interest rates move in such a way that they tend to return to a “normal” level in the 
future. If today’s interest rate is high relative to the normal level, then rational expectations theory 
would imply that it will fall in the future. Again, if the way interest rates move changes so that when 
the interest rate is high, it stays high. Now, when today’s interest rate is high, then rational 
expectation is that it will stay high. Thus the optimal forecast of the future interest rate is that it will 
be high. Expectations of the future interest rate no longer would indicate that the interest rate will 
fall.  
 
2. The forecast error of an expectation is X – Xe, the difference between the realization of a 
variable X and the expectation of the variable is zero. This means the forecast errors of 
expectations will, on average, be zero. Thus, it cannot be predicted ahead of time. Suppose that 
the forecast error of a particular variable is not on average equal to zero. For example, a driver 
finds that he always makes a particular trip 5 minutes later than he predicted, then his forecast 
error will not be zero. To improve his forecast he will start his trip ahead of time. When he has 
revised his forecast upward by 5 minutes, on average, the forecast error will equal zero and cannot 
be predicted ahead of time. Rational expectations theory implies that forecast errors of 
expectations cannot be predicted. 
 
One of the limitations of the theory is that it knows very much how the public forms expectations. 
That is, what data is used, what weights are applied to the data and how fast people learn from the 
forecasting mistakes. More important, the assumptions of the theory are not in line with the several 
characteristics of the real world markets. For instance, the theory assumes that the costs of 
gathering and analyzing information necessary in pricing of the asset are negligible. The theory 
also seems only to exist in large markets like markets for government securities and listed stock 
markets and not in other financial markets like consumer loans. Therefore, not all interest rates 
and the security prices appear to display the kind of behaviour implied in the rational expectation 
theory (Rose & Marquis, 2006). 
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Note that the forecast does not have to be perfectly accurate to be rational – it only needs to be 
the best possible given the available information; that is, it has to be correct on average. Thus, 
even though a rational expectation equals the optimal forecast using all available information, the 
prediction represented by the expectation may not always be perfectly accurate. 
 
But not all expectations are rational. There are two reasons why expectations may not be rational: 
 
1. People might be aware of all available information, but they are too lazy to make their 
expectations the best guess possible. 
2. People might be unaware of some available relevant information, so their best guess of the 
future will not be correct on average (Rose and Marquis, 2006). 
 
3.3 EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS (EMH) 
 
Mishkin and Eakins (2000) explain that the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is a similar theory 
by financial economists to the theory of rational expectation that was developed by monetary 
economists. Both theories led to similar conclusions that expectation formed using all available 
information is similar to optimal forecast. Efficient Market Theory is based on the assumption that 
the prices of securities at security markets reflect all information available. Gitman and Joehnk 
(2004) adds that the current price does not only reflect past information which is the information in 
the annual financial reports but also information that is expected to occur like the announced 
dividends that are payable to the shareholders. 
 
Clarke, Jandik and Mandelker (2010) explain further that the most important implication of the 
EMH is to the slogan “trust market prices”. Because the security prices at any given time reflect all 
the information available, there is no room to fool the investors as the prices are fairly priced. That 
is, on average, the investors get exactly what the pay for. However, fair pricing to securities does 
not mean they will perform the same or rise and fall similarly. According to capital market theory, 
the expected return on security is primarily influenced by risk. The price of security reflects the 
present value of the expected future cash flows and this incorporates many factors such volatility, 
liquidity and other internal risks. This means prices are rationally based. However, because the 
change in information by its nature is unpredictable, changes in prices are expected to be random 
and unpredictable. 
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Mishkin and Eakins (2000) use mathematical expression to illustrate that in efficient market theory 
the price of security includes all the information available:  
 
RET = P t+1 – P t + C 
      P t ……………………………………………………………………………….3.1 
Where;  RET is rate of expected return. 
P t+1 security prices 
 P t initial security prices 
C is cash payments 
 
The rate of expected return from holding a security is equal to the change in the expected price of 
security plus any cash payment and dividends from the initial purchase price of the security. 
Because the expectations of the future are rational, thus  
    P e t+1 = P of  t+1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………3.2 
Where;  P e t+1 is expected return on security 
P of  t+1 is optimal forecast 
 
which means the expected return on security will equal the optimal forecast of the return. 
    RET e  = RET of ……………………………………………………………………….3.3 
Where; RET e     is expected return on security 
RET of  is optimal forecast of the return 
 
Demand and supply at the bond market indicates that the interest rate/expected tends to head 
towards equilibrium where quantity supplied and quantity demand of bonds are equal. This is 
because as the demand of bonds increases the interest rates/expected return decreases causing 
the demand to decline and the supply to increase, thus heading towards the equilibrium at all 
times. Thus the expected return on security will equal the equilibrium return on security: 
   
    RET e  = RET * …………………………………………………………………………3.4 
Where; RET e  is expected return on security 
RET *  is equilibrium return on security 
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Using equation 3 we can thus say  
   
  RET e  = RET of = RET * …………………………………………………….………3.5 
 
This means the current prices of the securities will be set to equal the optimal forecast of the 
security return using all available information and this equal security’s equilibrium return. This is 
because all the new information that is bought to the market will shift demand and supply to 
ultimately where demand and supply are at equilibrium. Simply put, security price reflects all 
information available (Mishkin & Eakins, 2000:167). 
 
This equation shows that the current prices in a financial market will be set so that the optimal 
forecast of a security’s return using all available information equals the security’s equilibrium 
return. Put another way: a security’s price fully reflects all available information in an efficient 
market. 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) indicate that EMH deals with most important and existing issues like why 
prices of securities change and how those changes actually take place. Many investors try to 
identify securities that are undervalued but are expected to increase in value in the future so they 
can select securities that will outperform the market. They use a variety of forecasting and 
valuation techniques to aid them in their investment decisions. If they do, indeed, make correct 
decisions and acquire those shares and sell them in the future when the value has increased, they 
can make substantial profits. There are techniques that aid the investors to make this selection 
decision. However, EMH asserts that these techniques are not effective as there are a lot of 
transaction costs that will be involved and cut off profits made. The theory suggests, therefore, that 
no one can predictably outperform the market. 
 
As indicated earlier, the current prices of the securities will be set to equal the optimal forecast of 
the security return using all available information and this will equal security’s equilibrium return. In 
the case where the return is forecasted to be much higher than the equilibrium return, we have the 
case of unexploited profits. This is called so because there is a possibility that a person could 
actually earn more than is expected. Realizing this opportunity, people will buy more of the security 
that reflects abnormally high return. This situation will, however, not continue forever as the current 
price on this security will increase relative to the expected return thus reducing the optimal forecast 
return. This is so because, if the expected return is lower than the current price, people will reduce 
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their projected highest possible return. The situation will continue until equilibrium returns to the 
equal optimal forecast; thus the efficient market will be satisfied. The buying will, therefore, stop as 
the expected abnormally high profits will disappear (Mishkin & Eakins, 2000). 
 
On the contrary, if the optimal forecast of the return is less than the expected return, it would not 
be worth buying as the share has the potential to earn even higher return thus making it a non 
attractive investment. In such case a person will sell the security forcing its current market price to 
drop relative to the expected return. As the expected return is higher than the current price, people 
will increase their projection on the highest possible return of the security. The optimal forecast 
return will increase until it is equal to the equilibrium return thus making the market efficient once 
again (Mishkin & Eakins, 2000). 
 
Efficient market theory is taken a step further by some financial economists. This they do by 
explaining that the theory not only means markets where the expectations equal the optimal 
forecast, taking into account all available information, but also that the security prices reflects the 
true value of the security. That is, where the markets are efficient the value of the security will 
reflect all the income streams that form the basis of the price of the security. This stronger view by 
most financial economists has, according Mishkin and Eakins (2000) three important implications 
which are: investments at security markets can easily be compared by price as they reflect the true 
value of the security, the security prices reflect the true value of the security, and the security 
prices can also help the portfolio managers to carefully access the cost of the security and advise 
or choose wisely when acquiring an asset. 
 
Szyszka (2009) points out that EHM rests on following assumptions: First, the investors are 
rational and thus value the assets rationally. That is, the investors value the securities based on 
their fundamental value and the net present value of the future cash flow discounted by a rate 
aligned to the risk level. The new information that affects the future flow or the risk of the security is 
acted upon quickly by bidding the price up or down depending on the kind of information. As a 
result, the asset price will always reflect all the information available. 
 
Second, the theory assumes that even if not all the investors are irrational, and some make 
mistakes in reacting to information, those acting irrationally are assumed to be trading randomly. 
Such uncorrelated investment decisions will tend to cancel each other out. Therefore, their 
transactions will only increase trade volumes. If irrationality becomes common for a large group of 
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investors who act in a correlated manner thus moving them away from the fundamental levels, it is 
assumed that it will picked up by arbitrageurs who will quickly act on any mispricing (Szyszka, 
2009). 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) write that with regard to EMH it is difficult and unlikely to make profit by 
predicting the movements of prices and Mishkin and Eakins (2000) concur that there is some 
evidence that supports the theory of efficient market theory like looking at the performance of 
investment analysts. This is where a buy and sell recommendation is taken from the researched 
advice of market advisers who have successfully in the past been able to predict stock markets 
and compared them with the securities randomly picked. 
 
This view supports what has been eluded to earlier about the efficient market theory that people 
can expect to earn abnormally high profits when purchasing securities. It is impossible to beat the 
market as the prices will always revert back to the equilibrium.  Mishkin and Eakins (2000) also 
points on the evidence research that suggests that having the financial adviser performing well in 
the past, does not necessarily mean they will perform even better in the future. Because the 
information about the securities are already in the public domain, the announcement of favourable 
price earnings of the securities will not, on average, cause a rise in the prices of the securities.   
 
Mishkin and Eakins (2000) state that, “Future changes in stock prices should, for all practical 
purposes, be unpredictable.” Fama (2009) brings a different view that, one of the two approaches 
of predicting stock: the chartist theory had a basic assumption that past performance/pattern of 
prices tends to repeat itself.  And the technical analysis bases its decision to buy and sell on the 
past stock prices or pattern that has emerged. The assumptions of technical analysis directly 
oppose the notion of efficient markets. Technicians believe that stock prices move in patterns that 
persist and are predictable to the informed investor.  Technical analysts develop systems to detect 
trends and patterns in prices. Random walk presents a serious challenge to technical analysis in 
that technical indicators measure only the after effect of price changes as the changes in the 
demand and supply occur so rapidly. 
 
However, Fama (2009) does concede that the pure chartist method is rarely used by analysts who 
rather prefer a technique called instrict value analysis. This technique states that the price of a 
security at any given time will be determined by the equilibrium price of the security. That is, the 
demand and supply at the bond market indicates that the expected price tends to head towards 
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equilibrium where the quantity supplied and the quantity demanded of bonds is equal. The 
assumption continues that the basic or the fundamental price of the security depends on the 
earning potential of the security. These earning potentials are then influenced by the quality of 
management, the general condition of the industry and the economy within which the security is 
trading. Depending on whether the actual price of a security is above or below its basic value, an 
analyst will make a prediction about the movement of the security price. This prediction is not 
always correct; sometimes it is too large and other times it is too small but it averages out to be 
correct. 
 
Fama (2009) explains that the random walk hypothesis is where stock market prices evolve 
according to a random walk and thus the prices of the stock market cannot be predicted. In 
efficient markets the price of a security will be a good estimate of its fundamental value as it 
includes all the information available. Because of the uncertainty in the security markets, the 
fundamental value of the security cannot be determined exactly. However, in efficient markets the 
actions of the market participants will remove the discrepancy between the actual and basic value 
of the security by causing the latter to wander around that basic price. The discrepancy between 
the actual and the basic value is random rather than systematic, hence the inability of the analyst 
to take advantage of such movement in the prediction of the actual price movement 
 
Fundamental analysis involves determining an investment’s intrinsic values based on company 
and economic “fundamentals”. The intrinsic value is compared to the market price to determine 
whether the investment is undervalued or overvalued. In an efficient market, prices already reflect 
public information, so determining “intrinsic value” using that information is not a worthwhile 
exercise (Fama, 2009).  
 
Fama (2009) points out that the basic value of the security can be affected by the future or 
anticipated prospects of the company. These include, amongst others, changes in management or 
increases in its production capacity. However, if the market is operating efficiently, this new 
information will be reflected in the prices of the securities. The actual price will not automatically 
equal the intrinsic value, but, instead, it is the proceeding events that will cause changes in the 
intrinsic value as people anticipate the intrinsic value to change. This is an indication that the 
individual security price is independent of the previous security prices. This is a clear definition of 
the random walk market where the previous security market cannot be used to predict the future 
price/performance of the security price. 
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 Mishkin and Eakins (2000) illustrate the random walk with an example that when the predictable 
change in price nears zero the optimal expected return equals the equilibrium return and people 
cannot predict if the stock price will either increase or decrease, thus the prices will change 
randomly (random walk). Gitman and Joehnk (2004) reaffirm that random walk hypothesis prices 
follow random movements and, therefore, informed analysis will not help in predicting the 
movement of the prices. The prices do not follow any pattern; they are independent of one 
another. The price moves up and down randomly and no trading strategy has a better chance to 
predict the prices. 
 
Not surprisingly, this implication does not sit well with the financial analysts. Mishkin and Eakins 
(2000) states that over the years the evidence has appeared that did not favour the theory of 
efficient market hypothesis. Evidence contradicting the EMH has been the recent “anomalies’ 
written about in the literature and these anomalies have been so many that some economists cast 
doubt on the validity of the EMH theory. This means that the EMH, generally, may not be always 
acceptable. 
 
According to Mishkin and Eakins (2000) when the prices of securities tended to increase during 
the period of December and January, they thus became predictable to the analysts and hence the 
market ceased to be efficient. This is termed the January Effect. The reason for the prices to 
increase in that period was owing to Investors buying a lot of securities from the tax savings 
earned from selling stock just before the end of the financial period. The financial period in the past 
was almost always in December 31. The high prices caused by the purchase of stock in January, 
which was normally a month after the year end, ensured abnormally high returns to the investors. 
This was contradictory to the random walk movement of security prices. 
 
In explaining Small-Firm Effect,  Mishkin and Eakins (2000) indicates that many studies in the past 
have indicated small firms were able to earn abnormally high returns because in-appropriate risk 
measures and low liquidity of the small firms securities. The risk could sometimes be over-
estimated and thus increasing the price of the security and ensure high profits. It could also not be 
easily converted into cash and thus held longer whilst profiting the firm. 
 
Market overreaction is described by Mishkin and Eakins (2000) as an occurrence where new 
announcements in the market may result in a major change causing the security prices to over 
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shoot and being corrected slowly overtime. This can make the investors earn abnormal profits on 
average over a period time. That is, if the price declines suddenly after poor earnings 
announcements, the investor can buy securities and then selling them a couple of weeks after the 
price has returned to the normal price, thus making a fortune in the process. This is in clear 
violation of the EMH that states that markets cannot be beaten. 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) defend the EMH claiming that much of the criticism levelled against the theory 
is based on numerous misconceptions, incorrect interpretations and myths about the theory. Fama 
(2009) suggests that long term return anomalies tend to disappear with reasonable changes in 
technique. The securities that performed well in the past 3 to 5 years tend to perform poorly in the 
future due to the perception based on the past performance. 
 
There are some claims that because some of the investors are able to outperform the market, then 
the theory should be incorrect. However, the theory states that from time to time some investors 
will be able to make huge profits out of the markets upon the arrival of new information, but they 
are not expected to outperform the market consistently. They concede that some investors can 
outperform these markets for a long time but on chance alone, even if the market is efficient. This 
is elaborated by an example that, for simplicity, an investor trading randomly has a 50% chance of 
beating the markets. The chances of beating the market in each and every year in ten years will be 
one tenth of one percent. However, as the number of investors in the market increases so does 
the chance that one investor will beat the market. Now, with a group of 10 000 investors, the 
chances of at least one investor beating the market in the next ten years is 99.99%. Therefore, if 
there are a sufficiently large number of investors, the likelihood of finding one successful investor, 
even if he/she is investing randomly, is relatively high. This is similar in the case where the 
chances of a given person winning a lottery are close to none as opposed to someone winning 
from lots of people. They conclude the theory will be threatened only if the identity of the 
successful investor can be known beforehand (Clarke et al., 2010). 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) addresses another question as to why the financial analysts are not driven out 
of the market because throwing darts at a financial page will produce a portfolio that can perform 
as well the one that is managed by the financial analyst. They firstly point out that the competition 
amongst the investors who devout time and energy in an attempt to find the market where there is 
a mispricing of securities is essential for the efficiency of the security markets. This is because the 
analysis of financial information is essential in ensuring that the new information is reflected in the 
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security prices. Thus, when the security price reflects all the information, it indicates the efficiency 
of markets and therefore cannot be beaten. Secondly, they indicate that people have different 
“tastes” for risk. That is, some people may prefer a high risk portfolio with high returns while some 
may prefer a less risky portfolio investment. But a randomly chosen portfolio may not accomplish 
all these desired goals; hence the services of financial analyst will continue to be needed. 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) point out that the question has been raised why prices fluctuate every day, 
hour and minute while the new information is already reflected in the security prices. However, this 
fluctuation in itself is the reflection of the efficiency of the market itself. This is because as the 
information arrives consistently in the market it causes continuous adjustments to the security 
prices. Given that relevant information in the market arrives continuously, if prices do not change, it 
will show an inconsistency with the market. Market hypothesis (EMH), popularly known as the 
Random Walk Theory, suggests that security prices fully reflect available information about the 
value of the firm, and there is no way to earn excess profits by using this information. That is, if the 
markets are efficient, there is no way that the investor can beat the market and make extraordinary 
profits. 
 
Clarke et al. (2010) point out that the main cause of the price change in securities is the arrival of 
the new information. They continue that the market is said to be efficient if the price adjusts quickly 
and fairly to the new information. Thus, at any point in time the security price reflects all the 
information available and there is no reason to believe it is too high or it’s too low. In short, the 
security price adjusts before the investors can make profit out of the arrival of the new information. 
Heakal (2009:2) concedes that the market is efficient if the investors who perceive the market to 
be inefficient have the possibility to out-perform it. Ironically, investors attempt to take advantage of 
what they perceive to be an inefficient market thus, in turn, ensuring the market remains efficient. 
 
Clarke et al., (2010) concur and explain further that the existence of an efficient market is due to 
competition amongst the investors to profit from any new information that is brought into the 
market. The efficiency occurs when investors attempt to identify the mispriced stocks in the 
market. That is, they identify the under-valued stocks and buy these stocks at less than their value 
and sell others when for more than they are worth. Many investors spend a lot of time and 
resources trying to detect this mismatch. Naturally, as more people get involved in detecting these 
mispriced securities and exploiting them for profit, the chances become smaller and smaller of 
beating the market. Eventually, only a smaller number of investors will be able to detect and profit 
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from these mispriced securities and it will mostly be by chance. For most investors the research 
costs will be outweighed by the transaction costs. 
 
Heakal (2009) continues that for a market to be efficient it has to be large and liquid and the 
information can be accessed cheaply and in time for every investor. The investors should have 
enough funds to take advantage of the market inefficiencies until the market corrects itself. It 
remains critical that the investors should be of the opinion that they can beat the market. In an 
efficient capital market, security prices adjust rapidly to the arrival of new information; therefore, 
the current prices reflect all information about the security. 
 
Black (2002) explains the three forms of efficiency. The markets are “allocative efficient” when, in 
the competitive markets, the highest bidder of resources uses them productively. The markets are 
said to be “operatively effective” if the markets operate competitively and marketers are earning 
normal profits. Markets where the prices reflect all available information are “informationally 
effective”. The market is perfectively efficient if it incorporates the allocative, operational and 
information effective forms. 
 
 What would be the ingredients of an “informationally” efficient market? It is where 
– a large number of profit-maximizing participants analyze and value securities, 
– new information regarding securities comes to the market in a random fashion, and 
– profit-maximizing investors adjust security prices rapidly to reflect the effect of new 
information. 
 Price adjustments are unbiased – correct on average. Under these conditions, a security’s 
price would be appropriate for its level of risk. 
 
The immediate reason why the efficiency of the market is important is because, if prices do fully 
reflect all current information, it would not be worth an investor’s time to use information to find 
undervalued securities. If prices do not fully reflect information, analysts will find and use that 
information, and perhaps they will be able to make a big profit in the market. Gitman and Joehnk 
(2004) continue that when the market is efficient, individual traders alone will not affect the price of 
the security and the information is not only available to all markets participants but it is also free. 
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As the decision-makers can adjust quickly to new information, this will cause the price to adjust 
more quickly. Information on events that affects the price of the securities occurs randomly and will 
be included in the prices of the securities. 
 
3.3.1 The level of market efficiency 
 
Clarke et al. (2010:4) indicate that there are different kinds of information that influence the 
security values. There are, therefore, three different versions of EMH, depending on what is meant 
by “all information available”.  
 
Weak Form Efficiency 
Clarke et al. (2010:4) explain that the weak form efficiency asserts that the current security prices 
incorporate all available information contained in the past history of the prices only. The EMH 
predicts that the market prices should incorporate all the available information at a point in time.  
The weak form of efficiency name is coined from the fact that the security prices are the most 
public and easily available pieces of information. In the weak form of efficiency, only the past 
information about prices is reflected in the security price. Yet, still no investor can detect mis-priced 
securities and beat the market by analyzing the past prices. This is because, after taking into 
account the transaction cost of analyzing the securities, it is very difficult to make a profit out of 
publicly available information such as the sequence of past security prices. 
 
Most investors attempt to generate profit from the market by studying exactly what this hypotheses 
claim is of no value. That is studying and basing investment decisions on the past stock prices 
series and data – and this technique is called “technical analysis”. This is the easy way of testing if 
the market price is efficient and the information incorporated in the price is past information. That 
is, if it can be predicted correctly that the price of information is based in the past information 
alone, the security price will be said to be efficient (Clarke et al., 2010). 
 
Semi Strong Form Efficiency  
Clarke et al. (2010) explain that the semi strong form of efficiency suggests the current prices 
incorporate all the information that is publicly available. Public information does not only include 
past prices but Annual Financial Statements, earnings and dividend announcements by the 
company. The public information does not necessary have to be of a financial nature but any 
current published research on the developments within the company. The assertion behind the 
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semi strong efficiency is still the same that investors should not be able to profit from the markets 
using the information that is already publicly available. This assumption is, nevertheless, far 
stronger than that of the weak form. That is, for the investor to beat the market he/she should not 
only possess financial skills to interpret vast amounts of financial information but also understand 
macroeconomics and the entire market operation. However, to acquire such skills may take a lot of 
time and effort and “public information” may be relatively difficult to gather at high cost. This is 
because an analyst may need to have professional publications and research journals to gather 
information and not simply a local newspaper. 
 
Strong Form Efficiency 
Strong form of EMH states that the current price of security incorporates all existing information 
both public and private. It differs from the semi strong EMH in the sense that not even people with 
inside information could outperform the markets. That is, even after discovering new methods of 
production, the research will not be able to profit from the market even before such results are 
made public. The rationale behind the theory is that the market anticipates future developments 
and the security price may have incorporated such information in a more objective way than the 
insiders. It is not surprising that the empirical evidence has found that the evidence is inconsistent 
with this strong form of EMH (Clarke et al., 2010). 
3.4 DIRECT MONETARY APPROACH 
 
Sloman (1999) argues that the mechanism with which the money supply change affects aggregate 
demand is either direct or indirect. According to the monetarist the mechanism is direct. That is, if 
the government’s monetary policy is expansionary, the output will rise directly.  The monetarist 
does recognise that indirect mechanisms only assist the money supply to have a powerful effect. 
Two alternative explanations of how monetary policy affects economic activity may be either the 
direct or the indirect effect. In the Keynesian view, a link exists through interest rates and 
investment. In the monetarist view, the money stock affects the level of purchases directly. The 
opposing views lead to different recommendations for the appropriate policy to use. 
 
In the view of monetarists, an easy money policy increases the money balances of individuals, 
encouraging them to spend more because individuals maintain a stable relationship between their 
desired money balances and spending. A tight money policy reduces money balances and curtails 
spending directly. In the monetarist view there is no need for the investment linkage. People hold a 
portion of their assets in a cash form (Petroff, 2002). 
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 This desire to hold cash creates a demand for money (Md). If the money supply is more than the 
demand for money (Ms > Md) there will be an excess surplus. This can be described schematically 
as follows: 
 
Ms ↑  →   Ms > Md →   AD↑ or →   Price securities↑  
 
Where Ms is money supply, Md is money demand and AD is aggregate demand 
 
The people will use this access to increase aggregate demand (AD) or to buy securities. The 
increase in demand for securities will increase the prices of stock prices. Thus an increase in stock 
is a direct result of an increase in monetary policy to increase money supply (Sloman, 1999:697). 
Petroff (2002) explains that since the 1950s a new view of monetary policy, called monetarism, 
has emerged that disputes the Keynesian view that monetary policy is relatively ineffective. 
Adherents of monetarism, called monetarists, argue that the demand for money is stable and is not 
very sensitive to changes in the rate of interest. Hence, expansionary monetary policies only serve 
to create a surplus of money that households will quickly spend, thereby increasing aggregate 
demand. Unlike classical economists, monetarists acknowledge that the economy may not always 
be operating at the full employment level of real GDP. Thus, in the short-run, monetarists argue 
that expansionary monetary policies may increase the level of real GDP by increasing aggregate 
demand. However, in the long-run, when the economy is operating at the full employment level, 
monetarists argue that the classical quantity theory remains a good approximation of the link 
between the supply of money, the price level, and the real GDP—that is, in the long-run, 
expansionary monetary policies only leads to inflation and does not affect the level of real GDP.  
Bogdan (2012) reaffirms that monetary policy may have a direct impact on corporate policy, 
because companies may borrow to improve return on equity as long as the effect of the lending 
rate is lower than the return on assets. Hence, the return on assets is a weighted arithmetic mean 
of the return on equity and the lending rate, which are respectively weighted by the share of equity 
and debt in total assets.  Consequently, lower interest rates improve the return on equity. For this 
reason, non-profitable enterprises may show a positive return on equity. However, this may 
reinforce the influence of interest rates on investment behaviour, which is referred to as the 
financial accelerator effect.   
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 Oesterreichische Nationalbank (2012) indicates that, according to the Keynesian view, monetary 
policy may be very ineffective. Some of the shortcomings come from the asymmetry of the policy, 
changes in velocity and the uncertainty of investment to be undertaken. Interest rates are also 
costs and affect inflation which decreases wealth and, therefore, consumption.  A tight money 
policy is very effective in preventing new loans because excess reserves are reduced, but an easy 
money policy is likely to be ineffective because the additional excess reserves will not be lent out 
by banks in fear of potential bankruptcies of borrowers during periods of recession. Thus, the 
recommendation is not to use monetary policy, but fiscal policy instead.  
 
Monetarists respond that they are particularly concerned with the potential for abuse of monetary 
policy and destabilization of the price level. They often make reference to the contractionary 
monetary policies of the Federal Reserve [Fed] during the Great Depression, policies that they 
blame for the tremendous deflation of that period.  Monetarists believe that persistent inflations (or 
deflations) are purely monetary experiences that are brought about by persistent expansionary (or 
contractionary) monetary policies. In order to counter continuous periods of inflation or deflation, 
monetarists argue in favour of a fixed money supply rule. They believe that the Reserve Banks 
should conduct monetary policy so as to keep the growth rate of the money supply fixed at a rate 
that is equal to the real growth rate of the economy over time. Therefore, monetarists believe that 
monetary policy should serve to accommodate increases in real GDP without causing either 
inflation or deflation (Bogdan, 2012). 
 
Wright (1976) explains that monetary policy and the money supply can affect the stock market 
directly, without first influencing the economy or investor expectations. In the past the explanation 
for the market performing well during a recession or falling in the midst of a boom was that 
investors were correctly forecasting the coming fall or peak in business activity and attempting to 
anticipate by changing their portfolios. However, this was never a very satisfactory model because 
it did not fit the behaviour of real investors. A new explanation suggests excessive or deficient 
liquidity among investors can create changes in the money supply caused by the Reserve Bank 
expanding the supply in recessions and restricting it in booms. According to this new theory, such 
excesses or deficiencies cause investors to increase or decrease holdings of stocks irrespective of 
the investment outlook. 
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Wright (1976) concedes that one may find it hard to specify exactly what the links are by which 
monetary policy directly influences the stock market.  At this point one can either accept the 
explanation as is or ignore it.  A better alternative is to seek an understanding of these missing 
links. A monetarists’ view on theory is that "If individuals and businesses feel that they have 
inadequate liquidity due to a reduction in monetary growth, they will attempt to convert non liquid 
assets into liquid funds. Also, by reducing expenditure relative to income, individual spending units 
will attempt to build up their liquidity. But these actions will tend to place downward price pressure 
on less liquid assets such as common stocks and bonds." Conversely, a rapid rise in monetary 
growth tends to have the opposite effect.  However, if there is excess in liquidity, spending units 
are prompted to exchange money for less liquid forms of assets. This action tends to increase the 
prices of less liquid assets such as   common stocks and bonds. 
 
The direct approach model proceeds in four steps: (1) the reserve bank decides to make a major 
change in monetary policy say, from a contraction of the money supply growth to an expansion of 
it. This increases the up purchase of government securities, thereby strengthening demand. (2) 
Banks, who were sellers to the Reserve Bank, soon become net buyers: during the recession 
environment there will be a lack of loan opportunities; the banks can buy only government 
securities to earn a return on the reserves created by the Reserve Bank purchases. (3) At this 
point (as a broad generalization) government securities are only traded by wealthy individuals. 
These people are selling to take advantage of improved prices. (4) These sales create excess 
cash, which the individuals use to reinvest in government securities, but a portion is invested in 
stocks. Some eventually goes into real goods (Wright, 1976). 
 
Wright (1976) concludes that the Reserve Bank makes a significant change in monetary policy; it 
causes changes in the government securities market that influences the financial world in ever-
widening circles. The example of a change from a contractionary to an expansionary policy 
demonstrated how banks become large buyers and individuals large sellers of government 
securities, adding at least temporarily to the liquidity of individuals. To the degree that excess 
liquidity influences the stock market, the impact of the change in monetary policy is relatively quick 
and direct.  
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3.5 INDIRECT MONETARY APPROACH 
Sloman (1999) explains further that the indirect monetary policy mechanism is a change in money 
supply affecting the output through other variables like interest rates and the stock exchange. 
 
An expansionary monetary policy will increase the money supply leading to people buying more 
securities with excess supply of money. 
 
Ms ↑  →   Ms > Md →   r↓  →  I↑ ,→ Cd ↑  → AD↑ or →   Price securities↑  
 
Where is r is interest rate, I is investment and Cd is consumption 
 
An increase in money supply will lead to people having more money than they wish to hold. They 
will in turn purchase securities that will push prices up and drop interest rates (r). Lower interest 
rates will lead to people borrowing more from the banks and increasing consumption (Cd) and thus 
aggregate demand or purchase of securities. This can be illustrated as follows; 
 
Ms ↑  →   er↓  →  X↑ ,  → Cd ↑  → AD↑  or →   Price securities↑  
Where er is exchange rate, X is exports, Cd is consumption 
This is shows that changes in money supply can have impact on the stock market. 
Figure: 3.1 Indirect Mechanisms 
 
 
Source: Oesterreichische Nationalbank (2012) 
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 Figure 3.1 depicts the indirect channel through which the monetary policy affects price 
developments. Policy changes can either influence the bank rates or the expectations of the 
people. The market interest rates, in turn, affect the channels through which the monetary policy 
impacts on the supply and demand of goods and the labour market. 
 
Petroff (2002) indicates that Keynesians do not believe in the direct link between the supply of 
money and the price level that emerges from the classical quantity theory of money. They reject 
the notion that the economy is always at or near the natural level of real GDP so that Y in the 
equation of exchange can be regarded as fixed. They also reject the proposition that the velocity of 
circulation of money is constant and can cite evidence to support their case.  Keynesians do 
believe in an indirect link between the money supply and real GDP. They believe that 
expansionary monetary policy increases the supply of loanable funds available through the 
banking system, causing interest rates to fall. With lower interest rates, aggregate expenditures on 
investment and interest-sensitive consumption goods usually increase, causing real GDP to rise. 
Hence, monetary policy can affect real GDP indirectly.  
 
Keynesians, however, remain sceptical about the effectiveness of monetary policy. They point out 
that expansionary monetary policy that increases the reserves of the banking system need not 
lead to a multiple expansion of the money supply because banks can simply refuse to lend out 
their excess reserves. Furthermore, the lower interest rates that result from an expansionary 
monetary policy need not induce an increase in aggregate investment and consumption 
expenditures because firms' and households' demands for investment and consumption goods 
may not be sensitive to the lower interest rates. For these reasons, Keynesians tend to place less 
emphasis on the effectiveness of monetary policy and more emphasis on the effectiveness of 
fiscal policy, which they regard as having a more direct effect on real GDP (Petroff, 2002). 
 
3.5.1 Wealth Effect 
 
Barata and Pacheco (2003) lay the foundation that studying the effect on interest rates arose as a 
result of many families getting involved in the stock market. Placing their savings in equities that 
can depreciate with the collapse of the markets can lead to decreases in consumption. There is 
also a fear of a reduction in investment and in income. This fear has motivated economists to 
analyze these wealth effects. 
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 Thomas (2006) defines “wealth effect” as a change in people’s net worth in terms on what they 
consume and save. What people consume is influenced by the wealth and income. If the people’s 
income remains constant, then the stock prices will be influenced by the wealth, that is, an 
increase (decrease) in spending that is associated with what is perceived as an increase 
(decrease) in wealth.  The net worth of the society will increase if expansionary monetary policy 
originates from increase in printing and the handing out of more money. However, the impact on 
the worth is not clear where the money supply is increased by securities purchased by the public 
or through loans extended by commercial banks. The purchase of the securities by the Reserve 
Bank increases the public assets in a form of cash while at the same time decreases the assets in 
security form. Again the net worth of the public remains unaffected if the commercial banks extend 
credit to public because as their cash increases (asset) so do their liabilities in the form of a loan. 
 
An increase in monetary policy causes a decrease in interest rates, as the prices of the security 
increase due to demand it leads to a fall in interest rates.  The market value of the bond will thus 
increase. A family is likely to purchase a (assets) new car or house if the portfolio values of its 
securities increases. Expansionary monetary policy through the effect of interest rates or credit 
granting may increase real capital stock and thus stimulate economic wealth. Excess money 
supply created by monetary policy expansion can be used by the companies or individuals for the 
purchase of buildings or machinery. Accumulation of these real assets involves expansion of net 
wealth and thus increases in consumption (Thomas, 2006). 
 
The expansionary monetary policy lowers interest rates and makes bonds less attractive than 
stocks and results in increased demand for stocks, which bids up stock prices.  Conversely, 
interest rate reductions make it cheaper to finance housing, causing real estate prices to go up. 
Interest rate cuts entail a rise in stock and real estate prices and accordingly boost household 
wealth.  At the same time, consumers’ life cycle resources expand, in turn lifting consumer 
spending and aggregate demand. On the contrary the rise in interest rates will decrease demand 
for stocks and real estate and thus there will be a reduction in household wealth (Thomas, 2006). 
 
3.5.2 Credit Channel 
 
The credit channel simply means a theory that Reserve Bank policy changes affect the credit 
granting abilities of the commercial banks, thus influencing consumption and, ultimately, the real 
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economy. Bogdan (2012) explains further, if the economy was a large network of interconnecting 
institutions like banks, corporation and households then, finding a monetary transmission 
mechanism would mean finding a connection starting from the Reserve Bank, following its effects 
to other institutions until the final effect on the real sector. All the paths should pass through some 
financial market. The interest rate channel and the credit channel are the two channels that 
operate through the commercial lending market. The interest rate channel indicates that the 
Reserve Bank uses the repo rates to manipulate the cost of borrowing, thus influencing the 
consumption by the public on durable goods. An expansion in money supply leads to a fall in 
interest rates, reducing the cost of capital and leading to high investment spending like buying 
shareholding from companies. 
 
Oesterreichische Nationalbank (2012) mentions that the credit channel of monetary policy 
transmission is not a substitute but an enhancement of the interest rate channel. It affects the 
economy by altering the amount of credit that companies and households can access. In short, the 
main difference between the interest rate channel and the credit channel mechanism is how 
spending and investment decisions change due to monetary policy changes. In the interest rate 
channel spending on interest sensitive sectors like housing and the consumer purchase of durable 
goods affects consumption spending on goods and services. Also in the credit channel, the 
granting of credit affects consumption spending on goods and services. 
 
According to Bogdan (2012), the credit channel can occur through two intermediaries: the balance 
sheet channel and the bank lending channel. The balance sheet channel refers to a view that 
changes in interest rates affect borrowers' balance sheets and income statements. Reserve Banks’ 
monetary policy decisions influence commercial banks’ refinancing costs; banks are inclined to 
pass the changes on to their customers.  If financing costs are reduced, investment and consumer 
spending rise. This will lead to an acceleration of growth and inflation.  However, following an 
increase in interest rates, the risk that some borrowers cannot pay back their loans in due course 
may increase so much that banks will not grant loans to these borrowers.  As a result, borrowers 
would be forced to cut back on planned expenditure. The bank lending channel refers to the idea 
that changes in monetary policy may affect the granting of loans through commercial banks. 
 
The review of the theory of which explain the link between monetary policy and the stock market 
indicates  several  ways through which monetary policy affects the stock market directly and 
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indirectly, also, how the stock market affects monetary policy. The next section looks at the 
empirical studies which have examined the link between the two variables. 
 
3.6 EMPIRICAL LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In reviewing the available studies which have looked at the link between the two variables, the 
study will look at other studies carried out in developed and developing countries. 
 
3.6.1 Evidence from the developed countries 
 
Ibrahim and Yusoff’s (2001) paper analyzed dynamic interactions among three macroeconomic 
variables (real output, price level and money supply), exchange rate, and equity prices for the 
Malaysian case, using time series techniques of cointegration and vector autoregression. The 
analysis relied on variance decompositions and impulse-response functions to gauge the strength 
of the interactions among the variables.  With variance decomposition the study noted specifically 
that movements in the Malaysian stock market are driven more by domestic factors, particularly 
the money supply, than by the external factor (i.e. the exchange rate). The money supply exerted a 
positive effect on the stock prices in the short run. However, money supply and stock prices are 
negatively associated in the long run.  In the case of impulse response gauge, the study observed 
the negative effects of depreciation shocks on stock prices. Other selected notable results are: the 
stock prices contain valuable information for future variations in macroeconomic variables 
especially the price level; currency depreciation is both contractionary and inflationary; the 
Malaysian monetary authorities seem to focus mainly on stabilizing the exchange rate; and the 
money supply seems to be pro-cyclical and inflationary. The dynamic analysis further Indicated 
that currency depreciation tends to result in a reduction in stock prices and also the significant 
influence of the exchange rate changes on the Malaysian economy. 
 
Bernanke and Kuttner (2004) applied a formal regression analysis on the Dow Jones index at its 
current value to the full sample from 1989 to 2002. The research concluded that a relative change 
in monetary policy will not have a major effect on the stock market. The two principal objectives of 
the estimate of the links between monetary policy changes and stock prices were to measure and 
analyse in some detail the stock market’s response to monetary policy actions, both in the 
aggregate and at the level of industry portfolios. The second objective was to gain some insight 
into the reasons why the stock market responds in the particular way that it does. Estimating the 
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response of equity prices to monetary policy actions is complicated by the fact that the market is 
unlikely to respond to policy actions that were already anticipated. The study focused on the 
unexpected policy actions in order avoid difficult issues of endogeneity and simultaneity, and 
separate more clearly the stock market reaction to monetary policy. It was found that the stock 
market responded strongly and consistently to unexpected monetary policy actions, using federal 
funds futures data to gauge policy expectations. Consistent with the finding of Garg and Chapman. 
(2008) it was also detected that reactions to monetary policy surprises tend to differ across 
industry-based portfolios, with the high-tech and telecommunications sectors exhibiting a response 
half again as large as that of the broad market indices.  As to why stock prices respond as they do 
to monetary policy, the results showed, perhaps surprisingly, that the reaction of equity prices to 
monetary policy is, for the most part, not directly attributable to policy’s effects on the real interest 
rate.  The impact of monetary policy surprises on stock prices seems to come either through its 
effects on expected future excess returns or on expected future dividends. The result suggests 
that tight money (for example) lowers stock prices by raising the expected equity premium. An 
alternative interpretation of their results is that the large movements in excess returns associated 
with monetary policy changes reflect excess sensitivity or overreaction of stock prices to policy 
actions. A more tightly structured analysis that encompasses a wider class of assets may help to 
differentiate these interpretations. 
 
Laopodis’s (2006) examined the issue of the dynamic interactions between monetary policy and 
the stock market. Specifically, he looked into dynamic linkages between the federal funds rate and 
the S&P500 index for the 1970-2003 period, decade by decade, using co-integration and error-
correction methodologies. The results indicate absence of co-integration during the 1970s and the 
1980s but the presence of a dynamic, short-run relationship between the two variables only in the 
1970s. They found during the 1970s and the 1980s that there was no co-integration between the 
fed funds rate and the stock market; a short-run dynamic relationship between the two variables 
was found only in the 1970s.For the 1990s, there seems to have been a disconnection between 
Fed policies and responses by the stock market or vice versa. Overall, the results seem to suggest 
that there was no concrete and consistent dynamic relationship between monetary policy and the 
stock market and that the nature of such dynamics was different in each of the three decades, 
which coincided with three different Fed operating regimes. 
 
The result of the investigation of thirteen OECD countries by Loannidis and Kontonikas (2006) 
indicates that monetary policy shifts significantly to affect stock returns, thereby supporting the 
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notion of monetary policy transmission via the stock market.  The study highlighted the importance 
of identifying the link between monetary policy and financial asset prices, particularly whether the 
link or transmission mechanism is direct or indirect. Their work indicates that a change in monetary 
policy can affect stock returns in a dual manner, that is, either direct or indirect. Tighter monetary 
policy leads to an increase in the rate at which firms’ future cash flows are capitalised causing 
stock prices to decline. Second, monetary policy changes may have an indirect effect on the firms’ 
stock value by altering expected future cash flows. Monetary policy easing is expected to increase 
the overall level of economic activity and the stock price responds in a positive manner. 
 
Garg and Chapman (2008) studied the weekly returns of the Dow Jones Industry Classification 
Benchmark [ICB] classified financial, energy, utilities, materials, industrials, consumer goods, 
consumer services, information technology, healthcare and telecommunications. The sectors were 
analyzed using separate ordinary least squares [OLS] regression models for each sector. The 
study was to determine the relationship between changes in the federal funds rates and the stock 
market. It was found that some sectors are more interest sensitive than the others. Specific 
demand and supply effects present in the federal funds market are the reasons for these sectors’ 
high responsiveness to interest rate changes. The paper argued that different economic sectors 
have different interest rate sensitivities, based on the effects of interest rate changes on revenues 
and costs. The utilities, financials, telecoms and basic material sectors are more interest sensitive 
in that order than other sectors, that is, they responded significantly to changes in the federal funds 
rate. Sectors with a large long term debt, such as utilities and telecommunications, showed 
sensitivities to federal funds rate changes. Also, cyclical sectors, such as the basic materials 
sector, also exhibit sensitivity to changes in the federal funds rate. In the case of the financial 
sector, the direct connection between federal funds rate changes and revenues and costs incurred 
by financial institutions (due to changes in federal fund rates) make this sector sensitive to interest 
rate changes.  The effect that the federal rate change has on revenue dominates the effect on cost 
in the financial sector. Overall the results displayed a positive relationship between federal funds 
rates and these sectors.  
 
Uddin and Alam’s (2009) indicated evidence supporting the existence of share market efficiency 
based on the monthly data from January 1988 to March 2003 and also the empirical relationship 
between the stock index and the interest rate for fifteen developed and developing countries - 
Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Germany, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, Philippines, South Africa, Spain and Venezuela. Regression analysis found that in all of 
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the countries the interest rate has a significant negative relationship with share price and for six 
countries it is found that changes of interest rate have a significant negative relationship with 
changes of share price. The finding did not reject the overall theoretical argument of negative 
relationship between stock price and prevailing interest rate. Individual country results are mixed 
for both developed and developing countries. In countries like Malaysia it was found that the 
interest rate has no relation with share price. However, changes of interest rate have a negative 
relationship with changes of share price. In the case of Japan, it is found that the interest rate has 
a positive relationship with share price but a change of interest rate has a negative relationship 
with a change of share price. Four countries - Bangladesh, Colombia, Italy, and South Africa - 
showed a negative relationship for both interest rates with share price and changes of interest rate 
with changes of share price. The remaining countries in the study - Australia, Canada, Chile, 
Germany, Jamaica, Mexico, Spain, and Venezuela – have a significant negative relationship 
between interest rates and share price but no relationship between change of interest rate and 
change of share price. So, if the interest rate is considerably controlled in these countries, it will be 
of the great benefit for their stock exchange. 
 
In Jamaica the Raymond (2009) employed a Vector Error Correction model (VECM) to investigate 
the interrelationship between stock prices and monetary indicators for Jamaica. Monetary 
indicators employed in the analysis include 180-day Government of Jamaica (GOJ) Treasury bill 
yields, the value of the Jamaica dollar vis-à-vis the US dollar, inflation rate and the money supply 
(measured by M2 aggregate which was seasonally adjusted). The monthly lag of each series was 
utilized and the data employed spanned the period January 1990 to March 2009 (231 
observations). The results show that there is a long term relationship between the stock market 
returns and the monetary variables examined. Impulse response functions show that shocks to all 
the variables affect the stock price. Moreover, the short run interactions are similar to the long run 
relationships for all variables, except the exchange rate and the inflation rate. However, the 
Granger Causality test shows that only M2 is a consistent predictor of the stock price. The 
implication of this is that the Central Bank could influence stock market growth by targeting M2, as 
this is a better predictor of future stock prices, rather than inflation, interest rate and exchange rate. 
 
In their paper Khrawish, Siam and Jaradat (2010) examined the effect of interest rates on the stock 
market capitalization rate in Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) over the period 1999-2008. It focused 
on the interest rate (loans and advances) and the government development stock rate (discounted 
bills and bonds). Based on the multiple linear regression model and the simple regression model, 
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the time series analysis revealed that there was a significant and positive relationship between the 
government interest rate (R) and the stock market capitalization rate (S). The study showed that 
the government development stock rate (D) exerts a negative influence on the stock market 
capitalization rate (S); also it finds a significant and negative relationship between government 
prevailing interest rate (R) and government development stock rate (D).  
 
3.6.2 Evidence from developing Countries 
 
Hewson and Bonga-Bonga (2005) confirmed the different sectorial and regime effects in their 
study that investigated the possibility of an evolving relationship between monetary policy and 
asset prices in South Africa. The study combined the scopes of both Garg and Chapman (2008) 
and Loannidis and Kontonikas (2006) and concluded that the strengths of the relationships 
between monetary policy and stock prices vary at different times and across different sectors. The 
tests were conducted over two time periods to consider the relationships between monetary policy, 
the exchange rate, the inflation rate and the stock returns for three classes of assets. Two time 
periods, one from February 1992 until January 2000, and the second from February 2000 to 
November 2004, was used. The impact of monetary policy on different asset returns, namely 
financials, industrials and resources, was assessed. Consistent with findings abroad, monetary 
policy in South Africa seems to affect different sectors by varying degrees and over different time 
periods. The role of monetary policy in influencing stock returns as a result of individual interest 
rate changes was found to be very small, and its duration was not very long. International 
economic conditions also contributed to the change in responsiveness of one of the sectors to 
monetary policy. The paper suggests that there is evidence elsewhere indicating that the effects of 
policy do not just vary by type of asset, but also by several other factors, including the size and 
stage of the business in the production process. This study found other factors, such as the 
exchange rates, though they do not appear to have large effects on a particular sector, determine 
the responsiveness of a sector to monetary policy. They also came to the conclusion that since the 
resources sector is particularly important in South Africa’s foreign trade, the exchange rate 
volatility has changed the relationship between the interest rate and this sector from a direct to an 
indirect one. This means that the resource sector has become considerably more sensitive to 
exchange rate movements, to the extent that the interest rate’s effect on resources is the result of 
its effect on the exchange rate. That is, the impact of an interest rate change on the resource 
sector now occurs via the exchange rate. This was found not to be the case with the financials and 
industrial sectors. 
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 In Ghana, Abakah (2009) examined the long and short-run relationships between monetary policy 
and stock prices as well as some selected macroeconomic variables as inflation and exchange 
rates in Ghana for the period 1990-2006 by means of time series analysis. His study revealed a 
long-run negative relationship between interest rates and stock prices and also between exchange 
rates and stock prices. It also identified an unanticipated long run negative relationship between 
money supply and stock prices but found the unanticipated relationship between inflation and 
stock prices to be positive. The results further provided evidence that the relationship from money 
supply to stock prices runs in one direction and there is also a unidirectional causality from inflation 
to money supply. However, between the period November 1990 to December 2006 their study 
revealed bidirectional causality between inflation and interest rates. The causal relationship 
identified implies the stock market performance might be a good gauge for the Bank of Ghana’s 
monetary policy adjustments. Since changes in interest rates and money supply have some 
considerable effects on stock prices, based on their findings they recommended that the central 
bank of Ghana should take the dynamics of the stock market into consideration when adjusting its 
monetary policy.  
 
To analyze the effect of monetary policy on the Nigerian stock market returns, Okpara (2010) 
employed a Vector Error Correction Model and the Forecast Error Decomposition Analysis was 
also used to determine the long and short run dynamic properties of the equations. The major 
finding was that monetary policy is a significant determinant of long-run stock market returns in 
Nigeria. Specifically, a high treasury bill rate reduces stock market returns and thus shows 
evidence of monetary policy efforts to slow down the economy, while current and one period lag 
interest rates exert a positive and significant influence on the stock market returns. The lagged 
error correction term was negatively signed, suggesting that about 32 percent of deviation from the 
long-run equilibrium between stock returns and the Treasury bill rate-cum-interest rate is corrected 
periodically. Also the salient feature of the variance decomposition results was that the 
predominant sources of returns fluctuations were due largely to stock returns shocks and interest 
rate shocks. Thus, the innovations of rate of interest can be a better predictor of stock market 
returns in Nigeria. The results also indicated that predominant sources of returns fluctuations are 
largely due to interest rate shocks and returns shocks, a signal that the innovations of rate of 
interest can be a better predictor of stock market returns in Nigeria. 
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Mangani (2011) carried out a study using vector autoregressive (VAR) modeling to elucidate the 
dynamic interrelationships among monetary policy, financial variables and prices in Malawi.  
Except for the world commodity price index (CPRICE), monthly data from January 1994 to March 
2009 was used on the other variables - the all-items consumer price index (CPIA), the food price 
index (CPIF) and the non-food price index (CPIN). The paper investigated the effectiveness of 
monetary policy in Malawi using six-variable VAR models: the bank rate, reserve money, the 
lending rate and broad money. Price was the objective variable, and the analysis controlled for 
exogenous shocks by including the world commodity price index. In order to capture open-
economy effects, the exchange rate was also included. Two key results that could be consistently 
drawn from the analysis of the effects of monetary policy in Malawi were: first, the evidence 
suggested that none of the conventional views of the policy transmission mechanism was fully and 
effectively at work. The effects of monetary policy were hardly transmitted to prices though the 
lending rates instantly responded to bank rates adjustment and the lending rate did influence the 
money supply. Second, the finding was that prices in Malawi were largely influenced by the 
exchange rate (hence open-economy effects). The exchange rate itself tended to respond to 
changes in both narrow and broad money supply. The study concluded that there is lack of clear 
evidence in support of the conventional channels of monetary policy transmission mechanism in 
security markets.  
 
Odhiambo (2012) examined the dynamic causal relationship between stock market development 
and economic growth in South Africa using the newly developed autoregressive distributed lag 
(ARDL)-Bounds testing procedure. The study used three proxies of stock market development, 
namely, stock market capitalisation, stock market traded value and stock market turnover. The 
economic growth is, however, proxied by real GDP per capita. Using the 1971-2007 data sets, the 
empirical results of this study show that the causal relationship between stock market development 
and economic growth is sensitive to the proxy used for measuring the stock market development. 
In an attempt to answer whether the stock market development Granger-cause economic growth?  
Or whether the causal flow between economic growth and stock market development sensitive to 
the proxy used for the measurement of stock market development? Their study found that when 
the stock market capitalisation is used as a proxy for stock market development, the Granger 
method found economic growth to cause stock market development. However, when the stock 
market traded value and the stock market turnover are used, the Granger method found the 
market development caused the economic growth. Overall, the study found that stock market 
development leads to economic growth whether the causality is estimated in the short-run or in the 
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long-run. Even where such studies have been undertaken, the empirical findings on the direction 
of causality between stock market development and economic growth have been largely 
inconclusive, and evidence suggests that the outcome between the two sectors differs from 
country to country and over time. 
 
In Botswana, the purpose of Nemaorani’s (2012) study was to investigate the impact of monetary 
policy in Botwana on the stock prices. The study regressed nominal and real stock returns on 
using Botswana data for the period January 2001 to September 2011. The empirical results of this 
study suggest that shifts in monetary policy indeed leads to a change in stock returns; however, 
the results are inconsistent with most studies on the subject matter. The coefficient of the real 91 
day Bank of Botswana Certificate [BoBC] rate was significant and positive which suggested a 
positive relationship between monetary policy and stock prices in Botswana. These results were 
attributed to the fact that in Botswana, the stock exchange is largely driven and dominated by the 
banking sector, which accounts for more than half of market capitalisation. On the other hand, the 
BoB’s prime tool of monetary policy transmission, 91 day BoBCs, is only available for trade to 
commercial banks. Because commercial banks dominate the Domestic Companies Index (DCI), 
an increase in the 91 day BoBC rate is good news as they stand to realise increased interests from 
holding 91 day BoBCs. This positive reaction to monetary policy tightening offsets the negative 
reactions of the stock prices of other companies to increases in the 91 day BOBC rate. 
 
3.7 CONCLUSION 
 
The review of literature indicates that a number of studies have been conducted on establishing 
the causal relationship between stock markets and monetary policy in many developing countries, 
however, the majority of these studies have relied mainly on cross country studies or sector-to-
sector studies. Country specific studies addressing the dynamic causal relationship between stock 
market and monetary policy are very scant. Even where such studies have been undertaken, the 
empirical findings on the direction of causality between stock market prices and monetary policy 
have been largely inconclusive, and evidence suggests that the outcome between the two sectors 
differs from country to country, across regimes and over a period of time 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The previous review of the literature on the link between monetary policy and the stock market, 
has shed some light on the linkage between the two variables. This chapter sets out the analytical 
framework to provide answers to the objectives set out in Chapter 1. The chapter is divided into 
five sections. Section 4.2 to develop a model that links the variables in unison, defines variables 
and data sources used in the study follows in section 4.3. A review of estimation techniques for the 
study is presented in section 4.4, while section 4.5 shows the diagnostic check tests carried out in 
the study. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter. 
 
4.2 Model Specification and estimation 
 
The examination of the dynamic linkages between monetary policy and the stock market in South 
Africa is carried out using the Vector Autoregression (VAR) methodology. Westaway (1999:28) 
states that Vector Autoregressions (VARs) are dynamic systems of equations in which the current 
level of each variable in the system, for example, inflation, exchange rates and repo rates, 
depends on past movements in that variable and on all the other variables in the system. It also 
uses minimal assumptions about the underlying structure of the economy and, instead, focuses 
entirely on deriving a good statistical representation of the past interactions between economic 
variables, letting the data determine the model.  
Stock and Watson (2001) clarify that there are three varieties of VARs that are discussed in 
econometric literature, namely, reduced form, recursive and structural. Reduced form VAR 
expresses each variable as a linear function of its past values and the past values of all other 
variables being considered and a serially uncorrelated error term. A recursive VAR constructs the 
error terms in each regression to be uncorrelated in the preceding equations. In VAR, all variables 
of interest are endogenous, all equations use the same explanatory variables, and explanatory 
variables are mainly lagged variables. However, even VARs are not completely devoid of 
assumptions, since the choice of variables to include in the system and the length of lags allowed 
represent a type of restriction, which can have important implications. 
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Laopodis (2006) indicates that the examination of the dynamic and causal interactions between 
monetary policy and the stock market can be done by applying a VAR model. This is because the 
variables of analysis are simultaneously related. VAR models have proved to be a convenient 
method of summarizing the dynamic relationships among variables in such circumstances, since 
once estimated they can be used to simulate the response over time of any variable in the set to 
either an ‘own’ disturbance or a disturbance to any variable in the system. Therefore, the VAR 
approach recognizes explicitly the simultaneity between the stock market and monetary policy. 
Hence, there is the need to treat each variable symmetrically and allow feedback among them.  
VAR has also been found to be most suitable in capturing the feedback relationships among 
macroeconomic variables. Moreover, VAR analysis is superior to a single equation approach for 
capturing the long-run equilibrium of variables while it incorporates an error correction mechanism 
to track the short-run dynamics among the variables (Feasel, Kim and Smith, 2001).  More 
importantly, the structural version of the reduced-form VAR (which separates the influence of 
shocks from those of structure to capture the interactions among the variables of interest) is 
employed in the study. This method explicitly calculates the disturbances by inverting an estimated 
structural VAR of the relationship among the contemporaneous VAR residuals. The VAR model for 
the study is discussed as follows: 
Assuming that Xt is the nxt vector of variables, the intra-impulse transmission process which is to 
be captured by the study, the dimension of Xt (that is n) is 5, given the five variables of the 
analysis. 
Using matrix algebra notations, a 5-variable structural dynamic economic model for the study can 
be stated as: 
 ВXt =µ + ΓXt-1 + εt………………………………………………………………………..…4.1 
where; 
В is the matrix of variable coefficients, Xt is the 5 x 1 vector of observations at time t of the 
variables of the study, that is vector X is defined as Xt= (logSMt, logMst, R,EXt, INFt ) 
Also, µ is the vector of constants 
   Γ     is a matrix polynomial of appropriate dimension 
εtis a diagonal matrix of structural innovations that has zero means, constant  variance, and 
are individually serially uncorrelated, i.e. εt∼ (O,∑)  
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where:  
LMS is the log of monetary policy, LSM is the log of the stock market, INF is inflation and EX is the 
exchange and R is the repo rate. 
 
LMS represents stock market capitalisation. 
Capitalization measures the size of the market and equals the value of listed domestic securities 
on domestic exchanges divided by GDP. However, it is argued that large markets do not 
necessarily function effectively and taxes may distort incentives to list on the exchange. Despite 
this assertion, capitalization is still used as an indicator of market development. 
 
LMS is money supply which is comprised of the sum of currency outside banks, demand deposits 
other than those of the central government, and the time, savings and foreign currency deposits of 
resident sectors other than the central government. This definition is frequently called M3. The 
change in the money supply is measured as the difference in end-of-year totals relative to the level 
of M3 in the preceding year. Ritter, Silber and Udell (1997) confirm that when the Reserve Bank 
increase the money supply, people find themselves with more money than they require and they 
therefore buy securities, including stock, with it. Since there are limited numbers of equities at a 
particular time, this will tend to increase their prices. MS is expected to be positive. 
R represents the repo rate, a tool which is currently used by the South African Reserve bank in 
monetary policy. An increase in the repo rate (contractionary monetary policy) results in high yields 
and hence low bond prices. This will, in turn, reduce bond appetite and hence bond prices. We 
thus expect a negative relationship between R and bond prices. 
EX represents the exchange rate. Depreciating currency causes a decline in stock prices because 
of expectations of inflation (Ajayi and Mougoue, 1996). Depreciation in currency is likely to result in 
foreign investors unwilling to hold assets in currency that depreciates as that would erode the 
return on their investment. In the case of rand depreciation, investors will refrain from holding 
assets in South Africa, including stocks. If foreign investors sell their holdings of SA stocks, share 
prices ought to drop. We thus expect EX to be positive. 
 
INF represents inflation, which is when money loses purchasing power and, as a result, you buy 
less with the money you have than before. Inflation affects stock markets and stock prices in that, 
when the inflation rates start to rise, investors get very nervous, anticipating the potentially 
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negative consequences. Inflation affects share performance in different ways; on the one hand, 
fundamentals such as earnings per share are hit and, on the other, the longer term inflationary 
uncertainty also pushes up the risk premium for shares, placing a damper on performance. We 
therefore expect INF to be negative. 
 
4.3 ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE 
 
4.3.1 Unit root analysis 
 
The first step in our analysis is to test for stationarity of our variables. This test is undertaken to 
examine the time series properties of the individual variables. The precise definition of stationarity 
is that the distribution of the time series variable does not change over time. Stationarity thus 
requires the future to be like the past, at least in a probabilistic sense. In practice, however, many 
economic time series are non-stationary and thus cause the conventional OLS-based statistical 
inferences to be misleading. The purpose of these stationarity tests, therefore, is to determine the 
order of integration of each of the variables under consideration in this study and thus the number 
of times that a particular variable must be differenced to achieve stationarity. Besides, it is also to 
avoid the possibility of a spurious regression. Gujarati (2003) suggests that a stationary stochastic 
process implies that the mean and variance are constant over time, and the covariance between 
two periods depends only on the lag between the two time periods and not the actual time at which 
the covariance is computed. This implies, therefore, that a non-stationary time series will have a 
varying mean or varying variance or both. 
There are various methods for testing for stationarity and unit roots, consisting of informal and 
formal tests. The informal tests are carried out by means of visual plots of data in the form of 
graphs and correlogram (autocorrelation function). The formal unit root tests include the 
Augumented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and the Phillips-Perron (PP) tests. This study will employ both 
informal and formal tests to establish stationarity/unit roots in our variables. Informal tests are 
simple and check for stationarity by plotting the time series and looking for evidence of a trend in 
mean, variance, autocorrelation and seasonality. They make use of subjective visual inspection of 
plots and correlograms. However, they do give hints as to the presence or absence of stationarity. 
Formal tests help with determining stationarity and are based, for the most part, on formal 
statistical tests. The difference between the different types of formal tests lies in the stringency of 
the assumptions they use as well as in the form of the null and alternative hypotheses they adopt. 
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Most economists adapt to formal tests because of their statistical nature. The time series 
properties of the variables will be analysed carefully through the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) 
and the Phillips Peron (PP) tests. The two methods will be used so as to obtain robust results. 
4.3.1.1 Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) 
 
Dezhbakhsh and Levy (1997) make mention that, until the 1980s, much of the empirical time 
series analyses in economics assumed stationarity and occasional departures from this 
assumption were all based on heuristic inspection of data. In the absence of any rigorous test for 
non-stationarity, this statistically expedient practice appeared justified, particularly since methods 
of inference for non-stationary series were non-existent or basic at best. Dickey (1976) and Dickey 
and Fuller (1979 and 1981) developed several least-squares-based and likelihood-ratio tests for 
nonstationarity. The Dickey-Fuller (DF) tests, which are known as unit root tests in econometric 
parlance, examine the null hypothesis that a series follows a random walk against the alternative 
that the series is stationary. Unit root tests have now become an integral part of time series 
econometrics.  
 
An ADF is a test for a unit root in a time series sample. It is an augmented version of the Dickey–
Fuller test for a larger and more complicated set of time series models. The ADF statistic, used in 
the test, is a negative number. The more negative it is, the stronger the rejection of the hypothesis 
that there is a unit root at some level of confidence. The ADF test is one of the most used tests for 
unit root in time series models. It involves the use of the ordinary least-squares (OLS) method to 
find the coefficients of the chosen model. The t-statistic is computed and compared with the 
relevant critical value to estimate the significance of the co-efficient. If the test statistic is less than 
the critical value, then the null hypothesis is rejected with the conviction that there is no unit root 
(Brooks, 2002). 
 
The respective time series will first be tested utilising the improved ADF test as it gives better 
results than the DF test as it includes extra lagged terms of the dependent variable in order to 
eliminate autocorrelation.  
 
The ADF test for unit root involves the estimation of the following equation: 
ty∆  = oa  +  λ 1−ty  + ta2  +   ∑
=
p
i 1
iβ ∆
1−ty    +  tµ  …………………………………………………………4.2 
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The equation shows that ΔYt = Yt – Yt-1; ΔYt-1 = Yt-1 –Yt-2 and the number of lags to be included 
is empirically determined using Schwarz information criteria. The same critical values for the DF 
are calculated by Monte Carlo simulation in MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) as the distribution is 
not standard. The test proceeds by testing the significance of the co-efficient of Yt-1. The 
augmenting is done to remove possible autocorrelation among error terms. In the event that the 
calculated values are greater than the critical values, we reject the null and state that the variable 
is stationary. 
The ADF test for unit root test the null hypothesis 0H : δ=0 against the alternative 1H : δ<0. Thus, it 
tests the null hypothesis of a unit root against the alternative that the series is stationary. 
Dezhbakhsh and Levy (1997:37) state that, unfortunately, the Dickey-Fuller (DF) tests as well as 
their modified versions proposed by Said and Dickey (1984) have several limitations, three of 
which are well documented and widely known. First, the ADF has got a low power of test, that is, it 
tends to accept the null of a unit root more frequently than warranted. Thus it cannot be used to 
detect the presence of more than one unit root. The ADF may not detect structural breaks in a time 
series and the test depends on the time span of the data and not on the size of the sample. 
Moreover, the performance of the tests in terms of maintaining size and power is particularly poor 
in small samples with fifty or fewer observations. Many economic time series, however, are reliable 
only for the period after WWII. The annual frequency of these series limits the available 
observations to about fifty, thus confining the applicability of these tests. Second, the Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller tests are based on the least-squares estimation which is known to be sensitive to 
outliers. Even one or two outliers in a small sample can exert undue influence on the outcome of 
the test.  
Third, the tests cannot distinguish between unit root series and stationary series which contain a 
parameter shift during the sampling period. A structural change in a parameter, resulting from 
incidents such as oil price shocks, can, therefore, be mistakenly identified as unit root evidence.  
Brooks (2008) maintains that the ADF test is sensitive to the way it is conducted. If a wrong 
functional model is used for testing, the size of the test may be inappropriate leading to wrong 
conclusions. This size distortion could be as a result of the exclusion of the moving average (MA) 
components from the equation.  
Furthermore, Culver and Papell (1997) point out that the ADF as well as the DF tests are unable to 
discriminate well between non-stationary series with a high degree of autocorrelation. It is also 
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argued that both the DF and ADF tests may also incorrectly indicate that the series contains a unit 
root when there is a structural break in the series. It is also widely believed that the ADF test does 
not consider the cases of heteroscedasticity and non-normality frequently revealed in raw data of 
economic time series variables. 
4.3.1.2 The Phillips Peron (PP) test 
 
Due to the limitations of ADF discussed above and in order to ensure that the unit root results are 
accurate, this research employs a second unit root test developed by Phillips and Perron (1988) to 
check if the results are consistent with the ADF test. Phillips and Peron developed a more 
comprehensive theory of unit root non-stationarity. The tests are similar to ADF tests, but they 
incorporate an automatic correction to the DF procedure to allow for auto correlated residuals. 
That is, the PP test uses nonparametric methods to take care of the serial correlation in the error 
terms without adding lagged difference terms. Thus the test is needed as it allows that error 
disturbances are heterogeneously distributed and weak dependent (Gujarati, 2003).The tests often 
give the same conclusions and suffer from most of the same important limitations as the ADF 
tests. 
 
This test allows for fairly mild assumptions concerning the distribution of errors. The test 
regression for the Phillips-Perron test is the AR (1) process given as:  
 
1−∆ ty  = oa  +  γ 1−ty  + te …………………………………………………………………………... ……..4.3 
 
As there is likely to be serial correlation in our explanatory variables (inflation, repo rate and stock 
market index), the PP test corrects for higher order serial correlation by adding lagged differenced 
terms on the right-hand side. This test makes a correction to the t statistic of the coefficient γ  from 
the AR (1) regression to account for the serial correlation in te . In addition, the PP test has an 
advantage over the ADF test when the concerned time series has serial correlation and there is a 
structural break, as in our case. All the variables will be tested for stationarity using the above 
methods.  
 
A great advantage of Philips-Perron test is that it is non-parametric, i.e. it does not require 
selecting the level of serial correlation as in ADF. It rather takes the same estimation scheme as in 
the DF test, but corrects the statistic to conduct for autocorrelations and heteroskedasticity 
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(Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent [HAC] type corrections). The other 
disadvantage of the PP test is that it is based on asymptotic theory.  
 
4.3.2 Co-integration 
 
Having established the order of integration and stationarity of our variables, cointegration tests will 
be undertaken. If a group of variables are individually integrated of the same order and there is at 
least one linear combination of these variables that is stationary, then the variables are said to be 
cointegrated. In our study the cointegration tests will help us establish if there is a long-term 
relationship between the monetary policy variables and stock prices. In the event that there is 
evidence of cointegration, that will be an indication that our variables share a certain type of 
behaviour in terms of their long-term fluctuations. The cointegrated variables will never move far 
apart, and will be attracted to their long-run relationship. Testing for cointegration implies testing 
for the existence of such a long-run relationship between economic variables.  
 
Ssekuma (2011) highlights that the Engle and Granger (1987) method was formulated as one of 
the first tests of cointegration (or common stochastic trends) and has the advantage that it is 
intuitive and easy to perform.  Another advantage of the Engle-Granger method is that its ease of 
implementation. However, its results are dependent on how the long-run equilibrium equation is 
specified. In some cases it might not be easy to identify which variable enters on the left as the 
dependent variable. 
 
Ssekuma (2011) alludes to the fact that, although the Engle and Granger procedure is easily 
implemented, it has several defects: 
 
• When testing for cointegration using the Engle and Granger (EG) approach, one has to 
place one variable on the left-hand side and use the others as regressors. The test does 
not clarify which of the two variables can be used as regressors and why. 
 
• The two-step estimation procedure is based on the principle that, irrespective of which 
variable is chosen for normalisation, the same results will be attained if variables are inter-
changed. In practice, it is possible to find that one regression indicates that the variables 
are cointegrated, whereas reversing the order indicates no cointegration. For example, in 
investigating the relationship between income and expenditure, if income is placed on the 
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left-hand side as the dependent variable, it is possible to conclude that income and 
expenditure cointegrate, but the reverse is not necessarily true. This is a very undesirable 
feature of the procedure because the test for cointegration should be invariant to the choice 
of the variable selected for normalisation. 
• In addition, Kapingura and Ikhide (2011) also state that the Engle and Granger approach 
does not give us the number of more than two cointegrating vectors. In the event that there 
are more than two variables, there may be more than one cointegrating relationship, and 
the Engle-Granger procedure using residuals from a single relationship cannot test this 
possibility.  
 
As alluded to earlier and for the purpose of our study, the Johansen approach is more desirable  
as it takes into account the above mentioned shortcomings of the EG approach. The Johansen 
approach is a multivariate equation approach in which we are able to obtain the estimates for all 
cointegrating vectors. 
 
4.3.2.1 The Johansen Co-integration Technique and Restricted Vector Auto-
regression  
 
Having analyzed the time series properties of the variables, the Johansen co-integration test will 
be conducted to establish the long-run relationship between the variables of interest. After having 
established the long-term relationship between the variables of interest, the restricted VAR model 
will be estimated.  
4.3.2.1.1 The Johansen co-integration 
 
Ssekuma (2011) indicates that the Johansen's procedure builds co-integrated variables directly on 
maximum likelihood estimation instead of relying on OLS estimation. This procedure relies heavily 
on the relationship between the rank of a matrix and its characteristic roots. Johansen derived the 
maximum likelihood estimation using sequential tests for determining the number of co-integrating 
vectors. The method can be seen as a secondary generation approach in the sense that it builds 
directly on maximum likelihood instead of partly relying on least squares. The Johansen and 
Juselius testing and estimating procedure follows four steps which are as follows: 
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Testing the order of integration of the variables 
 
Asteriou and Hall (2007) indicate that most economic time series are non-stationary and thus 
integrated. It is crucial to have non stationary variables as this will enable the detection amongst 
them of a stationary relationship to ensure that the problem of spurious regression is avoided. The 
most desirable case is clearly when all the variables are integrated in the same order and then 
proceeds with the cointegration test. Cointegrating relationships might well exist where, at times, 
we have a mix of I (0), I (1) and I (2) variables present in the model. However, the inclusion of 
these variables will have great effect in the results and thus more consideration should be applied 
in such cases. 
 
Set the appropriate lag length of the model 
 
The choice of lag length is an empirical question. This is so in order to avoid spurious rejection or 
acceptance of estimated results and to have standard normal error terms that do not suffer from 
non-stationary, autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity. Brooks (2002) argues that the Johansen test 
can be affected by the lag length employed in the VECM. It is, therefore, important to attempt to 
select the lag length optimally. By optimally, it is meant that the chosen lag length should produce 
the number and form of co-integration relations that conform to all the a priori expectation 
associated with economic theory. Decision about the lag structure of a VAR model could be based 
on the fact that a given criteria produces a white noise residual and conserves a degree of 
freedom. Including too many lagged terms will waste degrees of freedom and may introduce the 
possibility of multicollinearity (Asteriou and Hall, 2007). On the other hand, including too few lags 
will lead to specification errors and omission of important lag dependences. Also if serial 
correlation is present, the estimated coefficients will be inconsistent. The lag length also influences 
the power of rejecting hypothesis.  
 
Autoregressive (AR) process of lag length p refers to a time series in which its current value is 
dependent on its first p lagged values and is normally denoted by AR (p). The AR lag length p is 
always unknown and therefore has to be estimated via various lag length selection criteria such as 
the Aikaike’s information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973), Schwarz information criterion (SIC) 
(Schwarz 1978) Hannan-Quinn criterion (HQC) (Hannan and Quinn 1979). These criteria, 
especially the AIC have been popularly adopted in economic studies. The major findings in were 
that; first, these criteria managed to pick up the correct lag length at least half of the time in small 
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sample. Second, this performance increases substantially as sample size grows. Third, with 
relatively large sample (120 or more observations), HQC is found to outdo the rest in correctly 
identifying the true lag length. In contrast, AIC should be a better choice for smaller sample. 
Fourth, AIC is found to produce the least probability of under estimation among all criteria under 
study. Finally, the problem of over estimation, however, is negligible in all cases (Khim−Sen Liew, 
2004). 
 
Choosing the right model 
 
According to Asterious and Hall (2007) another important aspect in the formation of the dynamic 
VAR model is whether an intercept and/or a trend should either enter a long-run or short-run 
model, or both models. 
 
The statistical package (EViews7) offers five options in applying the Johansen’s method. The 
options correspond to different specification of intercept and trend variable in the underlying VAR 
model. The options are as follows: 
 
Model 1: No intercept or trends included in the VAR model. In this case there are no deterministic 
components in the data or in the cointegrating relations. 
Model 2:  Restricted intercept and no trends in the VAR model. This is the case where there are 
no linear trends in the data and, therefore, the first differenced series have a zero mean.  
Model 3: Unrestricted intercept, no trends in the VAR model. In this case there is no liner trend in 
the levels of the data, but both specifications are allowed to drift around an intercept. 
Model 4: Unrestricted intercept and restricted trends in the VAR model. This option is appropriate 
when jointly determined variables in the VAR have a linear deterministic trend. 
Model  5: Unrestricted intercept and unrestricted trends in the VAR model (Rammadhan and 
Naseeb, 2007). 
 
The problem is which of the five different models is appropriate in testing for cointegration. In the 
case of the cointegrating VAR option, the choice of the intercepts and trends is very important in 
testing for cointegration. The 1st and the 5th models are not likely to happen according to Asteriou 
and Hall (2007), thus irrelevant, therefore, analysis will be limited to options 2, 3 and 4. Johansen 
(1992) suggests that the joint hypothesis of the rank order and the deterministic components be 
tested, applying the so called Pantula principle. This involves estimation of all three models and 
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the presentation of the results from the most restrictive hypothesis. All the three alternative models 
are estimated and move from the most restrictive (no deterministic components) to the least 
restrictive model, comparing the maximal Eigenvalue test statistic to its critical value. The model 
will be selected only when the null hypothesis is not rejected for the first time (Asteriou & Hall, 
2007)  
 
Determination of the rank of П 
 
This step involves determining the number of co-integrating vectors. There are two methods for 
determining the number of cointergrating relations and both involve estimation of the matrix П. 
Johansen and Juselius (1990) proposed two tests for determining the number of co-integrating 
vectors. These are the likelihood ratio test, which is based on the maximum of two following tests:  
 the trace statistics, and 
 the maximum eigenvalue statistic. 
The trace statistic tests the null hypothesis: “there are at most r co-integrating relations” against 
the alternative of “m co-integrating relations” (i.e. the series is stationary), 
r = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. 
 
The maximum eigenvalue statistic tests the null hypothesis: “there are r co-integrating relations” 
against the alternative: “there are r + 1 co-integrating relations”. This procedure is a vector co-
integration test method. If the series is integrated in the same order, then the next step is to test 
whether the series is co-integrated. The Johansen and Juselius testing and estimating procedure 
follows four steps which are as follows: 
 
The Johansen procedure produces two statistics, the likelihood ratio test based on maximal 
eigenvalue of the stochastic matrix and the test based on the trace of the stochastic matrix. These 
statistics are then used to determine the number of cointegrating vectors. The test is based around 
an examination of the π matrix, where π can be interpreted as a long-run coefficient matrix. The 
test for cointegration between the variables is calculated by looking at the rank of the π matrix via 
its eigenvalues. π can be defined as the product of two matrices: 
π =αβ ′………………………………………………………………………………..………. …………4.4  
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The matrix β gives the cointegrating vectors, while α gives the amount of each cointegrating vector 
entering each equation of the VECM, also known as the “adjustment parameter”. Under the 
maximum Eigenvalue (denoted by) max λ test the null hypothesis that Rank (Π ) = r is tested 
against the hypothesis that the rank isr + 1. The null hypothesis attests that there is cointegrating 
vectors and that there are up to r cointegrating relationships, with the alternative suggesting that 
there are (r +1) vectors.  
 
The test statistics are based on the characteristic roots (eigenvalues) obtained from the estimation 
procedure. The test consists of ordering the largest eigenvalues in descending order and 
considering whether they are significantly different from zero. If the variables are not cointegrated, 
the rank of Π is zero and all the characteristic roots will equal zero. To test how many of the 
numbers of the characteristic roots are significantly different from zero, the maximum eigenvalue 
uses the following statistic: 
 
λmax r r+ = −TIn−λ r+ ……………………………………………..……..…………………………….4.5 
 
The second method is based on a likelihood ratio test about the trace of the matrix and it is called 
the trace statistic. The trace statistic considers whether the trace is increased by adding more 
eigenvalues beyond the r
k
eigenvalue. The null hypothesis in this case that the number of 
cointegrating vectors is less than or equal to r. Just like under the maximum eigenvalue, in the 
event that
iλ
^
= 0, the trace statistic will be equal to zero as well. On the other hand, the closer the 
characteristic roots are to unity the more negative is the ln (1- 
iλ
^
) term and, therefore, the larger 
the trace statistic. The trace statistic is calculated by 
 
 
Tracerλ (r) = - T ∑
+=
n
ri 1
ln (1- 
iλ
^
)…………………………………………………………………………….4.6 
 
 
The procedure to determine the presence of cointegration involves working downwards and 
stopping at the value of r which is associated with a test statistic that exceeds the displayed critical 
value. Critical values for both the maximum eigenvalue and trace statistic are provided in Eviews. 
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The advantage of co-integration is that it can estimate more than one co-integration relationship if 
the data set contains two or more time series.  With Johansen's multivariate approach, testing and 
estimating multiple long-run equilibrium relationships is possible. Also, Johansen's estimation 
method allows for testing of various economic hypotheses via linear restriction. The Johansen 
approach is more desirable, therefore, as it takes into account the above mentioned shortcomings 
of the EG approach. The Johansen approach is a multivariate equation approach in which we are 
able to obtain the estimates for all cointegrating vectors (Ssekuma, 2011). 
Sbeiti and Hadadd (2012) explain that other advantages of this approach have been identified over 
its predecessor, the popular residual-based Engle-Granger two-steps approach, in testing for co-
integration. First, the Johansen co-integration procedure does not assume the existence at most of 
a single co-integrating vector; rather it explicitly tests for the number of co-integrating relationships. 
Second, different from Engle-Granger procedure which is sensitive to the choice of the dependent 
variable in the co-integration regression, the Johansen co-integration procedure assumes all 
variables to be endogenous. When it comes to extracting the residual from the co-integrating 
vector, the Johansen co-integration procedure avoids the arbitrary choice of the dependent 
variable as in the Engle-Granger approach, and is insensitive to the variable being normalised. 
Third, the Johansen co-integration procedure is established on a unified framework for estimating 
and testing co-integrating relations within the vector error correction model (VECM) formulation. 
Fourth, Johansen co-integration provides the appropriate statistics and the point distributions to 
test the hypothesis for the number of co-integrating vectors and tests of restrictions upon the 
coefficients of the vectors.  
However, despite its advantages, Maddala and Kim (2002) point out some of the limitation of the 
Johansen procedure. It is very sensitive to its assumption that the errors are independent normal. 
Thus, when the errors are not independent normal, it has been found that the Johansen method 
has a greater probability of rejecting the null hyphothesis of no co-integration when there is no co-
integration relationship. There is also the tendency to find spurious co-integration. 
Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) 
In this study, the dynamic interactions between the stock prices and monetary policy variables in 
the South African economy are obtained by presenting the estimated reduced-form equation of the 
VEC model, the analysis of variance decomposition and impulse response functions.  Having 
established the number of cointegrating vectors, we will proceed with the estimation of the VECM. 
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The VECM applies maximum likelihood estimation to VAR to simultaneously determine the long-
run and short-run determinants of the dependent variable in the model.  
 
Brooks (2008) explains that this approach takes into account the short-term adjustments of the 
variables as well as the speed of adjustment of the coefficients. It, therefore, measures the speed 
at which the bid-ask spread and volume of bonds traded will revert to their equilibrium following a 
short term shock to each of them. In addition, this approach is appropriate for macroeconomics 
and financial data as it distinguishes between stationary variables with momentary effects and 
non-stationary variables with undeviating effects.   
 
The VECM specification has the following form:  
 
ty∆  = ∏ −1ty  + ∑ =
k
it i
Γ 1−∆ ty + ktε ∑ =
k
it
 ……………………………………………………………………4.7 
 
where, 
ty  = ( 1y + ty2 …….) is the 7x1 vector, ty∆  are all Ι (0), iΓ are the 7×7 coefficient matrices and are 
normally and ktε  independently distributed error terms. 
However, in the event that there is no cointegration, an unrestricted VAR model in first differences 
will be estimated to examine the short-term interaction between the variables of interest. 
 
4.3.4 Impulse Response 
 
Impulse responses trace out the response of current and future values of each variable to a one 
unit increase in the current value of one of the errors, assuming that this error returns to zero in 
subsequent periods and that all other errors are equal to zero (Stock and Watson, 2006). So, for 
each variable from each equation separately, a unit shock is applied to the error, and the effects 
upon the VAR system over time are noted. Thus, if there are g variables in a system, a total of 
impulse responses could be generated. This is achieved in practice by expressing the VAR model 
as a vector moving average (VMA). If the system is stable, the shock will gradually die away 
(Brooks, 2008). 
To determine the reaction of stock prices to changes in monetary policy, impulse response 
functions were constructed from the VAR. Brooks (2008) points out that impulse response 
functions trace out the responsiveness of the dependent variables in the VAR to shocks to each of 
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the variables. For each variable from each equation separately, a unit shock is applied to the error, 
and the effects upon the VAR system over time are noted. Thus, this helped us to analyse the 
response of stock prices to changes in monetary policy for a unit shock in the other variables. 
4.3.5 Variance Decomposition 
 
In addition to the impulse response function results, we also conducted variance decomposition 
analysis. Yinusa and Akinlo (2008) showed that while impulse response functions trace the effects 
of a shock to one endogenous variable on to other variables in the VAR, variance decomposition 
separates the variation in an endogenous variable into the component shocks to the VAR. The 
variance decomposition analysis thus provides information about the relative importance of each 
random innovation in affecting the variables in the VAR. Thus, in this study, variance 
decomposition gave us the proportion of the movement in the stock prices versus shocks to other 
variables. This helped us to identify factors which affect stock prices in the short, medium and long 
run. 
 
4.3.6 Diagnostic checks  
 
Diagnostic checks were conducted in order to validate the parameter estimation outcomes 
achieved by the estimated model. Diagnostic checks test the stochastic properties of the model, 
such as residual autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity, and normality among the rest. Diagnostic 
checks are essential in the examination of the relationship between monetary policy and stock 
market performance because they confirm that the parameter evaluation outcomes are achieved 
by the estimated model. The multivariate extensions of the residual test just mentioned were 
applied in this study and are briefly discussed. 
 
4.3.7 Heteroscedasticity test 
 
Brooks (2002) indicates that a sequence of random variables is heteroscedastic if the random 
variables have different variances. Conversely a sequence of random variables with a constant 
variance are said to be homoscedastic. There are a number of formal statistical tests for 
heteroscedasticity and the most popular one is the White’s test for heteroscedasticity. The test is 
useful because it assumes that the regression model estimated is of the standard linear.  
 
Kapingura and Ikhide (2011) concur that in a situation where different error terms do not have 
identical variances, such that the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are not identical, 
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heteroskedasticity will occur. The error terms are mutually uncorrelated while the variance of iµ  
may vary over the observations. Gujarati (2003) suggests that the consequences of using the 
usual testing procedures despite the heteroskedasticity are that the conclusions we draw may be 
misleading. After running the regression, residuals are obtained and then test regression is run by 
regressing each product of the residuals on the cross products of the regressors and testing the 
joint significance of the regression. The null hypothesis ( 0H ) for the White test is homoscedasticity 
and in the event that the null hypothesis is accepted, it implies that there is homoscedasticity. But if 
the null hypothesis is rejected, then there no is heteroscedasticity. 
 
4.3.8 Normality test 
 
Muchaonyerwa (2011) in his study mentions that the Jarque-Bera (JB) test is one of the most 
commonly applied tests for normality in time series analysis. Results for asymptotic validity of the 
JB test in VAR models assume stationarity. The JB uses the property of a normally distributed 
random variable that the entire distribution is characterized by the first two moments, that is, the 
mean and the variance. For stationary VAR models and in VEC models the bootstrap critical 
values are used and the JB test statistic asymptotically follows a 2x  distribution under the null 
hypothesis that the distribution of the series is symmetric. In the event that the residuals from the 
model are either significantly skewed or leptokurtic/platykurtic (or both) the null hypothesis of 
normality would be rejected. 
 
The residual normality test used in this study was the multivariate extension of the Jarque-Bera 
(1980) normality test which compares the third and fourth moments of the residuals to those from 
the normal distribution. One way of detecting misspecification problems is through observing the 
regression residuals. Usually the normality test checks for skewness (third moment) and excess. 
The Jarque-Bera normality test compares the third and fourth moments of the residuals to those 
from the normal distribution under the null hypothesis that residuals are normally distributed and a 
significant Jarque-Bera statistic, therefore, points to non-normality in the residuals 
(Muchaonyerwa, 2011). 
 
4.3.9 Autocorrelation test 
 
Gujarati (2003) defines autocorrelation as the relationship between members of a series of 
observations ordered in time. It arises in cases where the data has a time dimension and where 
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two or more consecutive error terms are related. In this case, the error term is subject to 
autocorrelation or serial correlation.  Salvatore and Reagle (2002) clarify that autocorrelation or 
serial correlation refers to the case in which the error term in one time period is correlated with the 
error term in any other time period. If the error term in one time period is correlated with the error 
term in the previous time period, there is first-order autocorrelation. This is common in time-series 
analysis and leads to downward-biased standard errors (and, thus, to incorrect statistical tests and 
confidence intervals).  
The Breusch–Godfrey serial correlation LM test is a test for autocorrelation in the errors in a 
regression model. It makes use of the residuals from the model being considered in a regression 
analysis, and a test statistic is derived from these. The null hypothesis is that there is no serial 
correlation of any order up to p. The BG test is useful in that it allows for (i) lagged dependent 
variables, (ii) higher order autoregressive processes, as well as single or higher order moving 
average processes. The basic idea is to regress the residuals from the OLS regression on all of 
the independent variables and on the lagged values of the residuals (Regis, 2008). 
 
4.4 DATA SOURCES AND ECONOMETRICS TOOLS 
 
Monthly time-series data was used for this study for the period from January 2000 to December 
2011. The data was obtained from the South Africa Reserve Bank and the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange.   
 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
 
The purpose of this chapter was to highlight the method which was employed in pursuing the 
objectives of the research. The various research techniques that were applied were discussed. 
These include tests for stationarity, cointegration, heteroscedasticity and multicollinearity. The 
chosen methods used to test for stationarity were the Dickey Fuller and Augmented Dickey Fuller 
tests. Cointegration tests were conducted using the Johansen (1991) approach. The Johansen 
approach was chosen in place of the Engle-Granger (1987) because the model in this study is 
multivariate. In the event that cointegration was established, the VECM would be estimated; 
however, it was also highlighted that in the event that there was no cointegration, an unrestricted 
VAR in first differences would be estimated.  Diagnostic tests were reviewed to check the 
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robustness of the data. The next chapter goes further and presents the results from the data 
obtained  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
ESTIMATION AND INTEPRETATION OF RESULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presents the estimation of models for the dynamic relationship between monetary 
policy and the stock market capitalization. Chapter 4 set out the analytical framework and reviewed 
the model and estimation techniques used in this study, thus this chapter will interpret the tests 
which were conducted. Following section 5.1, section 5.2 reports on stationarity tests, section 5.3 
focuses on cointegration tests; and sections 5.4 to 5.7 reports on the short run analysis. Diagnostic 
tests will be reported in section 5.8 and, lastly, the conclusion in section 5.9 ends the chapter.  
 
5.2 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DATA  
 
5.2.1 Unit root and stationarity tests based on informal and formal tests 
 
The first step of the Johansen methodology is to determine the order of integration of the 
series. In this study, one informal and two formal tests for stationarity were employed. A 
popular informal test for stationarity is the graphical analysis of the series. A visual plot of the 
series is usually an important step in the analysis of any time series before pursuing any 
formal tests. This preliminary examination of the data is important as it allows the detection of 
any data-capturing errors and structural breaks, and gives an idea of the trends and 
stationarity of the data set. The figure 5.1 below shows plots of all variables used in the model.  
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Figure 5.1 Stationarity graphs at levels 
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The visual plot above shows the variables have unit root present at level. The stock market 
(SM) and Inflation (CPI) variables seem to be slightly stationary. Although the amplitude is 
wide, the variables oscillate around the mean of zero.   
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Figure 5.2 Stationarity graphs after 1st differencing 
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To solve the unit root problem, the variables were differenced and after differencing once, all 
variables become stationary. This means that they are integrated of order one, that is, they are 
I (1). 
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The unit root tests considered both the null hypothesis of a random walk without a drift (untrended) 
and a random walk with a drift and trended (trended). The results of these tests are reported in 
tables 5.2 and 5.3 
Table 5.2 Unit Root Tests for the Variables in Levels 
 
                       Augmented Dickey Fuller Test  
                      (ADF)  
                   Phillips-Peron  
                     (PP)  
Series  Untrended Trended  Untrended Trended  
SM -1.935963 -2.674258 -4.821877* -7.328752 
Ms -1.396610 -0.824587 -1.406465 -0.824587 
REPO  -1.637787 -2.339237 -1.446959 -2.074394 
EX  -2.441135 -2.509392 -2.280152 -2.351125 
CPI  -3.043550** -3.041698 -2.478399 -2.453030 
     
Source: Author’s Computation using Eviews 7 Econometric 
Notes:  
*** Stationery at 1% 
** Stationery at 5% 
* Stationery at 10% 
 
 
Table 5.3 Unit Root Tests for the Variables in First Differences 
 
                       Augmented Dickey Fuller Test  
                      (ADF)  
                   Phillips-Peron  
                     (PP)  
Series  Untrended Trended  Untrended Trended  
SM -16.13945*** -16.07966*** -23.44500*** -23.34131*** 
Ms -11.91621*** -12.04651*** -11.91621*** -12.05640*** 
REPO  -4.974416*** -4.962658*** -9.611465*** -9.592497*** 
EX  -8.107847*** -8.081820*** -8.050476*** -8.024496*** 
CPI  -6.825608*** -6.821300*** -6.902878*** -6.906241*** 
     
Source: Author’s Computation  
Notes:  
*** Stationery at 1% 
** Stationery at 5% 
* Stationery at 10% 
 
Based on the unit root test shown above, observation is made that in all variables, with exception 
to (SM at 1%) and CPI(5%), were non-stationary at their levels as the reported test statistics were 
lower than the critical values at all levels. However this is characteristic of macroeconomic data. 
 
The variables were tested for stationarity at first differences. The results of these tests are reported 
in table 5.3. The results confirmed that differencing was all that was required to bring these 
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variables to stationarity at all levels of significance 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. Having established the order 
of integration of our variables, cointegration tests were conducted. 
 
5.3 JOHANSEN COINTEGRATION TEST  
 
5.3.1 VAR Lag Length Selection criteria  
 
Before conducting cointegration tests, Kapingura and Ikhide (2011) states that the choice of 
optimal lag length of the variables of interest is imperative in econometric model estimation, 
especially in a VAR model. This is important to avoid spurious rejection or acceptance of estimated 
results. If there are n variables with lag length k, for example, it is necessary to estimate n (nk+1) 
coefficients. The lag length also influences the power of rejecting hypothesis. For instance, if k is 
too large, degrees of freedom may be wasted. Moreover, if the lag length is too small, important 
lag dependences may be omitted from the VAR and if serial correlation is present, the estimated 
coefficients will be inconsistent.  
 
The common information criteria are the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Schwarz Information 
Criterion (SIC), Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion (HQI), Final Prediction Error (FPE) and the 
Likelihood Ratio test (LR). An optimal lag length suggested by the above information criteria can 
be chosen as these criteria may sometimes produce conflicting lag length choices. However, 
decisions about the lag structure of a VAR model could be based on the fact that a given criterion 
produces a white noise residual and conserves degrees of freedom. Table 5.1 presents the 
selection of an optimal lag length for this study. 
Table 5.4 VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria 
       
        Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
       
       0 -5609.165 NA   6.03e+30  85.06310  85.17230  85.10748 
1 -4872.125  1407.076  1.24e+26  74.27463   74.92981*  74.54086 
2 -4822.176  91.57370  8.54e+25  73.89661  75.09777   74.38471* 
3 -4787.940  60.17163   7.45e+25*   73.75667*  75.50383  74.46664 
4 -4773.099  24.96059  8.76e+25  73.91059  76.20373  74.84242 
5 -4761.084  19.29716  1.08e+26  74.10733  76.94645  75.26102 
6 -4741.290  30.29035  1.19e+26  74.18621  77.57132  75.56177 
7 -4731.075  14.85834  1.53e+26  74.41023  78.34132  76.00764 
8 -4710.495  28.37525  1.69e+26  74.47720  78.95428  76.29648 
9 -4691.629  24.58333  1.95e+26  74.57013  79.59320  76.61128 
10 -4673.784  21.90080  2.30e+26  74.67854  80.24759  76.94155 
11 -4654.173  22.58259  2.69e+26  74.76019  80.87523  77.24506 
12 -4608.653   48.96826*  2.16e+26  74.44929  81.11030  77.15602 
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        * indicates lag order selected by the criterion    
 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% 
level)   
 FPE: Final prediction error     
 AIC: Akaike information criterion     
 SC: Schwarz information criterion     
 HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion    
       
Source: Author’s Computation  
 
In this study the optimal lag length was chosen based on the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) 
which is 1. Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) was chosen as it imposes a harsher penalty for 
including an increasingly large number of regressors (Gujarat, 2003). SIC is also one of the most 
popular and effective of the criteria used for model selection. 
 
5.3.2 Johansen Cointegration Test Results 
 
Having determined the lag length, cointegration tests were performed using the Johansen (1988) 
cointegration test and the results are reported in table 5.6. The pantula principle was applied to 
choose the appropriate model to use regarding the deterministic components in the multivariate 
system; and the results are as follows 1 
 
The table 5.5 Pentula principle test results 
   
              R 
 
          n – r Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 
0 
 
3 
 
70,49055 
 
66,55057 
 
86,89129 
1 2 29,56964 26,31851 46,41640 
2 1 15,47680 13,47789 17,83869 
 
All models indicate that there is no cointegration. Thus we chose model 3 which states that there is 
an intercept in cointergating equation (CE) and VAR, no trends in CE and VAR since the three 
models are the same. 
 
 
1 See Appendix 2 and 3 
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Table 5.6 Johansen Cointergration Test Results 
     
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)  
     
     Hypothesized  Trace 0.05  
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.** 
     
     None  0.246725  66.55057  69.81889  0.0886 
At most 1  0.086459  26.31851  47.85613  0.8787 
At most 2  0.059387  13.47789  29.79707  0.8686 
At most 3  0.025248  4.784212  15.49471  0.8313 
At most 4  0.008086  1.152933  3.841466  0.2829 
     
      Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level 
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values  
     
 
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)  
      
      Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05   
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**  
      
      None *  0.246725  40.23206  33.87687  0.0076  
At most 1  0.086459  12.84062  27.58434  0.8935  
At most 2  0.059387  8.693677  21.13162  0.8563  
At most 3  0.025248  3.631279  14.26460  0.8961  
At most 4  0.008086  1.152933  3.841466  0.2829  
      
       Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegratingeqn(s) at the 0.05 level  
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level  
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values   
 
 
Source: Author’s Computation  
 
From table 5.6, the result of the Trace tests indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level and the 
Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating equation at the 0.05 level. Lutkepohl, Saikkonen and 
Trenkler (2000) report that neither of the tests is uniformly superior but the trace tests perform 
better in some situations where the power is low. In a small sample simulation comparison, in 
some situations trace tests tend to have more heavily distorted sizes whereas their power 
performance is superior to that of the Max-eigenvalue.  The trace tests are advantageous if there 
are at least two more cointegrating relations in the process than specified under the null 
hypothesis.  
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The findings of Lutkepohlet el al. (2000) in their study justified the common practice in empirical 
work to use either both tests simultaneously or apply trace tests exclusively. It was on this basis 
that we relied on more robust trace tests and concluded that there was no cointegration in our 
variables. Therefore, this implies that there is no long term relation between stock market 
capitalization and the monetary policy variables. This, then, renders vector error correction model 
(VECM) for the analysis of the data inadequate for the regression analysis. Since there is no 
cointegration between the variables of interest, an unrestricted VAR model was specified to 
analyse the short term relationship between the variables of interest.  
 
In analysing the short-term relationship between the variables of interest, the residual correlation 
matrix was constructed and the results are shown in table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7 Residual Correlation Matrix 
 
 SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
SM  1.000000  0.062179 -0.046515  0.310624  0.100405 
MS  0.062179  1.000000 -0.010953 -0.054076 -0.040983 
REPO_RAT
E -0.046515 -0.010953  1.000000  0.066916  0.436055 
EX  0.310624 -0.054076  0.066916  1.000000 -0.027498 
CPI  0.100405 -0.040983  0.436055 -0.027498  1.000000 
Source: Author’s Computation  
 
Table 5.7 presents the contemporaneous relations between innovations in the variables. It is 
evident that M3 is positively related to the stock market performance as measured in stock market 
capitalization (SM). This concurs with our prior expectation and is consistent with the study by 
Ibrahim (2009) that money supply has an immediate positive short-term response on stock prices. 
 
Repo rates are also consistent with our prior expectation as they are negatively related to the stock 
market capitalization. This is also supported by Laopodis (2006) who found that there was a 
moderate negative correlation between RSR (nominal S&P 500 stock index) and FFR (federal 
funds rate) in the 1970s, and becoming stronger in the 1980s. The correlation between EXP and 
MS is the highest, meaning that of all our variables of interest EX and MS are highly correlated. 
The two variables will be explained further. 
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EX is positively related to the stock market capitalization, supporting our prior expectation.  This 
means as the rand appreciates, the investors will hold more assets in South Africa, including 
stocks. This is supported by the finding of Abakha (2009) that there was a short run positive 
relationship which was revealed between the exchange rate and stock prices in Ghana.  
 
On the other hand, CPI is positively related to the SM, contrary to our prior expectation that 
inflation tends to affect earnings per share thus scaring investors. Our findings could mean stocks 
are not a perfect hedge to the degree that corporate cash flows are negatively related to inflation. 
Our results are supported by the findings by Mousa, Al safi, Hasoneh and Abo-orabi (2012) in the 
Jordan stock market and Geyser and Lowies (2001) for stock prices in Namibia that were found to 
be positively correlated with stock prices. 
 
Before examining the impulse response and variance decomposition, the AR roots graph was 
constructed to examine the stability of the VAR and the results are shown in figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.3 AR Roots Graph 
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Source: Author’s Computation  
 
The AR Roots Graph reports the inverse roots of the characteristic AR polynomial. The estimated 
VAR is stable (stationary) if all roots have modulus less than one and lie inside the unit circle. If the 
VAR is not stable, certain results such as impulse response standard errors are not valid. Figure 7 
shows that all roots lie inside the unit circle which is an indication that our VAR is stable, hence the 
model is certain and does not produce spurious results. 
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5.4 IMPULSE RESPONSE 
 
The impulse responses show the dynamic response of each variable to a one-period standard 
deviation shock to the innovations of each variable. The interpretation of the impulse response 
function does take into account the use of the first differencing of the variables as well as the 
vector autoregression estimates. Thus, a one-time shock to the first difference in a variable is a 
permanent shock to the level of that variable. 
 
Appendix 3 illustrates the response of stock market capitalization to a unit standard deviation 
change in a particular variable, traced forward over a period of 36 months. In the figures, months1-
36 plots the effect from +1 to +36 months. We will focus on the response of the stock market 
capitalization to monetary policy variables. 
 
The first panel indicates that the stock market as measured by stock market capitalization 
responds positively to own shocks starting high and stabilising over a longer period. The response 
is not consistent, first increasing in the first months and decreasing over a longer period. It is also 
responding positively to money supply shocks and becoming insignificant over a longer period.  
This positive impact is consistent with the findings of Raymond (2009) in the Jamaican Stock 
Exchange and supports our prior expectation that an increase in the money stock results in greater 
liquidity in the economy which can be used to purchase stocks, causing stock prices to rise. 
 
Stock market performance illustrates a negative response to repo rate shocks. There is also a 
constant negative response to exchange rate shocks over the first 35 months while there are none 
responsive on the 36th month. This stock market response to monetary policy variables is 
consistent with our prior expectations and confirms the results from the correlation matrix. 
However, inflationary shocks cause positive responses to the stock market adjusting over the 36 
month period; this is in contrast to our prior expectation. These findings are similar to the results of 
Ibrahim and Yusoff (2001) and Raymond (2009) who concluded that the effect of a shock to the 
inflation rate on the stock index was positive. 
 
Overall, impulse responses indicate that shocks from the stock market to monetary policy do have 
an impact on the effectiveness of monetary policy and also shocks in form monetary policy have 
an impact on the functioning of the stock market.  
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This study also looked at the how repo rate responded to stock market shocks and how it 
responded to its own shocks. Repo rates respond negatively to stock market shocks for the first 
two months and then positively over a longer period. Repo rates react positively to its’ own shocks 
and adjusting over a period of time. Analysis of the response of money supply to stock price was 
that; money supply increase positively to stock market shocks for the first 4 months and adjusting 
thereafter. 
5.5 VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION 
 
Brooks (2008:300) explains that “Variance decompositions give the proportion of the movement in 
the dependent variables that are due to their own shocks, versus shocks to the other variables. A 
shock to the ith variable will directly affect that variable and will be transmitted to all of the other 
variables in the system through the dynamic structure of the VAR.” The forecast variance 
decomposition measures the degree of the variation of each of the variables to its own shocks and 
shocks from other variables in the model. This section seeks to analyse the results from variance 
decomposition as postulated in Appendix 4, which is decompositions of stock and monetary 
shocks.  
 
As shown in Appendix 4 a stock price shock explains 100% of its own changes in the first month of 
stock shocks and approximately 5.9% of a change in stock price in the medium period attributed to 
money supply, and 2.3% is attributable to the repo rate in the long run. In the long run, virtually the 
CPI explains about 17% change, money supply 8% change, repo rates 2.3% and the exchange 
rate 0.7% change on the stock price. From the results it is clear that from the independent 
variables the largest to explain changes in stock market capitalization is CPI, though the chief 
contributor is the stock market capitalization itself. 
 
Also the results show the variance decomposition of the repo rate. They depict that almost 31% of 
a change in repo rate is attributable to the money supply. Only 1.1% is attributable to the stock 
market, whilst 9% is attributable to inflation and only 2% is attributable to the exchange rate. The 
largest contributor is money supply at 31% on the 36th month, thus an indication that money supply 
plays a pivotal role to changes in the repo rate. Consistent with the study by Ibrahim and Yusoff 
(2001) it is  noted specifically that movements in the South African stock market, just like in the 
Malaysian stock market, are driven more by domestic factors, particularly the money supply, than 
by the external factor (i.e. the exchange rate). Therefore, the monetary policy committee needs to 
pay more attention to money supply when deciding on repo rates.  
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 The money supply panel indicates that between 100% in the first month and 78% on the last 
month (36th month) of the forecast errors in its own shocks. On the 36th month repo rates at 11% 
and CPI at 4% are also important as a source of forecast error variance. Akinboade, Siebrits and 
Niedermeier (2004) in their research paper support our findings that in the short run there was a 
positive correlation between money supply and inflation. However, contrary to our findings that in 
the long run at 4% there is insignificant contribution of money supply to inflation, Akinboade et al. 
(2002) and Aziza (2010) established that the influence of money and quasi money growth was 
strong in the short and long run and kept increasing. 
 
5.6 VAR GRANGER CAUSALITY/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 
 
Granger Causality may have more to do with precedence, or prediction, than with causation in the 
usual sense. It suggests that, while the past can cause/predict the future, the future cannot 
cause/predict the past. The main interest of this test lies in examining the Granger Causality 
between the monetary policy variables and the stock prices. We therefore implement the Granger 
causality test to answer whether changes in monetary policy variables cause changes in stock 
market capitalization or changes in stock prices cause changes in monetary policy variables. 
 
Table 5.8 VAR Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 
Dependent SM 
Excluded Chi-sq Df Prob 
MS 5.078611 1 0.0242 
REPO 13.58389 1  0.0002 
EX 0.023449 1 0.8783 
CPI 13.70683 1 0.0002 
All 23.51852 4 0.0001 
 
Dependent MS 
Excluded Chi-sq Df Prob 
SM 2.711844 1  0.0996 
REPO 2.823602 1 0.0929 
EX 0.342708 1 0.5583 
CPI 0.276751 1 0.5988 
All 4.967788 4 0.2906 
 
Dependent Repo rate 
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Excluded Chi-sq Df Prob 
MS 0.475773 1 0.4903 
SM 2.214096 1 0.1368 
EX 0.229131 1 0.6322 
CPI 0.593840 1  0.4409 
All  4.088936 4 0.3941 
Source: Author’s Computation  
 
Of interest in this study is the causality between the stock market measure and monetary policy 
measures. There is causality running between the SM index and MS, repo rate and CPI. This 
means the stock market capitalization can be explained by MS, repo rate and CPI occurring at an 
earlier stage. The results indicate that there is unidirectional causality between the stock market 
index and money supply, with the causality running from money supply to stock market at 5% 
level, and 1% level for repo rates, whilst the causality from stock market to both monetary policy 
variables is weaker at 10% level of significance. Our findings are supported by Laopodis (2006) 
who found mutually strong Granger Causality between stock index returns and federal fund rates. 
However, as for the repo rate, there is unidirectional causality from repo rate to stock market at 1% 
level.  
 
There is also a unidirectional causality between the stock market index and inflation, with the 
causality running from inflation to stock market being stronger at 1%. That is, the JSE index 
‘granger causes’ the inflation or inflation help predict stock market performance. These results are 
comparable with Samkange’s (2010) findings that there was unidirectional causality between the 
JSE ALSI and inflation.  
 
5.7 DIAGONISTIC TESTS (VAR Residual Normality Tests) 
 
Diagnostic checks are crucial in this analysis because, if there is a problem in the residuals from 
the estimation of a mode, it is an indication that the model is not efficient, such that parameter 
estimates from such a model may be biased. 
Table 5.9 Diagnostic Tests (VAR Residual Normality Tests) 
   
Test 
 
Test Statistic p-Value  Conclusion  
 
Jarque-Bera 
 
4.843175 
 
 0.9088 
 
Normally 
distributed 
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Chi-sq  4.455529 0.5870 No 
Heteroscedasticity 
LM-Stat 25.48560  0.5611 No autocorrelation 
    
Source: Author’s Computation  
 
The model was tested for serial correlation as well and the results (LM Stat 25.48560 and p-value 
of 0.5611) suggest that there is no serial correlation in the variables (see Appendix 7).  As for the 
normality test, we fail to reject the hypothesis of normal distribution as the JB test of 4.843175 and 
a p value of 0.9088 is a clear indication of normality at 1% and 5% significance levels. However, at 
10% we reject the hypothesis of normality caused by the outliers (Appendix 6). The result of the 
White Heteroskedasticity (no cross terms) chi-sq4.455529 and p value is 0.5870 implies the null of 
homoscedastic residuals cannot be rejected, so there is no indication of heteroskedasticity (see 
Appendix 6). 
     
5.3 CONCLUSION 
 
The chapter focused on interpreting regression results specified and explained in chapter 4. 
Cointegration tests were first conducted to determine the long-term relationship between stock 
market capitalization and monetary policy variables (repo rates, money supply, exchange rate and 
the foreign exchange rate) in our model.  It was established that there is no cointegration amongst 
the variable. Therefore, a VAR in first differences was estimated to examine the short-term 
interaction between the variables of interest. The correlation matrix was first constructed, then the 
stability of the VAR was checked before constructing the Impulse Response and Variance 
decomposition functions. Our short-term results indicate that there is a dynamic inter-linkage 
between our variables of interest.  
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 
 
The chapter attempts to draw conclusions from results of the study, suggest recommendations for 
future policy formulation as well as articulate policy implications for the development of the stock 
market and conduct of monetary policy in South Africa. 
 
Investigating relationship between monetary policy and stock markets has been a focus of much 
academic attention due to the importance of the market to the broader economy. The study 
examined the degree of linkage between stock market performance and monetary policy in South 
Africa for the period 2000 through 2010. The review of the literature indicates that there is no 
general consensus from both theoretical and empirical reviews regarding the relationship between 
monetary policy and the stock market. The study reviewed the theoretical literature on rational 
expectations theory, efficient market hypothesis and the direct monetarist approach and indirect 
monetary policy mechanism. Empirical literature from developed and developing countries was 
also reviewed. Based on the literature reviewed an empirical model that links monetary policy and 
stock market performance was specified. The variables employed in model based on literature 
includes inflation rate (CPI), exchange rate, money supply (MS), repo-rate and stock market 
capitalization.   
 
To determine the time series properties of the variables both informal and formal tests were 
applied. All the time series data were found to be integrated of order one, I (1).  Then having 
determined the order of integration, the Johansen test was conducted. The Johansen cointegration 
was preferred to the Eagle Granger because of its advantages. The Johansen cointegration test 
based on three model specifications provided evidence that there is no cointegration between 
market capitalization and monetary policy variables which were included in the model. Thus for the 
/study period under review, the econometric approach and variables employed, there was no 
evidence of a long term relationship between the variables of interest.  
 
Having established, no cointegration a VAR in first differences was estimated to analyse the short 
term relationship between the variables of interest. By analyzing the correlation matrix, empirical 
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results indicated that MS is positively related to the stock market performance as measured by 
stock market capitalization (SM). This concurs with our priori expectation and consistent with the 
study by Ibrahim (2009).Repo rates was also found to be consistent with the apriori expectation 
that it is negatively related to the stock market capitalization. EX is positively related to the stock 
market capitalization as expected. These findings were supported by findings Abakha (2009). 
 
The impulse response and variance decomposition functions showed that market growth of market 
capitalization exerted positive shocks on itself over the short run period and this turned stabilise in 
the long run as well as the shocks from each other and also the repo rate respond to their own 
shocks in a similar manner. Also the stock market capitalization proved to respond negatively to 
money supply shocks whilst money supply responded positively to stock price shocks for the 
South African market. Results also reveal that indeed the innovations in the stock market 
significantly influence monetary policy in the short run. However the results indicates that it can 
take up to three periods for the stock market to adjust after a shock. This implies that the EMH 
does not hold in the case of South Africa. Investors can therefore profit from changes in policy by 
authorities.  
 
The empirical results suggest therefore that the authorities at the Reserve Bank and stock market 
participants should be aware of the relationship between monetary policy and stock market 
performance in order to better understand the effects of policy shifts. Monetary authorities in 
particular face the dilemma of whether to react to stock price movements, above and beyond the 
standard response to inflation and output developments. 
 
 
6.2 POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATION  
 
The results of this study have implications for monetary policy in that changes in interest rates will 
results in significant changes in the market performance. Monetary authorities should also pay 
attention to the innovations in the stock market since it has an impact on their decision making.  
 
Since there is a causal link between CPI and stock market capitalization, it is important to note that 
policies targeting inflation are not independent from policy that regulates the activities of the stock 
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market. It is recommended that policies that reduce inflation should be compatible with the efforts 
to tame the optimistic behavior at the stock market which exert upward pressure on inflation rate. 
 
In addition, though not a major focus of the study, the empirical results indicated that there is a 
positive relationship between the exchange rate and stock market indices. Therefore, when the 
dollar appreciates against the rand, foreign investors increase their investment in South African 
equities. It is recommended therefore that the exchange rate should be made less volatile, 
meaning that it should be reasonably stable, so that long term investment plans across borders 
can be further enhanced. Reserve Bank and stock market participants should also be aware of the 
relationship between monetary policy and stock market performance in order to better understand 
the effects of policy shifts. Monetary authorities in particular face the dilemma of whether to react 
to stock price movements, above and beyond the standard response to inflation and output 
developments. 
6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY  
 
It is important to note that future researchers can also study the dynamic interactions using daily 
data since most researchers were using most notably annual, monthly and quarterly data. This will 
give more accurate results since daily figures do not deviate from each other greatly as compared 
to annual or even monthly data 
 
More so, future researchers should include other important non quantifiable variables such as legal 
and political environment since these have great influence on the stock market performance. 
However these shortcomings do not render our analysis invalid given that the results conform to 
theory and are supported by prior empirical studies. 
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APPENDIX 
 
APPENDIX 1:  JOHANSEN COINTEGRATION TESTS RESULTS 
 
Date: 02/05/13   Time: 16:26    
Sample (adjusted): 2000M03 2011M12    
Included observations: 142 after adjustments   
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend   
Series: SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI     
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1   
      
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)   
      
      Hypothesized  Trace 0.05   
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**  
      
      None  0.246725  66.55057  69.81889  0.0886  
At most 1  0.086459  26.31851  47.85613  0.8787  
At most 2  0.059387  13.47789  29.79707  0.8686  
At most 3  0.025248  4.784212  15.49471  0.8313  
At most 4  0.008086  1.152933  3.841466  0.2829  
      
       Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level  
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level  
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values   
      
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)  
      
      Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05   
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**  
      
      None *  0.246725  40.23206  33.87687  0.0076  
At most 1  0.086459  12.84062  27.58434  0.8935  
At most 2  0.059387  8.693677  21.13162  0.8563  
At most 3  0.025248  3.631279  14.26460  0.8961  
At most 4  0.008086  1.152933  3.841466  0.2829  
      
       Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegratingeqn(s) at the 0.05 level  
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level  
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values   
      
 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):   
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      SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI  
-1.33E-09  1.31E-06 -0.583404  0.170381  0.486269  
-2.92E-10  1.04E-06  0.008404  0.591606 -0.372257  
 2.24E-10  1.64E-07 -0.145304  0.713156  0.048948  
 9.15E-11  4.20E-07 -0.400982 -0.147286  0.104831  
-1.24E-10 -2.08E-06 -0.378077  0.211657  0.168253  
      
            
 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):    
      
      D(SM)  3.18E+08  23141824 -1.47E+08 -11181739  13287753 
D(MS) -12468.63 -10630.85 -2467.150 -18628.26  5485.256 
D(REPO_RA
TE) -0.010178 -0.006508  0.019921  0.027330  0.026597 
D(EX) -0.040372 -0.050934 -0.057827  0.016049 -0.001146 
D(CPI) -0.093873  0.125873 -0.034396  0.012537  0.016913 
      
            
1 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5184.225   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI  
 1.000000 -988.2333  4.40E+08 -1.29E+08 -3.67E+08  
  (272.701)  (6.9E+07)  (1.1E+08)  (5.9E+07)  
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.421733     
  (0.09582)     
D(MS)  1.65E-05     
  (1.6E-05)     
D(REPO_RA
TE)  1.35E-11     
  (4.0E-11)     
D(EX)  5.35E-11     
  (3.6E-11)     
D(CPI)  1.24E-10     
  (5.9E-11)     
      
            
2 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5177.805   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI  
 1.000000  0.000000  6.21E+08  6.05E+08 -1.00E+09  
   (2.3E+08)  (3.8E+08)  (1.9E+08)  
 0.000000  1.000000  183544.0  742124.6 -642230.8  
   (216482.)  (359283.)  (176788.)  
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.428497  440.7315    
  (0.09809)  (120.653)    
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D(MS)  1.96E-05 -0.027343    
  (1.6E-05)  (0.01993)    
D(REPO_RA
TE)  1.54E-11 -2.01E-08    
  (4.1E-11)  (5.1E-08)    
D(EX)  6.84E-11 -1.06E-07    
  (3.7E-11)  (4.5E-08)    
D(CPI)  8.77E-11  7.34E-09    
  (5.9E-11)  (7.3E-08)    
      
            
3 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5173.458   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI  
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.50E+09 -2.54E+08  
    (6.3E+08)  (2.7E+08)  
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  1007959. -421375.5  
    (326814.)  (139404.)  
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000 -1.448339 -1.203283  
    (1.10009)  (0.46925)  
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.461465  416.6938 -1.64E+08   
  (0.09789)  (119.361)  (4.3E+07)   
D(MS)  1.91E-05 -0.027747  7543.396   
  (1.6E-05)  (0.02003)  (7176.36)   
D(REPO_RA
TE)  1.99E-11 -1.68E-08  0.002988   
  (4.2E-11)  (5.1E-08)  (0.01823)   
D(EX)  5.54E-11 -1.15E-07  0.031528   
  (3.7E-11)  (4.5E-08)  (0.01601)   
D(CPI)  7.99E-11  1.71E-09  0.060822   
  (6.0E-11)  (7.3E-08)  (0.02611)   
      
            
4 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5171.642   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI  
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -4.61E+08  
     (2.2E+08)  
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -560210.0  
     (197275.)  
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.000000 -1.003791  
     (0.28079)  
 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.137738  
     (0.20419)  
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.462488  411.9991 -1.60E+08 -35220575  
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  (0.09809)  (123.029)  (5.1E+07)  (6.8E+07)  
D(MS)  1.74E-05 -0.035568  15013.00 -7429.485  
  (1.6E-05)  (0.02046)  (8547.56)  (11277.8)  
D(REPO_RA
TE)  2.24E-11 -5.34E-09 -0.007971  0.004598  
  (4.2E-11)  (5.2E-08)  (0.02185)  (0.02883)  
D(EX)  5.69E-11 -1.08E-07  0.025092 -0.080615  
  (3.7E-11)  (4.6E-08)  (0.01922)  (0.02536)  
D(CPI)  8.11E-11  6.98E-09  0.055795  0.032096  
  (6.0E-11)  (7.5E-08)  (0.03138)  (0.04140)  
             
 
 
APPENDIX 2: MODEL 2 (INTERCEPT (NO TREND IN COINTEGRATING EQUATION) 
 
 
Date: 07/17/13   Time: 14:13    
Sample (adjusted): 2000M03 2011M12    
Included observations: 142 after adjustments   
Trend assumption: No deterministic trend (restricted constant)  
Series: SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI     
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1   
      
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)   
      
      Hypothesized  Trace 0.05   
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**  
      
      None  0.250370  70.49055  76.97277  0.1408  
At most 1  0.094479  29.56964  54.07904  0.9210  
At most 2  0.066410  15.47680  35.19275  0.9392  
At most 3  0.026692  5.718835  20.26184  0.9608  
At most 4  0.013132  1.877095  9.164546  0.8020  
      
       Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level  
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level  
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values   
      
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)  
      
      Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05   
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**  
      
      None *  0.250370  40.92091  34.80587  0.0082  
At most 1  0.094479  14.09284  28.58808  0.8740  
At most 2  0.066410  9.757965  22.29962  0.8535  
At most 3  0.026692  3.841740  15.89210  0.9648  
At most 4  0.013132  1.877095  9.164546  0.8020  
      
       Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level  
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level  
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 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values   
      
 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):   
      
      SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI C 
-1.30E-09  1.28E-06 -0.581578  0.168961  0.488271  6.787948 
 4.02E-10 -1.05E-06 -0.019239 -0.403362  0.323796 -0.183634 
 1.74E-10  3.54E-07 -0.128289  0.821992 -0.089471 -6.102352 
 5.97E-11  2.29E-07 -0.373268 -0.186331  0.058808  3.783545 
-1.26E-10 -1.66E-06 -0.107078  0.104148 -0.004667  1.904286 
      
            
 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):    
      
      D(SM)  3.11E+08 -76353086 -1.43E+08  2501455.  25301584 
D(MS) -12106.88  9983.446 -5288.312 -17136.59  9197.610 
D(REPO_RA
TE) -0.003739  0.026035  0.030160  0.034272  0.028374 
D(EX) -0.041473  0.033921 -0.068795  0.018567 -0.001528 
D(CPI) -0.101063 -0.128669  0.003313  0.023635  0.024314 
      
            
1 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5185.851   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI C 
 1.000000 -978.5920  4.46E+08 -1.30E+08 -3.74E+08 -5.21E+09 
  (273.536)  (6.9E+07)  (1.1E+08)  (5.9E+07)  (8.5E+08) 
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.405432     
  (0.09422)     
D(MS)  1.58E-05     
  (1.6E-05)     
D(REPO_RA
TE)  4.88E-12     
  (4.0E-11)     
D(EX)  5.41E-11     
  (3.6E-11)     
D(CPI)  1.32E-10     
  (5.8E-11)     
      
            
2 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5178.804   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI C 
 1.000000  0.000000  7.44E+08  3.97E+08 -1.09E+09 -8.07E+09 
   (2.5E+08)  (4.2E+08)  (2.1E+08)  (2.9E+09) 
 0.000000  1.000000  304204.5  538261.9 -726804.6 -2925093. 
   (236798.)  (393000.)  (193379.)  (2709091) 
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Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.436127  476.6190    
  (0.09819)  (118.724)    
D(MS)  1.98E-05 -0.025893    
  (1.6E-05)  (0.01964)    
D(REPO_RA
TE)  1.53E-11 -3.20E-08    
  (4.1E-11)  (5.0E-08)    
D(EX)  6.77E-11 -8.84E-08    
  (3.7E-11)  (4.5E-08)    
D(CPI)  8.01E-11  5.62E-09    
  (5.9E-11)  (7.2E-08)    
      
            
3 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5173.925   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI C 
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.54E+09 -3.59E+08 -1.55E+10 
    (6.1E+08)  (2.6E+08)  (4.1E+09) 
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  1006211. -429722.9 -5972948. 
    (326811.)  (139402.)  (2192217) 
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000 -1.538272 -0.976585  10.01910 
    (0.98763)  (0.42128)  (6.62493) 
      
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.461099  425.8212 -1.61E+08   
  (0.09752)  (119.640)  (4.2E+07)   
D(MS)  1.89E-05 -0.027766  7527.458   
  (1.6E-05)  (0.02007)  (7085.75)   
D(REPO_RA
TE)  2.06E-11 -2.13E-08 -0.002195   
  (4.2E-11)  (5.1E-08)  (0.01804)   
D(EX)  5.57E-11 -1.13E-07  0.032293   
  (3.7E-11)  (4.5E-08)  (0.01582)   
D(CPI)  8.06E-11  6.79E-09  0.060827   
  (6.0E-11)  (7.3E-08)  (0.02582)   
      
            
4 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5172.004   
      
      Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)  
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI C 
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -6.24E+08 -1.55E+09 
     (2.6E+08)  (1.7E+09) 
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -602265.4  3148314. 
     (210151.)  (1406138) 
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.000000 -0.712807 -3.925271 
     (0.28564)  (1.91121) 
 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.171477 -9.064958 
     (0.21275)  (1.42350) 
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Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
D(SM) -0.460950  426.3946 -1.62E+08 -35043225  
  (0.09762)  (120.738)  (5.0E+07)  (6.7E+07)  
D(MS)  1.79E-05 -0.031694  13924.00 -7226.400  
  (1.6E-05)  (0.02010)  (8297.13)  (11204.9)  
D(REPO_RA
TE)  2.26E-11 -1.35E-08 -0.014988  0.007272  
  (4.1E-11)  (5.1E-08)  (0.02119)  (0.02861)  
D(EX)  5.69E-11 -1.09E-07  0.025362 -0.080698  
  (3.6E-11)  (4.5E-08)  (0.01863)  (0.02516)  
D(CPI)  8.21E-11  1.22E-08  0.052004  0.033144  
  (6.0E-11)  (7.4E-08)  (0.03043)  (0.04110)  
             
 
 
APPENDIX 3: MODEL 4 (INTERCEPT IN COINTEGRATING EQUATION AND VAR) 
 
Date: 07/17/13   Time: 14:14     
Sample (adjusted): 2000M03 2011M12     
Included observations: 142 after adjustments    
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend (restricted)   
Series: SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI      
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1    
       
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)    
       
 00      Hypothesized  Trace 0.05    
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**   
       
       None  0.248011  86.89129  88.80380  0.0682   
At most 1  0.182294  46.41646  63.87610  0.5806   
At most 2  0.062579  17.83869  42.91525  0.9874   
At most 3  0.041732  8.662223  25.87211  0.9692   
At most 4  0.018206  2.609042  12.51798  0.9194   
       
        Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level   
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level   
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values    
       
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)   
       
       Hypothesized  Max-Eigen 0.05    
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**   
       
       None *  0.248011  40.47483  38.33101  0.0279   
At most 1  0.182294  28.57777  32.11832  0.1274   
At most 2  0.062579  9.176466  25.82321  0.9817   
At most 3  0.041732  6.053181  19.38704  0.9535   
At most 4  0.018206  2.609042  12.51798  0.9194   
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 Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level   
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level   
 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values    
       
 Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=I):    
       
       
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI 
@TREND(00
M02)  
 1.27E-09 -1.35E-06  0.740325 -0.137447 -0.586558  0.008510  
 5.55E-10 -1.22E-07 -1.016564 -0.333455  0.717446 -0.055746  
-1.22E-10 -6.44E-07  0.362066 -0.869005  0.000653  0.010489  
-1.28E-10  6.40E-07 -0.702450 -0.010191  0.104175 -0.027367  
-1.57E-10 -8.74E-07 -0.158866  0.263073  0.065046 -0.017782  
       
              
 Unrestricted Adjustment Coefficients (alpha):     
       
       D(SM) -3.09E+08 -95582278  1.28E+08  54606024  27135843  
D(MS)  11510.75  9035.285  7346.090 -11851.28  16132.11  
D(REPO_RA
TE) -0.003053  0.091286 -0.033529  0.046678  0.012609  
D(EX)  0.034138  0.053493  0.066628  0.014886 -0.010995  
D(CPI)  0.107212 -0.110280 -0.016756  0.077017  0.019464  
       
              
1 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5184.104    
       
       Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI 
@TREND(00
M02)  
 1.000000 -1062.725  5.84E+08 -1.08E+08 -4.63E+08  6715027.  
  (314.938)  (1.7E+08)  (1.1E+08)  (1.1E+08)  (8197689)  
       
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)    
D(SM) -0.391304      
  (0.09198)      
D(MS)  1.46E-05      
  (1.5E-05)      
D(REPO_RA
TE) -3.87E-12      
  (3.9E-11)      
D(EX)  4.33E-11      
  (3.5E-11)      
D(CPI)  1.36E-10      
  (5.7E-11)      
       
              
2 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5169.815    
       
       Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI 
@TREND(00
M02)  
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 1.000000  0.000000 -2.46E+09 -7.30E+08  1.75E+09 -1.28E+08  
   (5.9E+08)  (4.0E+08)  (3.7E+08)  (2.6E+07)  
 0.000000  1.000000 -2867766. -584619.9  2083932. -127217.2  
   (583919.)  (395936.)  (368771.)  (25932.6)  
       
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)    
D(SM) -0.444323  427.5113     
  (0.09976)  (97.5159)     
D(MS)  1.96E-05 -0.016605     
  (1.7E-05)  (0.01617)     
D(REPO_RA
TE)  4.68E-11 -7.03E-09     
  (4.1E-11)  (4.0E-08)     
D(EX)  7.29E-11 -5.25E-08     
  (3.8E-11)  (3.7E-08)     
D(CPI)  7.47E-11 -1.31E-07     
  (6.0E-11)  (5.9E-08)     
       
              
3 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5165.227    
       
       Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI 
@TREND(00
M02)  
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.11E+09 -3.96E+08 -8269359.  
    (4.5E+08)  (1.9E+08)  (1.2E+07)  
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  1558790. -416023.2  12723.93  
    (519034.)  (218636.)  (13843.4)  
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.747415 -0.871743  0.048798  
    (0.24564)  (0.10347)  (0.00655)  
       
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)    
D(SM) -0.459944  345.3876 -85236332    
  (0.09898)  (106.743)  (9.3E+07)    
D(MS)  1.87E-05 -0.021334  1996.523    
  (1.7E-05)  (0.01788)  (15621.5)    
D(REPO_RA
TE)  5.09E-11  1.46E-08 -0.107198    
  (4.1E-11)  (4.4E-08)  (0.03823)    
D(EX)  6.48E-11 -9.54E-08 -0.004983    
  (3.7E-11)  (4.0E-08)  (0.03468)    
D(CPI)  7.67E-11 -1.20E-07  0.185412    
  (6.1E-11)  (6.5E-08)  (0.05705)    
       
              
4 Cointegrating Equation(s):  Log likelihood -5162.200    
       
       Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)   
SM MS REPO_RATE EX CPI 
@TREND(00
M02)  
 1.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -1.35E+09 -15759560  
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     (4.6E+08)  (3.4E+07)  
 0.000000  1.000000  0.000000  0.000000 -1755377.  2219.424  
     (645208.)  (47895.5)  
 0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.000000 -1.513941  0.043761  
     (0.32432)  (0.02407)  
 0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  1.000000  0.859226  0.006739  
     (0.43518)  (0.03230)  
       
Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)    
D(SM) -0.466948  380.3460 -1.24E+08 -37099968   
  (0.09918)  (115.833)  (1.1E+08)  (6.7E+07)   
D(MS)  2.02E-05 -0.028921  10321.46 -10857.99   
  (1.7E-05)  (0.01937)  (17664.8)  (11190.9)   
D(REPO_RA
TE)  4.49E-11  4.44E-08 -0.139987 -0.001359   
  (4.0E-11)  (4.7E-08)  (0.04297)  (0.02722)   
D(EX)  6.29E-11 -8.59E-08 -0.015439 -0.080581   
  (3.7E-11)  (4.3E-08)  (0.03932)  (0.02491)   
D(CPI)  6.69E-11 -7.08E-08  0.131312  0.035813   
  (6.0E-11)  (7.0E-08)  (0.06400)  (0.04054)   
               
 
APPENDIX 4 :  IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS 
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APPENDIX 5:  VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
        Variance 
Decompo
sition of 
SM:       
 Period S.E. SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
       
        1  8.69E+08  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
 2  9.71E+08  98.72229  0.289580  0.085634  0.020902  0.881589 
 3  1.01E+09  96.54298  0.788106  0.234428  0.057637  2.376847 
 4  1.03E+09  94.11707  1.349416  0.403613  0.099939  4.029958 
 5  1.05E+09  91.78268  1.896988  0.570313  0.142198  5.607822 
 6  1.07E+09  89.65984  2.402889  0.725815  0.182196  7.029258 
 7  1.08E+09  87.77005  2.861375  0.867985  0.219320  8.281270 
 8  1.09E+09  86.09869  3.274960  0.997205  0.253591  9.375555 
 9  1.11E+09  84.62100  3.648573  1.114646  0.285236  10.33055 
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 10  1.12E+09  83.31167  3.987374  1.221610  0.314530  11.16482 
 11  1.13E+09  82.14790  4.296035  1.319302  0.341737  11.89503 
 12  1.13E+09  81.11007  4.578575  1.408776  0.367088  12.53549 
 13  1.14E+09  80.18156  4.838391  1.490929  0.390785  13.09834 
 14  1.15E+09  79.34831  5.078332  1.566522  0.413001  13.59384 
 15  1.16E+09  78.59842  5.300799  1.636205  0.433882  14.03069 
 16  1.16E+09  77.92180  5.507815  1.700532  0.453555  14.41630 
 17  1.17E+09  77.30979  5.701096  1.759979  0.472131  14.75700 
 18  1.17E+09  76.75499  5.882105  1.814962  0.489703  15.05824 
 19  1.18E+09  76.25100  6.052092  1.865841  0.506355  15.32471 
 20  1.18E+09  75.79227  6.212135  1.912936  0.522160  15.56050 
 21  1.19E+09  75.37396  6.363163  1.956530  0.537182  15.76917 
 22  1.19E+09  74.99185  6.505982  1.996874  0.551479  15.95381 
 23  1.19E+09  74.64224  6.641297  2.034196  0.565101  16.11716 
 24  1.20E+09  74.32187  6.769721  2.068702  0.578093  16.26161 
 25  1.20E+09  74.02785  6.891795  2.100580  0.590497  16.38928 
 26  1.20E+09  73.75763  7.007993  2.130002  0.602349  16.50203 
 27  1.20E+09  73.50894  7.118735  2.157125  0.613681  16.60152 
 28  1.21E+09  73.27977  7.224394  2.182097  0.624525  16.68921 
 29  1.21E+09  73.06832  7.325303  2.205054  0.634908  16.76641 
 30  1.21E+09  72.87298  7.421756  2.226124  0.644853  16.83429 
 31  1.21E+09  72.69230  7.514020  2.245425  0.654385  16.89387 
 32  1.21E+09  72.52500  7.602333  2.263071  0.663524  16.94607 
 33  1.22E+09  72.36991  7.686910  2.279167  0.672289  16.99172 
 34  1.22E+09  72.22599  7.767946  2.293814  0.680698  17.03155 
 35  1.22E+09  72.09230  7.845618  2.307106  0.688768  17.06621 
 36  1.22E+09  71.96797  7.920087  2.319132  0.696513  17.09630 
       
        Variance 
Decompo
sition of 
MS:       
 Period S.E. SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
       
        1  140842.6  0.386621  99.61338  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 
 2  195814.9  1.857962  98.07545  0.046268  0.008813  0.011504 
 3  236173.7  3.005769  96.81554  0.133175  0.031067  0.014450 
 4  268590.2  3.785174  95.88521  0.251415  0.066137  0.012067 
 5  295731.0  4.300066  95.18000  0.397207  0.112301  0.010422 
 6  319029.2  4.642051  94.60818  0.568632  0.167534  0.013605 
 7  339370.8  4.872994  94.10890  0.764349  0.229836  0.023926 
 8  357350.9  5.032171  93.64470  0.983162  0.297367  0.042601 
 9  373392.1  5.144343  93.19305  1.223879  0.368486  0.070241 
 10  387807.8  5.225306  92.74054  1.485271  0.441758  0.107121 
 11  400838.0  5.285338  92.27932  1.766071  0.515942  0.153332 
 12  412672.0  5.331262  91.80492  2.064978  0.589979  0.208858 
 13  423461.8  5.367700  91.31504  2.380666  0.662975  0.273618 
 14  433332.6  5.397832  90.80871  2.711789  0.734182  0.347488 
 15  442388.5  5.423877  90.28584  3.056988  0.802982  0.430316 
 16  450717.8  5.447397  89.74690  3.414898  0.868878  0.521925 
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 17  458395.8  5.469498  89.19276  3.784148  0.931474  0.622118 
 18  465488.0  5.490958  88.62452  4.163370  0.990470  0.730683 
 19  472051.2  5.512323  88.04345  4.551198  1.045643  0.847385 
 20  478135.6  5.533970  87.45093  4.946275  1.096845  0.971975 
 21  483785.7  5.556145  86.84842  5.347256  1.143989  1.104186 
 22  489041.0  5.579007  86.23741  5.752808  1.187043  1.243732 
 23  493937.2  5.602637  85.61941  6.161619  1.226024  1.390309 
 24  498506.2  5.627069  84.99595  6.572400  1.260987  1.543596 
 25  502777.0  5.652294  84.36854  6.983886  1.292025  1.703252 
 26  506775.7  5.678271  83.73871  7.394845  1.319259  1.868919 
 27  510526.2  5.704939  83.10792  7.804077  1.342835  2.040223 
 28  514050.3  5.732218  82.47766  8.210425  1.362921  2.216773 
 29  517368.0  5.760017  81.84935  8.612770  1.379701  2.398162 
 30  520497.2  5.788234  81.22438  9.010043  1.393371  2.583970 
 31  523454.8  5.816763  80.60411  9.401225  1.404139  2.773763 
 32  526255.8  5.845494  79.98984  9.785350  1.412219  2.967099 
 33  528914.4  5.874315  79.38282  10.16151  1.417829  3.163523 
 34  531443.1  5.903114  78.78425  10.52886  1.421191  3.362576 
 35  533853.8  5.931780  78.19528  10.88662  1.422525  3.563794 
 36  536157.2  5.960207  77.61696  11.23407  1.422050  3.766710 
       
        Variance 
Decompo
sition of 
REPO_R
ATE:       
 Period S.E. SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
       
        1  0.384858  0.216364  0.006524  99.77711  0.000000  0.000000 
 2  0.541465  0.116733  0.143981  99.71058  0.004600  0.024106 
 3  0.660084  0.139458  0.390633  99.36108  0.014436  0.094396 
 4  0.758923  0.198323  0.734230  98.82279  0.029188  0.215473 
 5  0.845134  0.268005  1.167437  98.13020  0.048786  0.385577 
 6  0.922438  0.340829  1.684390  97.30142  0.073211  0.600150 
 7  0.993071  0.414380  2.279473  96.35013  0.102433  0.853588 
 8  1.058500  0.487806  2.946945  95.28882  0.136382  1.140048 
 9  1.119742  0.560687  3.680880  94.12967  0.174942  1.453818 
 10  1.177536  0.632708  4.475218  92.88463  0.217960  1.789484 
 11  1.232431  0.703565  5.323849  91.56533  0.265245  2.142012 
 12  1.284846  0.772961  6.220691  90.18299  0.316577  2.506779 
 13  1.335109  0.840608  7.159770  88.74832  0.371713  2.879588 
 14  1.383475  0.906238  8.135283  87.27142  0.430393  3.256664 
 15  1.430150  0.969613  9.141643  85.76175  0.492343  3.634648 
 16  1.475297  1.030526  10.17352  84.22809  0.557282  4.010577 
 17  1.519047  1.088806  11.22588  82.67852  0.624927  4.381870 
 18  1.561509  1.144314  12.29397  81.12042  0.694994  4.746299 
 19  1.602770  1.196946  13.37338  79.56050  0.767201  5.101970 
 20  1.642899  1.246629  14.46000  78.00480  0.841274  5.447293 
 21  1.681956  1.293319  15.55005  76.45873  0.916945  5.780957 
 22  1.719988  1.336996  16.64005  74.92710  0.993956  6.101905 
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 23  1.757033  1.377667  17.72683  73.41413  1.072059  6.409311 
 24  1.793123  1.415356  18.80751  71.92356  1.151020  6.702550 
 25  1.828286  1.450107  19.87950  70.45860  1.230612  6.981181 
 26  1.862542  1.481980  20.94046  69.02201  1.310626  7.244921 
 27  1.895910  1.511045  21.98829  67.61617  1.390860  7.493628 
 28  1.928405  1.537386  23.02114  66.24306  1.471129  7.727284 
 29  1.960039  1.561093  24.03737  64.90431  1.551259  7.945973 
 30  1.990824  1.582266  25.03552  63.60125  1.631085  8.149872 
 31  2.020770  1.601008  26.01435  62.33496  1.710459  8.339231 
 32  2.049886  1.617427  26.97274  61.10622  1.789239  8.514369 
 33  2.078178  1.631634  27.90978  59.91563  1.867298  8.675654 
 34  2.105657  1.643742  28.82466  58.76358  1.944517  8.823500 
 35  2.132327  1.653863  29.71671  57.65029  2.020786  8.958356 
 36  2.158198  1.662113  30.58538  56.57581  2.096008  9.080696 
       
        Variance 
Decompo
sition of 
EX:       
 Period S.E. SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
       
        1  0.336307  9.648734  0.540706  0.653851  89.15671  0.000000 
 2  0.483867  17.26031  1.143363  0.828490  80.74683  0.021001 
 3  0.593743  21.89037  1.754428  0.966121  75.36953  0.019543 
 4  0.680006  24.67709  2.385944  1.083655  71.83786  0.015457 
 5  0.749777  26.38312  3.049900  1.187627  69.35355  0.025802 
 6  0.807572  27.43680  3.751934  1.280444  67.47208  0.058748 
 7  0.856435  28.07813  4.493052  1.362906  65.94911  0.116803 
 8  0.898481  28.44638  5.271385  1.435219  64.64761  0.199408 
 9  0.935215  28.62611  6.083348  1.497421  63.48870  0.304426 
 10  0.967734  28.67118  6.924367  1.549576  62.42593  0.428951 
 11  0.996853  28.61757  7.789358  1.591852  61.43146  0.569757 
 12  1.023190  28.49041  8.673042  1.624553  60.48845  0.723551 
 13  1.047219  28.30793  9.570160  1.648116  59.58666  0.887134 
 14  1.069306  28.08385  10.47562  1.663107  58.71993  1.057488 
 15  1.089741  27.82873  11.38461  1.670195  57.88462  1.231840 
 16  1.108752  27.55090  12.29263  1.670132  57.07865  1.407690 
 17  1.126522  27.25700  13.19559  1.663733  56.30085  1.582829 
 18  1.143198  26.95241  14.08977  1.651853  55.55063  1.755343 
 19  1.158898  26.64149  14.97185  1.635367  54.82770  1.923602 
 20  1.173719  26.32780  15.83892  1.615155  54.13188  2.086250 
 21  1.187742  26.01424  16.68843  1.592084  53.46307  2.242186 
 22  1.201033  25.70315  17.51819  1.567000  52.82111  2.390542 
 23  1.213646  25.39645  18.32636  1.540716  52.20581  2.530662 
 24  1.225629  25.09564  19.11139  1.514002  51.61689  2.662081 
 25  1.237021  24.80193  19.87200  1.487585  51.05399  2.784499 
 26  1.247856  24.51626  20.60719  1.462138  50.51666  2.897762 
 27  1.258165  24.23933  21.31616  1.438283  50.00438  3.001843 
 28  1.267975  23.97167  21.99834  1.416588  49.51658  3.096819 
 29  1.277308  23.71364  22.65333  1.397562  49.05261  3.182859 
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 30  1.286186  23.46548  23.28089  1.381663  48.61176  3.260206 
 31  1.294629  23.22730  23.88092  1.369292  48.19332  3.329165 
 32  1.302655  22.99915  24.45345  1.360798  47.79651  3.390088 
 33  1.310282  22.78098  24.99862  1.356478  47.42056  3.443365 
 34  1.317525  22.57268  25.51666  1.356580  47.06466  3.489415 
 35  1.324400  22.37411  26.00790  1.361305  46.72801  3.528677 
 36  1.330921  22.18507  26.47272  1.370809  46.40980  3.561605 
       
        Variance 
Decompo
sition of 
CPI:       
 Period S.E. SM MS 
REPO_RAT
E EX CPI 
       
        1  0.661836  1.008116  0.223893  19.43349  1.073066  78.26144 
 2  0.924971  3.182734  0.542178  19.67565  0.907663  75.69177 
 3  1.122038  4.869674  0.907406  19.67321  0.773636  73.77607 
 4  1.283519  6.061932  1.308610  19.56999  0.664592  72.39488 
 5  1.421440  6.898776  1.743908  19.41516  0.575181  71.36697 
 6  1.542228  7.496384  2.212825  19.22796  0.501855  70.56098 
 7  1.649849  7.932770  2.714504  19.01730  0.442260  69.89317 
 8  1.746959  8.257902  3.247449  18.78822  0.394737  69.31169 
 9  1.835441  8.503829  3.809640  18.54410  0.358025  68.78440 
 10  1.916681  8.691518  4.398690  18.28755  0.331097  68.29114 
 11  1.991737  8.835080  5.011986  18.02074  0.313069  67.81912 
 12  2.061434  8.944302  5.646787  17.74560  0.303157  67.36015 
 13  2.126429  9.026189  6.300300  17.46389  0.300641  66.90898 
 14  2.187256  9.085902  6.969734  17.17724  0.304861  66.46227 
 15  2.244355  9.127353  7.652338  16.88715  0.315195  66.01797 
 16  2.298092  9.153581  8.345427  16.59504  0.331062  65.57489 
 17  2.348776  9.166997  9.046404  16.30223  0.351917  65.13245 
 18  2.396669  9.169560  9.752778  16.00997  0.377244  64.69045 
 19  2.441997  9.162882  10.46217  15.71941  0.406559  64.24898 
 20  2.484955  9.148314  11.17233  15.43161  0.439406  63.80834 
 21  2.525713  9.127003  11.88112  15.14757  0.475356  63.36896 
 22  2.564419  9.099930  12.58654  14.86820  0.514009  62.93132 
 23  2.601206  9.067948  13.28674  14.59434  0.554987  62.49599 
 24  2.636190  9.031799  13.97997  14.32675  0.597939  62.06354 
 25  2.669476  8.992136  14.66463  14.06613  0.642535  61.63456 
 26  2.701158  8.949535  15.33926  13.81310  0.688469  61.20964 
 27  2.731320  8.904508  16.00248  13.56821  0.735457  60.78934 
 28  2.760040  8.857510  16.65309  13.33196  0.783235  60.37420 
 29  2.787387  8.808947  17.28997  13.10478  0.831558  59.96475 
 30  2.813428  8.759182  17.91212  12.88704  0.880201  59.56145 
 31  2.838222  8.708541  18.51866  12.67906  0.928956  59.16478 
 32  2.861824  8.657316  19.10882  12.48110  0.977631  58.77513 
 33  2.884287  8.605766  19.68190  12.29338  1.026053  58.39290 
 34  2.905659  8.554127  20.23732  12.11606  1.074060  58.01843 
 35  2.925987  8.502608  20.77460  11.94925  1.121509  57.65203 
 36  2.945313  8.451395  21.29332  11.79304  1.168268  57.29397 
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        Cholesk
y 
Ordering: 
SM MS 
REPO_R
ATE EX 
CPI       
               
 
APPENDIX 6:  VAR GRANGER CASUALITY/BLOCK EXOGENEITY WALD TESTS 
 
VAR Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Tests 
Date: 02/06/13   Time: 17:20  
Sample: 2000M01 2011M12  
Included observations: 143  
    
        
Dependent variable: SM  
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    MS  5.078611 1  0.0242 
REPO_RAT
E  13.58389 1  0.0002 
EX  0.023449 1  0.8783 
CPI  13.70683 1  0.0002 
    
    All  23.51852 4  0.0001 
    
        
Dependent variable: MS  
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    SM  2.711844 1  0.0996 
REPO_RAT
E  2.823602 1  0.0929 
EX  0.342708 1  0.5583 
CPI  0.276751 1  0.5988 
    
    All  4.967788 4  0.2906 
    
        
Dependent variable: REPO_RATE  
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    SM  0.475773 1  0.4903 
MS  2.214096 1  0.1368 
EX  0.229131 1  0.6322 
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CPI  0.593840 1  0.4409 
    
    All  4.088936 4  0.3941 
    
        
Dependent variable: EX  
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    SM  8.650349 1  0.0033 
MS  5.491676 1  0.0191 
REPO_RAT
E  2.733456 1  0.0983 
CPI  0.541047 1  0.4620 
    
    All  11.24779 4  0.0239 
    
        
Dependent variable: CPI  
    
    Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
    
    SM  2.895105 1  0.0888 
MS  2.508368 1  0.1132 
REPO_RAT
E  0.683295 1  0.4085 
EX  0.307684 1  0.5791 
    
    All  5.066148 4  0.2806 
         
APPENDIX 7:  VAR RESIDUAL NORMALITY TESTS 
 
VAR Residual Normality Tests   
Orthogonalization: Cholesky (Lutkepohl)  
Null Hypothesis: residuals are multivariate normal  
Date: 02/06/13   Time: 22:38   
Sample: 2000M01 2011M12   
Included observations: 143   
               
Component Skewness Chi-sq df Prob. 
          1  0.405159  3.912328 1  0.0479 
2 -10.67472  2715.800 1  0.0000 
3 -0.883396  18.59928 1  0.0000 
4  1.711004  69.77289 1  0.0000 
5 -0.135778  0.439382 1  0.5074 
          Joint   2808.524 5  0.0000 
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Component Kurtosis Chi-sq df Prob. 
          1  3.395254  0.930847 1  0.3346 
2  123.2263  86123.88 1  0.0000 
3  6.454896  71.12049 1  0.0000 
4  13.30322  632.5145 1  0.0000 
5  3.993588  5.882167 1  0.0153 
          Joint   86834.33 5  0.0000 
               
Component Jarque-Bera df Prob.  
          1  4.843175 2  0.0888  
2  88839.68 2  0.0000  
3  89.71977 2  0.0000  
4  702.2874 2  0.0000  
5  6.321549 2  0.0424  
          Joint  89642.85 10  0.0000  
          
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 8:  VAR RESIDUAL HETEROSKEDASTICITY TESTS: NO GROSS TERMS (ONLY 
LEVELS AND SQUARES) 
 
VAR Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests: No Cross Terms (only levels and 
squares) 
Date: 02/06/13   Time: 22:36    
Sample: 2000M01 2011M12    
Included observations: 143    
                  
   Joint test:     
            Chi-sq df Prob.    
             215.4177 150  0.0004    
                  
   Individual components:    
            Dependent R-squared F(10,132) Prob. Chi-sq(10) Prob. 
            res1*res1  0.162101  2.553682  0.0075  23.18039  0.0101 
res2*res2  0.129196  1.958403  0.0428  18.47501  0.0475 
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APPENDIX 9:  VAR RESIDUAL SERIAL CORRELATION LM TESTS 
 
 
res3*res3  0.163226  2.574876  0.0070  23.34138  0.0096 
res4*res4  0.118392  1.772635  0.0716  16.93001  0.0759 
res5*res5  0.140186  2.152153  0.0246  20.04656  0.0288 
res2*res1  0.091597  1.331002  0.2204  13.09843  0.2182 
res3*res1  0.046057  0.637311  0.7797  6.586215  0.7638 
res3*res2  0.123513  1.860117  0.0563  17.66233  0.0609 
res4*res1  0.139221  2.134942  0.0259  19.90857  0.0301 
res4*res2  0.106856  1.579244  0.1194  15.28034  0.1222 
res4*res3  0.095084  1.386982  0.1929  13.59695  0.1922 
res5*res1  0.059558  0.835955  0.5949  8.516808  0.5785 
res5*res2  0.140364  2.155339  0.0244  20.07207  0.0286 
res5*res3  0.062641  0.882117  0.5517  8.957659  0.5361 
res5*res4  0.069347  0.983595  0.4609  9.916672  0.4478 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VAR Residual Serial Correlation 
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LM Tests 
Null Hypothesis: no serial 
correlation at lag order h 
Date: 03/14/13   Time: 08:20 
Sample: 2000M01 2011M12 
Included observations: 142 
   
   Lags LM-Stat Prob 
   
   1  25.48560  0.5611 
2  50.98142  0.0016 
3  28.03422  0.3063 
4  23.83332  0.5290 
5  24.12477  0.5122 
6  19.58137  0.7684 
7  38.94962  0.0373 
8  29.86923  0.2292 
9  13.72555  0.9663 
10  34.77876  0.0923 
11  26.42792  0.3851 
12  57.14234  0.0003 
      Probs from chi-square with 25 df. 
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